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Doctor Kittredoe at Madisox, Wisconsin.—
The subscriber respectfully Informs his friends and the i

public generally, that having become convinced that ho

has at last found the place for carrying out his idea of the
j

Water-Cure to the /ullfH exient^ has consented to take
\

the management of the bc.intifnl and commodious estab-
j

lishment, known as the Lake Side WATKR-CrKE, at Madi-
j

son, Wisconsin, where he wishes everybody to address

him after this date, and where the benefits of his long
j

experience and his very best efforts may at all times be had.

E. A. KITTREDSE, M.D.,

Formerly of Boston.

Errata—In the article on Dress Reform, in
j

in onr May namber, the words 'love-necks" should have
j

beei " low necks." Iho error was typographical.

Plkasant and Prohtable Employment for
'

Young Men and Women too in --very county, to sell onr ;

BEAT, CHEAP and Quick-selling Books. For particulars

address Fowler and Wells, No. SOS Broadway, New
York.

Lacoxics.—An atheist is but a mad, ridiculous
derlder of piety ; but a h>-pocrite makes a sober jest of God
and religion ; he finds it easier to be upon his knees than to

rise to agood action: like an impudentdebtor, who goes every
day to talk familiarly to his creditor, without ever paying

V what he owes.—/'o/)«.

j
Uo who receives a good turn shonld never forget it ; he

L who does one should never remember H.—Ckarron.

DUTIKS OF PHYSICIANS.
A THESIS BY ONE OF THE GRADUATES OF THE

N. Y. HYDEOPATHIC SCHOOL.

Br O. W. ARNOLD, M. D.

Fellow Students :—A Pliysician should be em-

phatically a teacher. What the world most needs

at the present time, is knowledge upon a subject

of the deepest interest to mankind, and re.«pt.'ct-

ing which the grossest ignorance prevails. A
science as yet untaught, and ranking far above

all others in importance, it is the privilege and

duty of the true physician to unfold.

Familiar with almost every science external to \

himself, conversant with the natural laws which

govern^the universe of matter around him, man
gropes in l^orance with respect to the laws

which gorernjiis own being.

But the phytician, he who shuts from his view
\

external nature, and leaves to others the explo-
j

ration of her surrounding beauties, for her more !

sublime and interesting manifestations within

himself!—What has hitherto been his position ?

He has studied nature only to abuse her ! he has

found that of all the manifestations of her power

and glory none equal that displayed in the living
\

organism ; and though acknowledging her con-

1

servative efforts everywhere else, he denies them

here, and instead of aiding her he seeks to op-
|

pose and destroy. His study has ever been to
j

correct abuses of nature, not by annihilation of
|

causes, but of nature herself. He has given to

disease an entity, and considering it an enemy

in the citadel of life, in his blind efforts to de-

stroy the enemy, he destroys the citadel.

He endeavors to remove disease by destroying

the power of nature to perceive it. His elforts

have ever been to relieve from the penalty of

!

transgressed law ; but to teach how to prevtnt]

transgression and thereby aro((i the penalty, has i

been furthermost from his predilection.
|

But if the physician has done wrong, he has !

been upheld in his wrong-doing by the ignorant
j

confidence and blind credulity of the people.

Ignorant of the physiology and laws of their

being, they trample upon and transgress them,

and being overtaken with the penalty, they cast

themselves into the hands of the Physician

with the ignorant confidence in his power to ab-

solve them from physical sins, as that possessed !

by the recipient of absolution from moral sin, in

the man of the cloak and cowl.

A correct knowledge of the physiology of our

being, and the laws that govern life and health, is

the great want of the age. For is it more needed

among the unlearned and ignorant in general,

than among those who, well informed in other

departments of knowledge, have left unlearned

the part most important, and as a consequence

have lived but half their days? I knew a young
man, with a fair start in life. He decided upon

the study of law, which he went to a great city

to pursue.

Ambition ! he had read that midnight toil and

close application—most potent words for evil

—

were the road to fame, and he spared neither.

He became learned in civil law, but a dunce

in physiological.

A knowledge of the former might bring fame to

his name and wealth to his pocket
;
ignorance of

the latter, brought pain and anguish to his soul,

and death to his body.

He returned to his native place, entered his

home and cast upon the table the coveted parch-

ment, which proved to be his death-warrant

:

" There,"' said he, ' seven long years have I

toiled to obtain that paper, and now I have come
home to die."

And he died !—died the victim of transgressed

laws, and his epitaph might be written, '• Died

of ignorance—knew something of law, but

nothing of living."'

Read in his fate that of thousands, who grasp-

ing after knowledge, trample upon the laws of

life and health, because ignorant of their exist-

ence or of the importance of observing them,

and when death overtakes them as the penalty

of their transgression, the inscrutable ways of

Providence are past finding out and cannot be

controlled.

And herein is the world in darkness, which

the light of Christianity or the march of civili-

zation had failed to dispel.

And when we add to this the almost universal

belief in a specific virtue in medicine to absolve

from physiological sin, to set aside the penalty

of violated law, we can truly say that darkness

indeed surrounds us—there is no light

In view of this, what should be the duty of the

true physician, the one who, though ready to



1
r ) relieve niisery. is anxious to do everything in his

Q> power to prevent it ?

He should promulgate the doctrine of living

aright.

He should urge upon mankind the study of

himself, aod the importance of understanding

his own organization, and his i-elation to exter-

nal nature.

Urge him to study and ascertain the natural

laws according to which his physical and mental

health, his intellectual and moral power, are uni-

formly promoted and secured. And that his

physical organization is made up of distinct sys-

tems, each system being appointed to perform

different functions in the economy of physical

life. That between each system and all the others,

fixed relations are established, and between each

and all of them, external nature : so that the

natural endurance of physical life and health re-

sults from and accompanies the harmonious ac-

tion of the whole
; while pain, disease, and pre-

mature death, are the unavoidable consequences

of their deranged and disproportionate action.

And that upon him also is conferred mental

faculties, which are calculated if cultivated, to

enable him to observe, comprehend, and act in

harmony with the fixed laws which govern the

organic system of his physical constitution, and
that it is in the careful study of the sublime

structure, beautiful functions, unchanging laws,

and harmonious action of his vital organism, that

he alone can ascertain how to act iu conformity

with nature's laws, and thus secure to himself an
amount of health and happiness which is only to

be obtained by understanding and observing

them.

But what has the physician hitherto done to

I

advance the work of physical enlightenment?
What has he done to instruct the people, or to

urge upon them the necessity of instruction in

the important matter of their physical well-

being ?

Comparatively nothing. His practice depends

upon, and is a consequent of their ignorance,

and to that ignorance does he pander for gold !

Said an allopathic practitioner not long since

—

" I give Mil dicine nine cases in ten, when careful

dieting and observance of the laws of health is

all that is necessary to restore -'but," said he,
'

'• when called to patients, if I give them no medi-

cine they think I do nothing for them, and I shall

thus lose my practice." Said a professor of the
'

pretended reform school, speaking of water—" I

sometimes think that I can fulfil every indication

by its use. But we must not simplify too much,
lest we destroy our business too soon."

Fellow Studeut ! the world needs physicians

that can withstand every temptation to wrong
doing ! Physicians to whose consciousness of

right, everything of a pecuniary nature must
give way. Physicians who will teach people how

j

to live to avoid sickness and disease instead of

poisoning to relieve them. ;

It is a sufficient comment upon the system of
our profession, that our success depends upon

;

the enlightenment of the people, for by under- '

!^

standing the laws of life and health, and that dis-
'

r ease or its causes are the transgression of those
\ laws, they will seek a restoration by natural

\

J means, and will seek the aid only of the physi- !

3^^^^-
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cian who, recognizing the ever conservative ef-

forts of nature, would aid instea 1 of combatting

her.

Then let us go forth with bold hearts and

ready hands in the work of instruction. Let us

impress the important truth, that he who teaches

how to keep whole the goldeu bowl, is far more

deserving than he who mends it when broken,

for with the faithful performance of the former

the latter is not needed.

And if the time shall ever come when every

man shall be his own physician, or want none,

when sickness, disease, and premature death shall

be banished from the land ; then will the thought

that he has been instrumental in bringing about

that glorious time, amply repay the true physi-

cian for all his toil.

IN AND OUT;
OR THINGS FOR i'ERSO.VS TO THIXK OF.

BY J. C. JACKSON, M.D.

WuAT is the real object of the Water-Cure
movement? What constitutes its sow/, or Life?

To humanity what does it signify? How much
meaning has it ? what is the truth that underlies

it—the IDEA that it seeks to bring to birth? Is

it to furnish a few persons with facilities to

make themselves rich in a few years, so that

thenceforth they shall be so far above want, as

to be above exertion ? Is it to give new direction

to the morbid indulgences of the dissipated, the

debauched, the sick ? Is it to transfer, if possible

to places called " Water-Cures," the patronage

of those who hitherto have frequented watering-

places, and where they can waste their little re-

maining stock of vitality at cheaper rates ? Is it

to congregate the sick, and in the name of sci-

ence, and under pretence of Health, give medi-

cine—nasty, filthy, poisonous medicine to them;

as Dickens says Mother Squeers did the scholars

at Do-the-boys Hall, when she fed them sulphur :

and molasses twice a week, to keep their blood in ;

order ? Is it to play an auxiliary part to the I

terrible system of nf-dicatlon, which in this conn-
\

try has without doubt become its overshadowing
;

curse? Nay verily! neither these nor kindred
'

aims are legitimate to it. They are all foreign !

to it—are interlopers to it—false illustrations of
;

it—and with them i< has no fellowship, /^s aims !

are converse to such, and they are as noble and
;

taking this as a postulate, elaborate it in detail

through society, till you come to a practical con-

clusion, and what would be the result. Think of a

town,vill;ige, or city,with 500, 5000, 10,000, 50,000

persons, from an infant a span long, to the man
who has spanned both ends of a century, (and

whose eye is not dim, nor his natural force abat-

ed,) and not a sick one among them ! would or

would not such a state of society as compared
with the present, rise to the dignity of a revo-

lution ? Would such a Reform as this state of a

people's life should indicate, be worth anything?

Could any Truth .that should produce such re-

sult be owcr-estimated ? To do this very thing

is the intent and aim, the design and object of

the Water-Cure Movement, and not to .subserve

the petty interests of half a score, or half a hun-
dred, or half a thousand Doctors. One might
as well have tried to limit the inestimable bless-

ings of Christ's Mission to the Jews, as to seek to

make a glorious Revolution like this to inure to

private welfare simply. The persons who do
thus, have not penetrated its designs, do not
know the strength of the truth which is in mo-
tion, and will find, as all keepers of the truth have
in all ages, that so far from molding and mod-
elling Revolutions to their liking—they have
been unconsciously the agents by which it has
wrought its victories. They suppose them.selves

to be the drivers with the reins in their hands,

whereas—poor deluded creatures! — they are

looped to the chariot of redemption, and are

made to draw, the Ai..MiGHrr uoldino the
REINS.

I shall not on this occasion argue the point that

sickness is not essential to human nature. That
it exists, I know too well ; that many sick will

never be well, and will die I know, that thou-

sands and millions will be sick, and die from
sickness who are now not sick, I have no doubt

;

but what of all this? It militates nothing against
my premise, that sickness is not necessary to hu-

man beings ; that health is the natural condition

and sickness always an unnatural condition
; that

strict and uninterrupted obedience to the laws
which are ordained to govern man, would insure

freedom from sickness, and that when sick, a re-

turn to their authority and implicit subjection to

their claims is the true way, the safe way, and
the best way to recover health. Nor shall I ar-

gue abstractly the truth of the averment, that

medicinal administration is not needful to the

sick. I have plenty of arguments, and quite8ul)lime as they are singular? They all centre

in one idea, the best born, the truest, the divin-
;
satisfactory to myself, in reserve, going to show

est, that has come to human consciousness in
\
that the greatest Quacks in the laud, are your

nineteen centuries—an idea, which once fairly
j regular Drug-Doctors, that next in order are

conceived and appropriated, does more for a per-
;
those who, having flaked off from the old

son than any other, which having reference to ! school, under the heat of public opinion, have

his physical existence, he could be made to un-
;

kept the falsehood of that school, and are seek-

derstand an idea whose indirect influence for
j
ing to apply it under a new form. And then

good on the welfare of man, as a creature of J
come various grades of Empirics, who propose

higher life than that of a mere animal, cannot I to " tinker up broken-down bodies," by means

be readily measured. And what is this wonder- ', of which nature knows nothing—and the doctors

ful—aye ! it may well be called wonderful

—

truth, which the Water-Cure is struggling and is

destined to give birth to ? This truth of truths

— that is well worthy of another and fresh Incar-

nation? It is—that it is not necessary for hu-

man beings to be sic/c—and if sick, it is not ne-

cessary to take medicine to recover health. Now,

know less. AVhat I propose to do now is, to let

the readers of the Journal see, what a simple

thing it is to get well, after one knows how. Co-

lumbus asked the Spanish Grandees with whom
he was dining, to make an egg stand on end.

They tried and failed. He tried and succeeded
; oj

and such was the simplicity of the process, that

-6^
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they exclaimed, " Oh ! Ah! anybody could do that."

"True, gentlemen, it is easy doing almost any

thing after one knows how," he replied. The

fault with the people and the doctors is, that they

do not know how to cure the sick, and for the

very good and valid reason, that they do not

know how to keep persons from becoming nek.

A man who is well, and does not know how to

keep well, when sick cannot have the faintest
j

it

she could hardly contain herself. After having

concluded my examination, she asked, " Can I

be cuicd?" "Yes, you can." "Are you in

earnest?" "Certainly." "But our Doctors say

I cannot." " Never mind what your Rhode

Island doctors say." " How long will it take

me?" " Till you get well." She smiled. "My

The discovery of the Circulation of the Blood,

how it changed medical practice. It simplified

it very much. The discovery that Medicine is

useless, and worse than useless, in treating any

form of disease, how it is changing and will con-

tinue to change the whob' practice. It is esti-

mated that the circulation of the Water-Cure lite-

dear lady," said I, " I cannot tell how long time
j

rature during the year 1855, diminished the sale

require, and as I never indulge my
]

idea or notion how to get well, and so he must

send for a doctor, who knows no more than to

give him such stufl" as administered to a well

man, would make him as sick as his patient al-

ready is. The whole thing is of a piece with the

course of a neighbor of mine, who finding a man
sitting on a grassy knoll Aa// drunk from having

swallowed a gill of brandy, gave him another

half gill to make him sober, and thus tumbled

him rfeorf-drunk into the gutter. There is no

disease—no matter what it is—that will not give
;

way, if not in-curable—by the use of such means
as properly applied would have kept the person

;

from having it. The a.Tt-preservative, and the S

&Tt-curattve, are one and indivisible, using al-
;

ways the same means in the light of modifiedcir- ':

cumstances such as the healthful and the ill in
?

health show.

Listen and judge for yourselves. <

Case No. 6.

tients in i/uessing for them, you must excuse me.

You can get well, only take time. She stayed

as I have said a year, was very robust, could

walk half a dozen or more miles as a pastime,

and was the admiration of all when she left.

On reaching her home, though she had written

her friends to look for great changes in her per-

sonal appearance, yet she took them by surprise.

" What !" asked they, " has this most wonderful

change been wrought without medicine V "Cer-

tainly
; and what has been done for me, is doing

for others in the same way daily. Not a particle

of medicine has passed my lips since I left you,

nor will any pass them while I have reason. I

know a more excellent way."

I

of medicinal drugs over one million of dollars,

j

By-and-by it will diminish the sale of alcoholic

I

drinks as much or more. Of tea and coffee as

j
much or more ; of tobacco, also, as much or

j

more ; of butcher's meat proportionably ; of

spices in the same ratio ; of gross and heavy

j

greases and oils in the same way ; and then

—

I

'• What next ?" It will diminish the number of

I

drug doctors, of graves, and of funeral sermons.

I

My dear sceptic, you wait two years and see.

j

The bills of mortality will show a decrease.

! More children between one and five years of age

j

will be alive, more girls between fifteen and

j

eighteen, more young men between eighteen

j

and thirty. Orphan asylums will be less thick-

j

ly populated, then will be liot/n again found on

They thought I must be a wizard to cure the
i

fhe vVlage green engaged in sport and athletic

sick without poisoning them. Dear, good, igno-
j

exercises, instead of being seated in saloons,

rant, deluded souls, they do not know that it
;
smolcin^j cigars. The fashion of rushing through

takes a wizard and something more to poison
j

life, like Mameluke cavalry at the squares of

persons and not kill them. French soldiery, will give way to simpler, less

selfish, and more commendable manner of doing

up the business of life ; and over society a soft-

er and more genial atmosphere will settle down.

I know all this, and much in addition migAf come

soon, were what can be done to be done. I know
it 7»ust come sooner or later, for Christianity

will win us to simpler habits, to gentler forms of

life, to better methods of working to good uses

our strength, will waken within us a truer faith,

, _
, __ _ . ,

a stronger resolution, holier instincts, more per-

tried everything, but to no purpose. Kept ? opinion is to do nothing ; and for the sick to re-
|
manent and enduring courage, will model our

growing worse. Neighbors did not think it very
|
cover from illness ©f years, illness which has civilization after its own pattern, will shape our

wonderful that he should be so. He had been a J

" defied the skillfullest," by such appliances as social life more closely after the Divine ideal,

There is scarcely a day passes that strangers,

A lady called to see me in November, about either new patients or onlookers, do not express

her father— a gentleman G9 years old. She said j
astonishment at the recitals which patients some

hewasrapidlyfailing, and the doctors thought his \
time resident at the Glen give of their condition

life about spun. She detailed his symptoms as i
previous and present. They cannot comprehend

follows: Stupidity of mind, disposition to lie in i
it- They doubt the correctness of the statement,

bed all the time, pain in the frontal region all !
They do not hesitate to insinuate that I give med-

the while, discomfort at the stomach, extreme ;
icine in some sly way. Perhaps put it in their

chilliness on the surface, very costive, palpitat- \
food, or in some occult manner administer it.

ing heart, and poor in flesh, and very feeble ; had \
To do what is apparently done by me in their

they have undergone, challenges their credulity

unwarrantably, and some of them grow supersti-

tious. Now the wonder to me, and the feeling

ismingled with sadnesss, is that such should won-
der.

very hard worker, and was getting old, almost
three score and ten

—
'twas time to die. In these

days if one shows a disposition to live over seven-

ty years, many persons talk as if they thought it

was flying in the face of the Creator. I told his

daughter to bring her father to me, and this 1st ! God's laws should be pregnant with His vitality ?

day of May he is lively and vigorous as one ;
Why should scepticism exist in regard to a mat-

could wish, walks 6, 8, 9 miles a day, goes up ;

ter about which faith is not needfully called in-

the mountain like an untired mule, lives on the ;
to exercise ? The mystery does not lie in the

simplest food, and is abundant in flesh
; wouldn't ;

thing done : It exists in the incapability of the

pay a quarter of one per ctent. to insure his life
|

witnesses to understand Nature's processes. Nev-
for 10 years. Laughs at the drug doctors, curses er was anything in Nature solved, but all that

drugs, sleeps like a child, and is happy as a s had puzzled the student or investigator in regard

! to it disappeared, and in place thereof a simplL

will gain some grand advantages on death ; or

Retributive Justice will lash us with scorpions to

our doom. It is not possible for the American

people to improve in their conception, appreci-

lark.

C.tSE No. 7,

is that of a lady 27 years of age, unmarried
; was

AVhy should it be thought incredible that
\
ation, and use of the True, the Beautiful, and

the good, at large, as they do, to grow into a

love for whatever is simple and free as they are

daily growing, and remain as blind as at present

in relation to the true and just means for the pre-

servation and restoration of Health. On this

subject they so much need the truth, are begin-

ning to desire to know it so earnestly, that before

long they will insist on it. When the time shall

come that Drug-medication shall be put on trial

city and beauty arose which delighted all who ! before the people, its fate will not be doubtful

understood it. When the law of gravitation
\ it will cease to exist

under my care and Doctor Austin's /or a year, i

'"'as discovered, how many mysteries it dispelled.
;

Came from the East, had tried all the " celebrat- \

^^ '"^ additional interest Human Eyes look-
|

ed" doctors, and was not benefited—was des- ;

ed into Heaven overhead. Sun, Moon, and Stars !

perate. Had " congestion of brain," had "dys-
shaped themselves into form, and the Solar Sys-

\

pepsia," had " liver complaint," had " affection \

unfolded itself.

of the heart," had "convulsions which were !

alarming," had "great and almost unendurable
;

special and local weakness," had, in fine, so many
|

diseases and disorders—so pronounced by her
|

doctors, that it looked to her as though could she
die, she would gladly. She was thin in flesh, very

j

flabby and feeble in muscle, and so nervous that I

" The minhtt/ things of Earth are simple things.
For they oil put on God's likeness :

He, lUmself, is simple, because He is all-wise,
Anil never clothes Himself in tawdry ornament,
Nor makes a great parade

—

His Miahtiest l-^fforts are the stillest, and Tnr. VoiOB
Tliat speaks life into being, is as soft and quiet
As are the breathings of a sleeping babe.
He spiaKs and It is donr. Ho commands and It stands fast.'

Friends of the truth, lovers of Health, men
and women who earnestly desire to live to a

good old age, and have your neighbors enjoy the

same blessing, I conjure you by all that is pure

and '.^ood to give no man your confidence who is

a Physician, and begs the privilege of drugging

you. Forswear forever the whole system. It is

an abomination, Heaven's frown rests on it,

like a thunder cap on a mountain's brow. Better,

a thousand times better, do nothing than to have

such work done as Doctors generally do. Trust to

Nature. She is merciful and kind, Doctors are
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cruel. They bleed, and blister, and purge, and

puke, till one thinks of the Spanish Inquisition

and its horrible tortures every time one comes

in eight. I know what I am talking about, for I

shall carry their marks to my grave. I shall

die twenty years sooner than I should have done

had I never taken into my stomach one of their

prescriptions, and I solemnly affirm that I am

called daily to listen to details of sufifering from

their victims, sufferings arising entirely from

their poisonous administrations—which make

my blood boil, and which have made me the open,

resolute, and sworn foe of their system of prac-

tice. I will hold no truce with it, make no

treaty with it, and will drag to the day-light its

shaggy, hideous front, clotted with the gore, and

matted with the tears of its slaiti, till it shall be

despised and contemned by all right-minded

men and women, ^SS^ and / will be heard.

Turn away from it, have nothing to do with it^

but studiously, faithfully, earnestly seek to

know the better way. Read the Water - Cure

Journal, purchase Water-Cure Books, eat sim-

ple, very simple food, cultivate simple habits,

wear healthful dress, sleep plentifully and regu-

larly, bear a good conscience and a quiet spirit,

and let the peace which passeth all understand-

ing dwell in you richly, and you will not be

afraid to die , and when one is not afraid of

dying he is in good condition to triumph over

dying

WATER-CURE FOR HORSKS.

The following account may, perhaps, interest
;

some of your readers, and possibly give them a

profitable hint for the use of "Water-Cure," in a

different line from the ordinary one ; and if but a :

single person is induced to change the usual ;

treatment of our noble helper, the horse, I shall
;

be more than repaid for my trouble. I write it

more readily, as old practitioners of Water-Cure

assent most fully to its propriety, though they

never seem to have thought of the subject be-

fore as applied to this purpose.

A fine and powerful young draught-horse, own-

ed by a person on Long Island, was lent to a young

man to attend a party one night, ten miles off.

He was of course over-driven, the usual fate of

borrowed horses, and left standing uncovered in

the wintry air for half a night. The result was

a very severe cold, for which he was drugged,

bled, &c., without effect ; the disease increased
;

changed its character as he was more and more

tampered with, until it finally became a confirm-

ed case of that worat of all diseases, " compound
staggers.'' When the paroxysms came on, they

were frightful, and he would rush off like the

wind, blindly and madly, even if a load was be-

hind him that it would take a team to draw, un-

der ordinary circumstances. He was drugged,

and drugged, and finally bled, until be literally

Btaggered with weakness, from mere loss ofblood.

At another time, he dashed at, and broke through

the side of a barn, and was finally given up as

beyond the reach of the art of the neighbor-

hood.

Having tried water in slight cases, with much
Buccess, with a full knowledge of the above facts

I bought the horse, to try the Water-Cure on him.

He reached the city safely, and I had him placed
i

in a cart ; but the moment he attempted to draw
;

and bear on the bit, he foamed at the mouth,
:

and reeled like a drunken man
;

(a veterinary

surgeon advised me to "knock him in the head,")

when on the point of falling, a pale of cold water

thrown on his head, revived him for the moment.

He was then placed in a light wagon, and I

drove him. At th6 end of half a mile he stop-

: ped, tossed his head as if he was dizzy, and be-

;

gan reeling. I immediately held a piece of ice,

;
that I had with me, for the purpose, on his brain,

! and had au hostler, from a neighboring stable,

I

throw a pail of water over him
; when he start-

ed, came to his senses as it were, and opened his

eyes as if awakening from a dream. I took him
back, and after trying several other experiments

\ to ascertain his real state, began the treatment.

J

Each morning, the croton was played on him
for ten or fifteen minutes, on all parts except the

stomach and brain. In the middle of the day he

was thoroughly washed with soap and water,

and at high tide, when the animal was cool, he

was ridden into the river, and allowed to stand

I

half body deep for fifteen minutes ; and whenever

I

the boy went to the stable, he sponged the ani-

s mal's head ; feed during the time grass and car-

rots. Watching the effect from day to day, on

the ninth I had him placed in the cart with a

j
load, and driven to the boat a mile off ; the car-

man reported he drew very well a short distance,

I

then stopped, tossed his head, and foamed at the

j

mouth, a watery drivelling foam. On uncheck-

;
ing him, he behaved a little better, reached the

boat, was driven back as fast as possible, taken

out of harness quite warm, and six pails of water

dashed over him. His skin all this time was dry

and hard, indicating impaired functions of the

vessels everywhere, and particularly those of

the stomach and bowels. In addition to the

foam at his mouth, his breathing was difficult and

loud, his breath hot. The next day he was put

to work again, and oats added to his feed ; other-

wise, same treatment ; that is, the croton douche,

the river bath—and every time he was taken out

of the harness warm, four or five pails of water

were thrown over him, and he was stabled wet,

without sheet or blanket, but where no draught

of air could come on him. The dizziness, foam-

ing, &c., slightly, but perceptibly, decreased from

time to time, and at the end of three weeks I

had him placed in a light wagon, on a hot day,

with the mercury at about 90° in the shade, and

drove him out of town, eleven miles without

stopping. He reached his journey's end, hot

and with the blood bounding through his veins,

but his skin remained hard and harsh, and simply

damp ; it seemed impossible to do what I was en-

deavoring to do, namely, to sweat him; he was

unharnessed at once, and six pails of water thrown

over him, soon after he was turned into grass

where he rolled and eat, and had a " good

time" generally. At the end of two hours I

drove him back, had him drenched as before, and

stabled him. The next morning he was abso-

lutely covered, neck, head, body, and legs, with

small swellings like musquito bites. This, evi-

dently a " crisis," I hailed as a first step toward

a fundamental cure, but most of them disappear-

ed that day, and all in forty-eight hours. The

work and treatment continued regularly, and the 1

dizziness almost disappeared, but he foamed at (

the mouth, hanging his head, and going heavily,
but very kindly and willingly to his work. At
the end of another week I drove him fifty-three

miles in a day, with same drenching at each half

of the trip, and the next morning, swellings large

and small, came out on different parts of his body,

and remained several days. His feed latterly, as

the carrot season was over, had been grass and
oats. The skin had now become soft, and he

;

sweated easily ; the foam and heaviness gradual-

1

ly disappeared, and the horse was well, one of

;

the kindest, truest beasts that ever lived, and

I

though at work, in the rain and in the sunshine,

;
in the heat and in the cold, he has never had the

! slightest symptom of his malady since, (now

;
nearly a year.) I tried several experiments on
him with "packing," " compresses," &c., but as

;

they seemed to have no perceptible effect, it is

\
needless to describe them.

( The cure occupied eight days, in which the

( horse was entirely idle, and the half hour or so

; daily that it took to bathe him in the river, for

; about two months ; and so a fine horse was saved,

i that to all appearances has yet fifteen years of

work in him.

;
' • Horsemen, " whose god is a lancet, and whose

;
ministering spirits are aloes, nitre, digitalis,

\

opium, &c., &c., would probably accord to this

sketch a smile of incredulity or contempt. I do

5
not speak to them ; but persons familiar with

J
the processes of Water-Cure in human pathology,

J

and their results, if they have horses, may, pos-

\
sibly, be induced by it to experiment upon them,

s in case of sickness.

( The treatment I pursued, even by these per-

j
sons, would probably be set down as severe,

j

though their objection I imagine, would be con-

fined to bathing an animal or human being when
heated. I will explain. In the first place a horse

never reaches that state of physico-moral pros-

: tration that human beings often do, with their

I

pampered and perverted appetites, passions, &c.,

thus preserving the vitality of the muscle (so to

i speak) better up to the moment of his death,

' than human beings. In the next place, no man
has strength enough to run, walk, or ride him-

' self into a heat, but has vitality enough tore-act

: from the effect of fir^t washing the face and

, wrists, and then the whole body with a wet towel,

and with a decided benefit to himself, in freer

breathing, slower pulse, and quicker recovery

from the fatigue ; this rule, as water-cure people

know, is without exception. Now to a horse,

with his thick skin and hair surface, a few pails

of water dashed on him when heated, is no more,

if as powerful in its effects, than the simple wet

towel on the human body ; of course, the day

should be warm, or at least the stable, as well as

the horse, and he should stand without a draught

of air on him. I have done this for years, both

on valuable horses and workers, and always with

the same beneficial result, besides leaving them

less liable to take cold at other times
; and I de-

fy any horseman to bring an instance to the con-

trary, where these simple rules have been attend-

ed to. This can be done with perfect impunity

to horses in such a heated state, that giving

them half a pail of water would founder or per-
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haps kill them, with its direct action on the fat

and delicate membranes of the lining of the sto-

mach. This treatment acts ou the horse some-

what as "packing" does on the human system,

the heat and sweating softens and prepares the

skin, somewhat similar to a pack, and the shock

of cold water drives the blood in for a moment

;

it reacts immediately, and comes to the surface

in greater force, the tendency being at the same

time to bring with it from the more vital parts

to the skin, what impurities may be lurking in

the system.

All horses should have with their grain, grass,

apples, carrots, or turnips, according to the sea-

son ; few persons are aware of the efl'ect that this

has in keeping their blood pure, and themselves

free from many diseases engendered by the eat-

ing of dried food from year's end to year's end
;

indeed, if this treatment were followed, and com-

mon humanity used with regard to their stabling

and the burdens imposed on them, I doubt if

much employment would be left for the veterin-

ary professors. That has certainly been my expe-

rience, for since I fed and bathed horses in this

way, I have never had one sick a day, that I

bought sound, or an unsound one after he was

once cured. Of course nothing of this will ap-

ply to organic diseases, where a change of struc-

ture has taken place.

Many will say '-this disease will return in hot

weather, he is neither safe nor sound after once

having the staggers truly I do not see how or

why. He has been driven hard in the hot sun,

purposely to bring it out if possible, and without

effect ; he showed each step of his recovery clear-

ly, and by well-defined facts ; not the miserable

and temporary relief obtained from bleeding and

drugs, but the soft skin, natural sweating, the

light white foam at the mouth, instead of the

drivelling liquid, the elastic tread, the bright

clear eye, &c., and above all, the " crisis," when

the disease was drawn to the surface, and scat-

tered to the winds. The trouble may return, but

I think he will have to be misused and the dis-

ease recreated first.

Let those who have horses, and are not too

hopelessly wedded to the fleam and drugs, if they

see any symptom of staggers, megrims, apoplexy,

phrenitis, &c., any indications that blood is mak-

ing its way morbidly to the head, and oppressing

the brain, giving the drooping head, the dull

eye, giddiness, and half unconsciousness—let

them, I say, take him, if not warm, to the nearest

water, and let him stand in it, half body deep,

and they will sec how much more quickly than

with bleeding he will as it were awaken, brighten

up, and be himself again, and they will hardly

need advice to do it a second time. If persevered

in, with green food added to the grain, the weak
parts will be strengthened to hold their own

blood, the circulation will be equalized, and

staggers, phrenitis, and all their company of evil

spirits be cast out. before they have liad time to

take form and substance, or be annihilated if al-

ready there.

To assert that this case exhausts the subject,

would be foolish ; on the contrary, it is but offer-

ed as a hint to those who have a more scientific

knowledge of the animal, and the leisure and

inclination to experiment further on the subject,

in the hope that they will do bo, and give their

experience to the public. F. C.

THE EI.KCTRO CHEMIC.^ I-

TEEATMENT—CASES.

BY G. H. TAYLOR, M.D.

The utility of any medical practice is popu-

larly acknowledged to be shown in its results.

The propriety of such practice is, however, but

very imperfectly exhibited by this test, because

the varying capacity that inheres in the vital sys-

tem, and upon which the whole result depends,

is never taken into the estimate. All kinds of

treatment have, by this very mode of reasoning,

been proved to be of the highest account. The

properties of medicine and the properties of life

are confounded. The seeming are not distinguish-

ed from the realities. The apparent and super-

ficial occupy, in the public estimation, the place

of the true and demonstrable ; and hence, medi-

cal men contend about the value of valueless

nostrums, and the public join in the unprofitable

wrangle.

The new procedure of electrolyzivg the sick

afifords no exception to the usual mode of reach-

ing popular favor. Subjects of the operation are

shown marvellous plates, purporting to be cov-

ered with a mineral wealth exhumed from strati-

fications within the body, and the sick public

hasten to have the wonder performed in their

own persons. And thus, as is often the case, in

pursuing a hygienic recommendation,men do that

which is for their health, while supposing they

are performing a kind of medical penance.

By this time the cases of relief and cure by
the Electro-Chemical treatment are numerous,

and its utility cannot be gainsayed. But the

minute particulars of its mode of affecting the

body, are as difficult of investigation as are

those that pertain to the complex subject of

physiology, while the general principles upon
which the process is founded are so plain as

scarcely to admit of question. A wide field is,

however, opened for some aspiring chemist, to

satisfy public and professional curiosity in re-

gard to many points connected with its effects.

While the quality of the juices of the body is

presumed to be changed, by reason of the changed

assimilation and digestion that succeeds, as well

as by analogy, it would be an interesting inquiry

to find how this is indicated in the excretions, as

it doubtless is.

The rationale of the treatment was developed,

to some extent, in the February number of this

Journal. Subsequent experience has corroborat-

ed the view then taken, the main points of which

will be here re-stated.

When the wires connected with a strong bat-

tery are brought into connection with the ex-

tremities of the body, the latter serve to com-

plete the circuit, and the body is pervaded by

the electrical force. It is diflicult to say what

precise element or elements that enter into its

composition, serve in forming the electrical con-

nection ; analogy, however, leads us to believe

that the saline portion of the fluids or juices, af-

fords the easiest road for the electricity to appro-

priate. If so, then their qualities must be

changed according to the laws of electrolysis, or

the conduction of electricity by fluid—that is, c)
the atoms of the conducting compound are sep-

;
arated, and proceed in the direction of either pole;

;
this new condition of matter gives rise to new

;
chemical aptitudes, which are consummated in

!
new unions, but now with other matters—non-

• vital, organic waste materials, over which neither

electricity nor vitality have any but indirect

control.

But any fluid, and especially the body, offers a
resistance to the electrical influence. So great is

this that the force is quite interrupted, unless a
'. strong battery be used, and even then there is

much decrease of the electrical power. If the
distance between the metallic conductors be
shortened, as by applying them to parts of the
body nearer each other than the hands and feet,

: the effect is increased ; hence this mode of appli-

! cation becomes very useful when a local benefit

is specially desired, and in weakly subjects

who can bear but a slight amount of elec-

] tricity.

When, however, the body is submerged in a
' conducting fluid, the whole mass, body and fluid,

becomes a part of the conducting circuit, and
the electricity produces a much greater efl'ect

;

for although the body and fluid are much worse

conductors than the copper wires, yet the much
greater quantity of substance thus afi'orded, in

part compensates for their poorer conducting

quality. There is less resistance in this case and

more electricity is present, for electrical effects

are a ratio between the exciting cause and resist-

ancc afforded in the different parts of the con-

ducting circuit. The whole becomes electrolyzed,

at least such portions ofthe whole as ofi'er the read«

iest facility for the passage of the force. Soine

persons have asserted that the electricity, in the

case of the bath, pervades only the surface of

the fluid, and that, consequently, the body is af-

fected only in that part in relation to the surface

of the water. No one has entertained this idea

that has a tolerable knowledge of the principles

of the science, or who has ever either applied or

taken an Electro-Chemical Bath. The radiant

,
force is felt with great intensity in that portion

of the body under the pole, while it is in contact

with the water, though removed to the greatest dis-

tance. All Electro-Metallurgic operations con-

firm the principle that the whole mass of fluid is

electrolyzed. Without doubt, those who do not

understand the proper mode of preparing the

bath, may sometimes find an irritation of the

skin at the surface of the water, for here are con-

! joined the greatest number of elements to deter-

' mine chemical action. This is illustrated by a

; simple experiment. Place a rod of zinc in a cup

;
containing an acid solution of mercury, a portion

: of the rod being above the fluid. No apparent

; action ensues while the zinc is silently dissolved

; at its whole surface, and the mercury at the same

1 time withdrawn by it from the solution, efl'ecting

an amalgamation. Not till this is completely

efl'ected does efl'ervescence commence ; but now
; the zinc is dissolved at the junction of the

\
air and the acid solution, and is soon eaten ofiF.

\
But this is only chemical action,

i
In eleolrolyzing the body, it has a positive re-

I

lation to the conducting material that the bath

!
contains, hence the electro-negative elements of
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the bath will proceed in its direction, while an

equivalent proportion of the opposite element

passes in the direction of the negative. Thus

oxvgen. iodine, chlorine, &c.,have been introduc-

ed" within the body in perceptible quantities,

while alkaline substances, and metals, if present

by their salts, may pass in the direction of

the negative and be received into the water of

the bath.

To convey iodine, chlorine, &c., into the body

by any means, for medical purposes, is totally

opposed to my ideas of good practice, especially

since oxygen, an element so highly superior, is

perfectly hygienic. Its ordinary physiological

use by respiration, is abundantly competent to

maintain the healthy condition ; in disease, Wa-

ter-Cure secures its increased appropriation

while Electro-chemistry, by affording it in a nas-

cent, active state, is able to overcome maladies

that are reached with the utmost difficulty by any

other method.

Much depends on the power and uniform action

of the bjttery. Some weakly females cannot bear

a very powerful application, but its intensity can

easily be modified by the judicious operator. A
rude test of its power may readily be had by no-

ticing the rapidity with which it is capable of de-

composing water. For ordinary purposes, the

mixed gases produced by its action, ought

to displace a half ounce of water, in each minute

of time.

But without reference to any scientific demon-

stration, the public will anxiously inquire for

specimens of cure effected by this agent— not-

withstanding the liability to deception that this

\ind of evidence involves. I design hereafter to

report some cases for the benefit of such inquir-

ers. With the hygienic practitioner cases of

treatment by the purely Electro Chemical

method, are rare, as it is usually made auxiliary

to the other hygienic measures. Besides, tran-

sient patrons are soon lost sight of, or they coun-

teract the benefit received by a repetition of the

causes of illness.

Case 1. Malaria and Orcheitis. This gentle-

man, belonging to this city, about 42 years of

age, and of good constitution, had been severely

afflicted for several months with ague and fever,

was reduced much in flesh, and presented the ap-

pearance usual with those long afflicted with this

disease. He was barely able to drag himself

about. He was also afflicted with the chronic

orchitis,—the afflicted gland being quadrupled

in size, hard to the feel, and of a highly con-

gested appearance. This was of ten years'

standing, and had been pronounced by the Phila-

delphia surgeons a permanent affection. It had

lately much increased and was painful. He was

electrolyzed in the full bath once oaly,^niS. pursued

his ordinary course of hygiene. He was lost

Bight of for several weeks, and when accidental-

ly met, reported that he recovered his health

rapidly from( the bath, and his appearance con-

firmed his statements with regard to his positive

good health. He has lately informed me that his

swollen gland was perfectly restored in ten days,

and had remained so ever since.

Cask 2. Scrofula. Thiswas a married lady from
Massachusetts, about 28 years of age. Her family

were disposed to consumption, several of its

! members having died of that disease. She had had
;

I

a hard cough, sore throat, and severe dyspeptic
;

S
symptoms, and was altogether in a weakly way.

;

; She had also a suspicious enlargement of the

; left breast, hard and nodulated to the feel, and

i the lymphatic glands, under the arm of the same

< side, were swollen and lumpy. She had also a

I

sharp, lancinating pain in the breast. She was

subjected to appropriate diet and water treat-

) ment, and also to electricity, once or twice a

I
week, at first in the full bath, afterwards locally,

I

by the positive pole, while the negative was

J
connected with the feet. In the course of seven

i or eight weeks the breast was reduced to its

^
natural condition, the cough nearly left, and she

! improved much in flesh and vigor. She some-

i time after wrote me that she continued to im-

\

prove in general health, while the breast afl'ord-

;
ed no symptom of disease whatever.

;
Cases. Liver Affection. Amanof aboutSOyears

^
of age had followed painting, which seemed to

\ have something to do with his illness. His case

! was an undoubted liver affection. Had been sick

I

for eighteen months. When he came to me he was

\ much emaciated, was nervous with a peculiar

I

anxious expression of the countenance, bad diges-

\ tion and constipation, a weighty feeling with

pain and very great tenderness under the short

ribs of the right side, occupying the whole of

that side. The walls of the trunk, over the af-

\
fected part, were even pressed out conspicuously,

and he had to be handled with care, on account

of the tenderness. He took no treatment until

he was electrolyzed, and in a few hours after very

much of the symptoms had abated. He took ap-

propriate diet and light, tonic applications of

water, and a second application of electricity,

and in two weeks called himself well, having

gained in strength and flesh rapidly. lie con-

tinued on for a short time longer to confirm his

health, without, however, repeating the electri-

city, and was soon in possession of good health.

This is a case of most remarkable effects from

very little treatment. I have many cases of

peculiar interest in diseases of the liver, and of

the general system, to report hereafter.

EXPKRIKNCE OF AN EDITOR i

ON THE EFFICACY OF THE WATEK-CUKE. :

( From Ihe HlBhlnnd Oliio Weekly News.

I

Most of our readers have probably heard or

( read something about "Water-Cure," but few, per-

\ haps, have given the subject sufficient attention

. to form a definite opinion, and fewer still have

I
ever made a practical trial of the treatment.

[ Several years since, from reading the " Watek-

\ Cure Journal," and other publications devoted

to the advocacy of the system, we had formed a

favorable opinion of it, which has been strength-

ened and confirmed by our personal experience

\ of its good effects, in at least one class of dis-

j
eases. We allude to that most insidious and fa-

! tal malady, which yearly destroys more of the

j
human race than any other single disease—Con-

( sumption of the Lungs.

< It is our decided opinion that many lives might

I

be saved, which would otherwise be lost, if a

knowledge of the curative power of water were

! more generally diffused among the community.

\ It has occurred to us, therefore, that it might be

of somo benefit to such of our readers as have
never become acquainted with the principles of

the water treatment, to give a few short articles

on the subject, which may at least induce them
to investigate it more closely, by reading some
of the numerous works in which the system is

fully explained.

While we do not wish to be understood as sub-

scribing without reserve to the whole creed of

those who advocate the water-cure, yet we do
say, that we know it to be good in Consumption,

and have a strong faith in its efficacy in many
other diseases, such as fevers of all kinds, dis-

eases of the nervous system, dyspepsia, and

chronic diseases generally. Practitioners of wa-

ter-cure may go to extremes, as all reformers are

apt to do, and claim more for their favorite

system than it really deserves. We do not doubt

that there may be diseases which the system will

not reach ; but even if it is true that it will not

do ALL they claim for it, it is no reason for deny-

ing its efficacy altogether. The more sensible

course would be to put its claims to the test of

experience :
" prove all things, hold fast that

which is good." It is upon this foundation that

our faith in the treatment is based. The circum-

stances of our case are briefly as follows :

In the winter of 1831-2, we took a severe cold

in riding from this place (Hillsboro') to Cincin-

nati, in a " mud wagon," one of those primitive

travelling conveyances now happily driven out

of good society by the railway car. Subsequent

neglect and exposure increased the cold, until

finally it obtained such a secure lodgment in the

lungs, that it resisted all ordinary means of ex-

pulsion. By the middle of the following sum-

mer we had every symptom of Consumption in

its worst form. Strength and appetite were

gone, we coughed almost incessantly, raising a

great quantity of corrupt matter, and experi-

enced a most distressing and smothering sensa-

tion of oppression at the chest, together with a

dull and heavy pain about the heart. The slight,

est exertion produced excessive exhaustion and

perspiration, and night-sweats were of regular

occurrence. We tried all the usual remedies, in.

eluding Cod Liver Oil, but kept getting worse.

At length, as we were just upon the point of

taking to our bed, (from which we firmly believe

we should never have arisen had we continued

the drug treatment,) we resolved to try the effi-

cacy of water, as a last resort. We had two or

three works on Water-Cure, among them Dr.

Shew s " Water-Cure Manual." These we read,

and under their guidance at once abandoned all

medicine and commenced a rigorous course of

water treatment. For several months we took

four baths a day—one on rising in the morning,

two more before dinner, and one on going to bed.

With the bathing we also changed our diet, eat-

ing no greasy, rich or stimulating food, and

drinking no tea or coflFee. Every morning after

bathing we walked or rode before breakfast, as

far as we could without too much fatigue. Un-

der this treatment our recovery was very rapid.

In less than two weeks there was an evident im-

provement in all the symptoms of the disease

—

and our strength and appetite began to return.

Hope revived, we persevered, and by the follow-

ing spring, though not entirely well, we were so
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far recovered as to be comfortable, and feel cer-

tain of an ultimate cure. Vi'e now enjoy good

health, and have no cough, though in conse-

quence of neglecting to bathe regularly for

some time past, wc are still more liable to take

cold than we were before our lungs were af-

fected.

Such is a brief history of our personal expe-

rience, and believing that under Divine Provi-

dence our recovery is due to water treatment,

we shall never cease to be thankful to Prciss-

nitz, its great discoverer, for making known to

the world so valuable and simple a remedy for

the most terrible of the " ills that flesh is heir

to." In another number we will give some de-

tails in regard to the various processes of the

treatment, and the theory of water-cure.

PURK AIR AXDVENTILATION *

This topic takes the lead of all others in im-

portance and difficulty. The fact that the Greeks

lived most of the year out-doors, and that in

their houses they never breathed any but pure

air, gave them an advantage jn developing the

beauty, strength, and health of their children,

which it would be difficult to secure with our

climate and habits. And the steady and equable

climate of the old countries, which has led their

inhabitants to out-door life, and thus to acquire

vigorous constitutions, gives them also a great

advantage over us.

But then our difficulties can be met and over-

come.

Every man who is a householder should be

sure that every member of his family breathes

pure air, not only all day but all night, by this

simple arrangement : In every room of his house

let at least one window be let down at the top

two inches, and one door have an opening of two

inches over the top. Let this be done in such a

way that no person can alter it. For if ventila-

tors are fi.xcd so that they can be closed, they

will be, in the majority of cases, by the ignorant,

or timid, or falsely economical.

A house thus arrranged will require more fuel

to warm it, but the additional expense of this

will not be a tenth part of that which would re-

sult from the loss of labor and health consequent

on the debility and disease always resulting ,

more or less, from the habitual inhalation of im-

pure air.

In a house thus arranged, stoves—though less

healthful than open fires—would still be far less

injurious than they now are.

And here one common prejudice against

" night-air," resulting solely from ignorance,

must be met.

It has been shown that every pair of lungs vi-

tiates a hogshead of air every hour, by withdraw-

ing from it one half its oxygen, and replacing it

with the same quantity of carbonic acid. Now,
at night, the inmates of a house must either

breathe pure air, that constantly flows in from

without and thus drives out the impure air with-

in, or they must keep on breathing over and over

again the confined air of the house, that every

hour grows more and more poisonous and debili-

V tating.

/ • From Mm Beecher'a Letters to llie people on Ueallli aiid

\ Happiness—price, prepaid, 62 eenl».

The popular objections to night-air are, that it

is cold, or damp, or loaded with unhealthful

miasmata. But if a person has bed-clothing

enough to keep warm, the colder the air the bet-

ter every way. And if the air is damp, so as to

render the atmosphere of the room damp also,

still no harm is done, provided the body is kept
]

warm. Remember that the most delicate patients
|

in health establishments sleep for hours with wet '

sheets packed around them, without the least

evil or danger. A damp night air never can

harm the most delicate person if every part of
;

the body is covered so as to be duly warm. As
to the effect of damp air taken into the luugs

well-educated people know that there is no time

when there is more water held suspended in the

atmosphere than in a hot day. When the air

becomes cold this dampness becomes sensible to

the eye and feeling, but <here is really not so •

much water inhaled into the lungs in breathing

a cold, damp air, as in breathing a warm and

apparently dry atmosphere.

No reason, then, exists for excluding the night-

air from the lungs when cold and damp ; but

more clothing is required, and more care to

avoid a draft on any exposed part of the body.

Of course, where lungs are diseased, any extremes

in temperature must be avoided.

As to unhealthful miasmata in the night-air,

nothing can be worse than the exhalations of :

decaying bodies, as sent forth from the lungs and

skin of sleepers. It is precisely the same evil

as is found in proximity to grave-yards and de-

caying carrion. The effluvium from the lungs

and skin is precisely the same as that from car-

rion, only more diluted by the atmosphere

Those who have entered the pent-up sleeping

rooms of persons who do not wash their skins or

breathe a pure air, very well understand the close

resemblance.
;

In the summer season, while vegetation is in

life, it is true that the leaves of all trees and

plants are respiring ; giving out oxygen and

taking in carbonic acid by day, and then at

night throwing out carbonic acid and taking in

oxygen. But this respiration of vegetable na-

ture outside of our dwellings, and all the effluvia

of decaying vegetation at any period of the year,

are never so etlective in destroying the health-

fulness of the air around our dwellings, as the
'

lungs of the inhabitants within them.

Let it also be considered that the air we do

breathe—unless the house is air-tight, which no

house can be—must be night-air, more or less

mixed with the portion which has been breathed

over and over again through the day and evening.

So that every body does breathe night-air, or

what is worse.

These things are presented in order to remove

that baleful prejudice and fear that so many igno-

rant persons indulge toward their best friends,

air and water.

To return : let every person who has charge

of a family make some sure arrangement thus to

secure to every person in their house an abun-

dance of pure air for their lungs and skin both

by day and night, and the grand cause that,

obovc all others, is gradually deteriorating the

vigor, health, and beauty of the American people,

will disappear.

Add to this, appropriate care that all the

school-rooms in the land have the same arrange-

ment made to provide pure air for the pupils. Keep
the tops of the windows down both in winter and

summer, and pay for the increase of fuel instead

of the doctor and grave-digger. In every com-

munity where there are colleges and seminaries,

as well as the public schools, there ought to be

inspectors appointed, the same as other civil ofiS-

cers, to go around and see whether any parent or

teacher is poisoning the rising generation with

impure air. Oh, how many families, and schools,

and boarding establishments, have come within

my circuit in which this evil, even to this hour, is

perpetuated

!

No parents, no guardians of the young, should

ever retire to rest till fully assured that every

one under their care is furnished with the full

supply of pure air for the night. And all em-

ployers, in all kinds of business, should be taught

that they are committing a great sin against the

life and welfare of those they employ, if they

force them to labor in impure air. Every minis-

ter of the gospel should, in the first place, take

care that his own spiritual concerns, and those of

his hearers, are not checked and interrupted by

brains stupified by bad air ; and next, he should

teach his people their obligations in this matter,

both to themselves and to all under their care.

The physician, too, is especially boind to use all

his influence in a community in the same direc-

tion.

SCIENCE AND HUMANITY.
BY F. G. PETERSON, M. D.

So universal have been the violations of the

laws of life and health by the people ; and so

long continued has been the pernicious practice

of physicians in stuffing persons with poisons

when sick ; and so omnipresent is human suffer-

ings, imbecility, death, and destruction as the

consequence, that perfect health is not even tra-

ditionally existing on the earth. The human
family have ever been prone to bieak Heaven's

laws, from the earliest period after Beelzebub's

interview with mother Eve in the garden. The

consequence of this has been a gradual physical

degeneration of both body and intellect ; and

should these transgressions continue many more

generations in future, the race will ultimately be

extinguished from oflf the face of the earth.

What a thought ! for -beings created in God's

image, to annihilate the race through appetite

and indulgence, and by the use of poisons, too,

with the absurd belief that they possess the

power of atoning for guilty and hellish actions.

These are awful, solemn, and momentous

thoughts, which should possess the minds of the

whole human family.

The human race must be redeemed—rescued

—

or it will be lost, lost forever ! The '• eleventh

hour" has already come with it, and no prospect

dawns from that class of persons in whose hands

its physical good has been entrusted. The phy-

sicians of all drug-schools liave had long and

ample opportunities for demonstrating their

efficiency in driving away diseases from the land,

and restoring peace, harmony, happiness, health

and longevity to the human family in their
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stead ; but alas ! with all their boasted science

and learning of many centuries, and with their

yearly and daily contributions of new and con-

centrated medicines, diseases, bodily corrup-

tions, and premature deaths are still increasing.

Why all this ? There is always a relation between

cause and effect If the race grows weaker

every succeeding generation, is there not a

cause for it ? If the physician is more learned

in the laws of life and health, and has greater

experience in the practice of his art, and more

potent medicines for the cure of disease now
than formerly, ought not the race to be more se-

cure from the ravages of disease than formerly?

If the physician and his medicines are good

things, ought not good ultimately to follow

them ? Yet in the precise ratio that the profes-

sion grows older, and its practitioners more

learned, the race grows worse, and that too, ac-

cording to the admissions of some of its most

learned, experienced, and eminent practitioners.

That the race grows more weakly and puny, and

diseases more prevalent as the practitioners of

the profession grow more numerous, and medi-

cines more concentrated, is evidence sufficient to

my mind, that the whole drug system is wrong,
:

and devilishly destructive to humanity. It is

impossible for a gopd cause to produce a bad

effect.

I dislike to speak hard of any person of any

profession ; but it does seem that a great many
physicians have been selfish, perverse, and inex-

orably foolish, altogether beyond finding out ; to

the very last remaining sceptical
;
wilfully igno-

,

rant as long as possibly consistent with keeping

on the popular current of the breeze, and then

ultimately adopting self-condemned detestable

medicines, theories and notions, as their own
darling and favorite children.

It is, indeed, strange enough, and overwhelm-

ingly astonishing, that the would-be keepers of

the public health have always opposed, and

treated with unnameably-mean contempt, every

new and valuable (?) discovery in medicine.

Instance Harvey, the discoverer of the circula-

tion of the blood. Was he not condemned by
them, persecuted and exiled from his country,

and passed his life a vagabond upon the earth ?

Harvey's name is immortal, whilst his opposers

and persecutors have died into the nothingness

of forgetfulness ; and the man who would now
dare to intimate that the blood does not circulate

as proposed by Harvey, would be pronounced a

fool, and destitute of brains, and that, too, by the

doctors of the very school that condemned him.

So much for drug science, and persecution in the

profession.

The professors of drug science have oft and
many times condemned and persecuted those

persons who chanced to discover drug medicines.

Many of their now recognized valuable remedies
were discovered accidentally by some old hunter
or Indian, who was condemned by the profession,

and abused with every mean epithet that could
be mustered up to make him and his medicine
look ridiculously absurd and foolish ; but ere

find those very persecutors adopting
medicines as very valuable, and not by any

ispensed with, remedial agents.
Jesuits too, received their professional daub

for the discovery of Peruvian bark. Notwith-

standing the medical profession ridiculed, and

treated its discoverers with low contempt, yet

there is not now any medicine nearer the physi-

cian's heart than Peruvian bark ; for where is

one of them to be found who pretends to treat

a case of chills and fever without it ?

After tracing back the pedigree of the per-

verseness of the Drugo-Scientificists in their in-

humanitarian principles, we are not at all thun-

derstruck that they should oppose with vehe-

mence, and compound gravity, the Hygienic, or

Hygio-Cureopathic mode of treating disease,

when it strikes at the very mind-sill of all their

absurdities, mystificated bombastics, and invul-

nerable (?) fortresses ; and seeks to unshroud to

the world their hellifh Paricelcian quackery.

Before the days of Preissnitz, the Faculty, as a

general thing, would seldom allow their patients

a drink of cold water ; and twenty-five years

ago, physicians let their patients lie and literally

burn up for the want of it. Even at the present

day, there are some persons who would, rather

than take water-treatment, "die ten thousand

deaths, sobbing, and roastimg, and panting like a

lizzard on a hot log, in a hot summer's day, cry-

ing water ! water! .' water! ! ! Oh ! water ! water ! !

water ! ! ! but I am afraid to touch thee (!!!) for

I am so peculiarly situated ! But—thanks—oh !

comforts, most comfortable source of congratu-

lation ! when I get through with this roasting

spell, and free from all danger of the ennobling,

scientific, medical roasting process, maybe lean
taste a little out of the crystal fountain which is

so pleasant in a state of health, and so much
craved, though feared, when I am burning up."

The many who are still opposed to Hygio-

Curecpatby, are so just about as intelligently as

the man who carried his corn to the mill in one

end of his bag, with a stone in the other, to bal-

ance it ; or the man who carried his water
melons balanced by a similar weight.

So long and universal has the drug system
been practiced, and its doctrines propagated,

that any system contrary, or different from it,

is looked upon with suspicion ; and is most cer-

t ain to receive every effort from those in high

places to crush it in the bud, and that almost al-

ways, too, before they take the trouble to inves-

tigate its claims, so prone are men to condemn,

in their selfish conceit, without evidence or

jury.

Oh ! when will the time come when physicians,

one and all, shall study the laws of life and
health impartially, and teach the people the

same, that the race may yet be redeemed and re-

stored to its once physical beauty and holiness?

and for this end and aim, may all true Reformers
and philanthropists labor and pray, and may the

ministers of the Gospel too, throw off those
" sins which so easily beset them"—Tea, Coffee,

Alcohol, Tobacco, and Drug poisons
; and every-

thing in the shape of filthiness—and come forth

and labor for the physical salvation of the race.

Teaching them to worship God in their physical

frames, as an accompaniment, if not a prerequi-

site to worshipping Him in their spirits
; and then

: may the sweet sounds of the Gospel, and its ap-

;

palling alarms, not be turned into empty sounds

; in the ears of men.

PUBLIC OPIXlOX AXD MEOI-
CAL EEFOEM.

5
That public opinion ever has been the most

potent power on earth, will not be doubted by

;

any person acquainted with the history of

; the past, and familiar with the present. Indeed,

j
it ever has been the test of right and wrong,

^

while expediency has paid it due homage,
i Who does not know that public opinion is the

/ guarantee of success, or the sure defeat of all

1 measures, civil, political, and religious ? While
i it elevates man to distinction, and encircles him

J

with laurels of fame, it sinks him to the lowest

I

depths of obscurity, and pours vials of repug-

! nant wrath upon his devoted head. And who
does not know that all reforms and new truths

I

must be introduced into the world through pub-

/ lie opinion
;
and yet, what reforms and new

I

truths, though ever so beneficial and practical,

\ that ever received the approval of public opinion,

when first promulgated, did not have to fight

;
against the combined forces of ignorance, super-

j
stition, and bigotry ?

I

Public opinion is useful and necessary, for

', when correct it tends to the development of the

I

noble and good in man, but when corrupted, we

I

can consider with profit the influence it exerts

upon man's progress, and the power with which
it rules his destiny. Its corrupted influecce has

existed in every age, ridiculing every new dis-

covery, and sacrificing many noble minds as mar-
tyrs to truth. Look to the past, and behold the

thousands and tens of thousands of innocent

victims that have been sacrificed upon the altar

of public opinion, besides the greatest and best

men in all ages. What but public opinion rav-

J ished the earth with the "holy wars"?— that

\ drenched France and Spain in human gore ?—that

^ kindled the fires of Smithfield ?— erected (he

; rack, dungeon, and Inquisition ?—that poured

J

out anathemas upon every reformer who dared
'! to question the opinions of the Fathers, or en-

I

croach upon the customs and usages of the past?

j
What power but this corrupted the intellect of

\ Greece and -Rome, until they relapsed into

J

heathenish darkness, worshipping gods without

( number? True, these eras have passed away,

) but public opinion, with all its influences,

; still lives

!

^
At the present day, its corrupted power is

\ the greatest stumbling block in the way of ad-

\
vancing mankind in knowledge and goodness,

with which the progressive has to contend. Not
only does it tolerate the chicanery of politics,

and the demon false pride, which makes man a

worshipper of his external self, but it sanctions

many other evils which are rankling deep into

the core of human happiness.

One of the greatest of these evils is the pres-

ent system of drug medication. That system

which originated in the dark ages, and for three

thousand years has been lulled in the arms of pub-

lic opinion, as a mysterious panacea for all the

aches and pains flesh is heir to. Hence the oppo-

sition the hydropathic medical reformer has to

contend with. Instead of philosophical theories

founded on the cause, rationale, and cure of dis-

eases (as the violated laws of life and health),
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meets the great array of talent, medicatiag the

effects of some mysterioas cause, while public

opinion justifies the time-honored custom. Then,

as medical reformers, what is our duty? Plain-

ly, it is the correcting of public opinion, which

is to be done by exposing the errors and fallacies

of drug medication, and the expounding of the

laws of life and health as brought to light by na-

ture and reason.

To correct public opinion, it must be done by ;

ind^idual opinion, for individuals compose the

public. Every medical reformer should go to ,

work with the resolution that public opinion

shall be no guide to action ; but the love for

truth and right shall guide public opinion to ,

action. He should float with the popular ,

current so long as it is right, but when ,

he knows it is wrong he should bolt, and
\

advocate the truth, though the world is against ;

him. A reformer must be a hero I There can be
;

more true heroism displayed in contending for >

principles of right, than upon the blood-stained
'

field of battle, when the laurels of victory are
[

the object. The struggles of the sjpporters of
;

truth in all ages proves this fact.
\

Then ye who cast in your lot as a medical re- >

former, must not expect your days to be all sun- :

shine, for vitiated public opinion will meet you
;

on every hand. Its antiquated form will look
:

down upon you with its jealous eye, ever ready to ;

ruin your success, or discourage your every hope.
;

U iw often do we see it ridiculing our remedial
a^^rif j, because so simple ? How often do they i

question our audacity for daring to presume any-
^

thing different from the wisdom of three thou- :

sand years, and presuming to know the cause of
'• premature and mysterious" death ? This by no
means should be discouraging, for, with agita-

tion for our armor, and truth for our bulwark,

such assumptions as arguments will soon die
;

away.

In the last half of this nineteenth century, no
i

person's " ipse dixit"' satisfies the investigating

community. A person must show his colors. The
time is drawing near when a man must come out

before the world, able to give a rationale, or the

why and wherefore, of his profession or calling,

or meet the disapprobation of this investigating

age. This prospect of the times may cheer on
the Hydropathic practitioners, for it is the

hope of the ultimate triumph of hydropathy over

all other systems of medicine, for its advocates

are willing and ready to say to the followers of

any other system. Brother, let us reason togeth-

er. Let us come before the people, and demon-
strate our principles and theories, that they may
judge for themselves. With this foundation for

Bupport of hydropathy, we predict its triumph,

and a great revolution in man's present con-

dition.

The community at large calls for this revolution

.

On every hand do we behold disease struggling

with man's noble nature, and planting seeds of

unhappiness in the home circle. Never before in

any age were M.D.'s as numerous, and medical

wigdom in such high repute, as at the present

day ; and never before was man's frail nature

groaning under the penalties of his transgres-

sions to such an extent as at the present day.
' What is the cause of all this? Reader, investi-

gate the laws of life and health as brought to

light by hydropathy, and the cause is plain.

For the last few years much has been done in

enlightening and changing public opinion on

this subject, but much remains to be done. The

Water-Cure JocRN-AL, and other publications, are

waking up the laboring, thinking community,

who are the first to embrace the truths of this

reform : and, in fact, ever have been first to sus-

tain every great reform which has tended to

man s progress and development. From their

honest souls the spirit of American liberty had

its birth, and from the same source this reform

had its birth ; and through them it is to grow,

until it is a blessing to every home. From every

direction they are calling for physicians to come

to their aid. To meet this want physicians must

be had.

The Hydropathic Medical College is endeavor-

ing to meet this growing want, and I trust in the

future it will ; but it wants more volunteers in

this cause. The numbers of our medical class are

not few, but we have seats to spare. The gratu-

itous wisdom of our professors can instruct a

hundred as well as fifty. Then we say to you,

who wish-to cast your lot as a good Samaritan,

come and join us. To you, sisters, who know
your own sex as no one else can, have you a de-

sire to see them set free from the chains of diseases

which all over the length and breadth of our land

is crushing her noble womanhood? If so, come

and join your noble sisters, who are already with

us. Fear not the scorn of public opinion, for

public opinion can be changed, but truth

never.

THK HAIR AND TEETH.
BY DR. LEWIS.

We make the following extracts, from a lec-

ture recently delivered, and published in the

Oskawa, C. W., Vindicator. That print says :

Pursuant to arrangements this distinguished

teacher in the Health Reform delivered a Lec-

ture in the Christian Chapel, to a large and in-

telligent audience. Having been lecturing

" almost every evening for the past nine hundred

days," his vocal organs were almost worn out,

and his voice could but indistinctly be heard in

remote portions of the house. The Doctor is,

however, notwithstanding the weakness of his

'• trumpeting apparatus," a fine specimen of

robust and almost perfect health. He commenced
by remarking that a gentleman in the house, who
was troubled with a bare head, had requested him

to say something on the subject of baldness. He
would first speak of the causes and means of

prevention of baldness,—for he thought that the

most proper place to commence to discuss the

physical relations of men, was at the top of the

head.

Baldness was, he remarked, in most cases,

caused by the wearing improper coverings upon
the head, in the shape of air-tight hats and caps.

To prove this he need only refer to the fact that

the h jir never falls off the head below where the

hat presses its sides ; and also, that ladies never

have what may be called bald heads ! It is true

. that hair sometimes falls from the crown of a

lady's head caused by nervous headache or

indulging in strong tea, coffee, etc. ; but the real

bare white scalp, over the whole top-head, is

never noticeable upon the female sex. (Laughter.)

The hair, like all other living and growing sub-

stances, needs light, and pure air. The silkhata,

and fur and glazed caps so generally worn in

this country, were calculated to produce bald-

ness from their thickness and air-tight construc-

tion. Heavy wadded caps were sometimes put

on at rising in the morning, and worn, almost

without intermission, until bed-time, and the

practice repeated day after day, and week after

week. Glazed caps he must condemn as spe-

cially injurious in this respect. Not only are they

totally impervious to air, but they are so thin,

and their surface so smooth, that the sun's rays

act powerfully upon the head in summer, and an

early loss of the hair is the almost inevitable

result.

The lecturer here exhibited a silk hat, which

was so constructed as to admit of the ready

egress of the heated and impure air, and the

ingress of a healthy atmosphere—keeping the

head cool and comfortable during moderate

weather, and at all times affording a healthy

ventilation. Holding the hat in front of the

candle, the audience could perceive the crown

perforated with a large number of small holes

—

suggesting to the mind the idea of a cullender

bottom. He had worn this hat, or this sort of

hat, for eleven years past, and found it a most

comfortable and excellent conservator of the

best interests of his head. He had heard only

one objection made to this hat, and that was, that

it would let the rain through. Well, if it would
admit a few drops of water, most of summer hats

are open to the same objection. But this was

not the case. If you straighten out the silk,

previous to perforating the hat, and then brush

it down again smoothly, there will still be sufiB-

cient communication between the air inside and

that on the outside, and yet no water can find its

way through.

Baldness also receives much assistance from

the improper and unhealthy modes of living into

which the people of this fast age, especially,

have fallen. And not the least among the multi-

tude of bad practices, was that of bedaubing the

hair with grease, oil. and various perfumed mix-

tures. To treat the hair to an application of

i simple goose grease—and if it was not so before,

j
it certainly was simple goo'<e grease after the

I

application— is alone an unnatural and injurious

(
process, but when to that you add spirits of

J
hartshorn, rosemary, bergamot, alcohol, spirits

I

of camphor, and other drugs, it is no wonder the

I

hair withers and decays. Such daubings should

1
not be practiced, and nothing but a false taste,

I

and ignorance of the laws of our being, sanctions

i

it. " A word to the wise is sufficient." If, in-

I stead of this, the less pharisaical fashion which

I

he had always practiced, were to come in vogue,

i of washing the whole head every morning in

! cool water, a vast change for the better would be

noticed upon the heads of future generations as

well as those of our own. He found it a most

beneficial and agreeable custom in his own case,

\ and would not be deprived of the luxury for any

slight consideration.

But, he continued, perhaps many wish to know
how baldness may be cured. It cannot be cured.

In his preceding remarks he had given the
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causes which produce it and the means of pre-

vention, and that was all which could be done-

quack certificates to the contrary, notwithstand-

ing. A few days since his attention was called

to an advertisement of a certain " Hair Restora-

tive,'" which contained a design representing a

man's hand with six inches of hair growing upon

the palm. This was accompanied with a note

underneath to the effect that persons should be

careful to wash the hands thoroughly after using

this ointment. (Laughter.)

The lecturer then went on to speak of the

teeth, and the want of care bestowed upon these

important aids in the digestive process. It was

found upon microscopic 'examination, that the

unclean formation about the roots of the teeth,

called tartar, was composed of insects of infini-

tesimal proportions, which insects derived their

sustenance from the particles of food that ac-

cumulate between the teeth, in the mouths of

those who neglect to clean and purify them after

eating. Some persons seem to imagine that

tobacco-juice is an antidote to these creatures,

judging from the prevalence of the filthy prac-

tice of chawing that nauseous weed, in its dried

state. (Laughter.) Tobacco-juice is certainly

a most virulent poison to most forms of animal

life, but he had known these animalculae to be

immersed in the strongest decoction of the

tobacco plant, without apparently producing the

least injurious effect upon them. They seemed

rather to enjoy the element by which they were

surrounded, and this conclusion would seem to

be forced upon the scientific mind by the fact

that tobacco-chewers almost invariably possess

an excellent store of this tartaric commodity.

By immersing those animalculae in a solution of

Castile soap, however, it was found that they

ware instantly destroyed. Hence he would re-

commend the liberal use of this convenient and

harmless preparation, applied to the teeth with a

brush, at least once a day ; after which the mouth

should be thoroughly rinsed with pure water.

He would also urge in the strongest terms, that

no one should be unprovided with a good tooth-

pick ; and by a good tooth-pick he did not mean
a costly one in a commercial sense, made of gold,

silver, or any other metal. The best tooth-pick

ever invented was made of a simple goose-quill.

Get a quill, and with a knife you can construct

an article for yourself ; one that is pliable

enough to remove particles of matter from the

teeth without injuring the enamel, and one which

you need not waste any valuable time hunting

for, should you lose it. Make a dozen of them

at a time, and then you need never be without

one. A tooth-brush will not enter the interstices

of the teeth and remove the matter there lodged. ,

And here he would, illustrate the necessity for

using a tooth-pick after every meal. The inside

of the mouth, it is well known, is kept by the

blood at a high temperature of heat—about 90
\

deg.—warmer than the hottest day in summer.
;

Now, every cook knows the effect of exposing a :

piece of fresh meat to the rays of the sun, or of ;

keeping it in a heated place for a day or two ; i

the meat spoils, and putrefaction is the result.
'

I^ence the necessity of removing the portions
'

from between our teeth, if we would prevent a •

bad teute in our moaths.

The lecturer spoke of the absurdity of drink-

ing at meals, and the importance of the saliva to

the process of digestion. AVashing down the food

with liquids, was substituting a new and artificial

process in place of the natural one which God
had constructed for the assimilation of our food,

and it was fraught with the worst of consequences

to health. The secretions of the salivary glands,

he said, were essential to good digestion, and a

large portion of the dyspepsia with which the

people of this continent were afflicted, was attrib-

utable to the attempt to dispense with the ser-

vices of this agent in the assimilation of our

food. The speaker related an incident of his

own practice, in which a person had cut his

throat, separating the oesophagus ; and to con-

vey nourishment to his stomach he was obliged

to insert a tube through an aperture, cut for the

purpose, in his neck. The patient gradually de-

clined, exhibiting all the symptoms of the worst

case of indigestion and dyspepsia. No kind of

food seemed to be assimilated. At length the

idea occurred that the food, although already

prepared in a liquid state, should be accompanied

with the saliva from the mouth. Accordingly

the palate was excited, the secretion collected

and introduced to the stomach with his food
;

the consequence was, the patient began to im-

prove at once, and no difficulty was thereafter

experienced in his nutrition, until he was able

again to use his faculties in their wonted power.

He then referred to the suicidal practice of

tight-lacing, and living in ill-ventilated apart-

ments. The portion of the body which Fashion

endeavors to squeeze into a falsely conceived,

dragon-fly idea of beauty, is the very portion

which needs the greatest freedom. It is the vital

part—the kitchen of the whole system—where is

manufactured the sustenance, and where is cook-

ed the rations of the whole organism. Cramp
and limit the operations of this department, and

you retard and diminish the amount of nourish-

ment and vigor which would otherwise be im-

parted to each other portion of the body. In

the case of every thriving man and woman of

large physical proportions, you are sure to find,

as in every institution of the kind, a large

kitchen.

[REMA.RKS OF Du. Clowes.—As regards the de-

structive effect of castile soap upon the animal-

culiE of the mouth, it is all in my eye. It wont

do any harm, though it will do some good, and I

recommend its use. I admit the presence of ani-

malculcB in the mouth, as well as in any other

dirty place. If we are to get rid of them, we
must first break up their filthy resorts, by remov-

ing the tartar, filling up rotten holes, andpulling

out the old roots, but not fill them.']

Insect Quacks—a comparison.—Spiders are

the quack doctors of the insect world. They say to silly

flies, " Walk into our nice parlors only once, and you will

be vastly pleased and benefited ;" while quack advertisers

say to sillier invalids, "Try our graiid specific only once,

and you will be very quickly and certainly cured.''''—N. E.

Farmer.

[Just one bo.x of pills, at only twenty-flve cents. One
bottle of bad whiskey anil poor molasses, called sarsaparilla,

at only one dollar a bottle, will do to begin with

—

xai thim

they wlU keep on, until nothing Is left but—bones. >

PHYSIOLOOY.

i
BY F. W. EVANS.

! [We have been allowed to copy the following from an

; unpublished volume, by Mr. Evans, an Elder in the Soci-

;

cty of Friends or Shakers. However much onr readers
' may differ from the writer in some particulars, they can-

, not but be struck with the originality of his views.]

;
Self Knowledge has not hitherto obtained

; that place in the education of youth that its im-

portance demands and would justly entitl^t to.

j
That which is natural is necessarily first. As the

' work of generation precedes that of regenera-
' tion, so should a knowledge of the body—of the

: elements that compose it, and by which it is sur-

; rounded and sustained, be first inculcated.

I

Self preservation is truly iiie first law of na-

\

ture, but owing to the general and profound ig-

I

norance existing among mankind, in relation to

1
the laws which the Creator has established in

; the material world, and of which man is the

I

centre, self destruction in a thousand ways has

i been the rule, and self preservation the ex-

1 ception.

Man is said in Scripture to be " wonderfully

and fearfully made," and being of all the works

;
of God the chief, should he not be the chief ob-

\

ject of study ? If created in the " image of God,"

(
then a knowledge of himself must be the key to

;
a knowledge of all the works of God.

\ "Know then thyself, presume not God to scan

—

! The proper study of mankind, is man :"

j
is the conclusion of a learned natural man.

\
Is it not a reasonable and probable supposi-

; tion that the primitive, uncorrupted human be-

;
ing was a recipient of a true conception of the

nature and quality of every earthly thing with

\
which he was connected ; and possessing by intui-

5
tion a knowledge of the laws of matter? And thus

' the earth, the air, the water, and all plants and

;

animals, were to him as books are to us in the

; nineteenth century ?

;
Perfect Health is the greatest blessing that

\ can be enjoyed upon earth, next to the Gospel,

;
and indeed it can never be possessed exclusive

: of the Gospel ; nor can it be induced except by
: perfect obedience to the laws of matter. There-

:
fore all the lusts of the flesh and of the mind are

; not solely spiritual sins, but also natural sins.

And they must be followed not only by com-

;

punctions of conscience, but also by their appro-

i priate disease in the physical system. And the

;

penalty is ever justly apportioned to the offence

;
in both respects.

, The sentence that " the wicked shall not live

' out half their days," is philosophically true

—

• the natural operation of cause and effect will

: execute it.

All the diseases of body and mind with which

man has ever been, and is yet afflicted, are but

the penalty of violated laws. Not, perhaps, by

the individual sufferer alone, for the sins of the pa-

rents are visited upon the children to the third

and fourth generation. Neither has the cause al-

ways rested with the parents alone, but society,

and even the nation, may have had a part in the

responsibility. Yet when once the principle is

fiilly established, as it surely will be, that evil is

but the effect of causes over which man did or

doea possess absolute control, it will entirely
j
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) eradicate tliat vague and false, though preva- ; and free from danger from their former owners, ! every side of thcni, and no one to pity or to com-
5 lont imnroesmn in the minds of DConlcKencrally, (

than they began to feel the demands of appetite, i fort them whatever their sufferines mieht- be.lent impression in the minds of people generally, \
than they began to feel the demands of appetite,

that afflictions spring out of the ground, and are
\
They hankered after the flesh pots, and the leeks,

a mysterious visitation of Providence with ' and onions, and garlics to which they had been

which our own individual conduct has nothing ! accustomed.

^Q And here let it be observed, that at this time

The primitive food of man, and that upon
|
the people were literally covered with wounds,

which he subsisted for many ages, was derived ; and bruises, and putrefying sores, from the crown

from the vegetable kingdom. i
of their heads to the soles of their feet ; and that

The next step downwards, we find, after the '] they attained only to a moiety of the age of the

flood, the animal kingdom is given him to range
|
earlier generations of mankind,

in without limit, even as the green herb was
;

Thus Jacob says, " the days of the years of my

every animal existence given him to eat. And ;
pilgrimage are an hundred and thirty years, few

finally, in our own time, we see that he has gone \ and evil have the days of the years of my life

still a degree further and lower down, and that been, and I have not attained unto the days of

he now ransacks the mineral kingdom for arti- ;
the years of the life of my fathers, in the days of

cles of food or for medicines to ease the aches
j

their pilgrimage."

ungodly appetites has gen- ; And as the Israelites were such a physicallyand pains which

crated.

From and after the flood, when by Divine per

mission man was left to gather food without

limit or restraint from every part of animate and

inanimate nature, to satisfy all the appetites

fort them whatever their sufferings might- be,

only with water and manna, which at times their

Bouls perfectly loathed.

The Physician himself was entirely out of their

reach, so that they were wrought up to a state of

fury, madness, and desperation, by the concen-
trated calls, longings, and cravings of the legion

of appetites wh*ch saw nothing but death staring

them in the face.

If the people turned their minds to Moses, and
threatened to stone him, he appeased them and
turned their wrath thus, " What are we ? Your
murmurings are not against cs, but against the

Lord:'

So they could not help nor avenge themselves,

for " when the people did chide with Moses, and

said, ' Give us water, that we may drink Mo-

corrupt and terribly diseased body of people, the ; ses said unto them, ' Why chide you with me ?

means adopted to cure them are worthy of the ; wherefore do ye tempt the Lord?' "

attention and study of all who assume the char-
j

They had but one remedy, that was, to bear

acter of physicians and physiologists. i the inexorable demands of their lusts as patiently

Moses, after bringing tne people out of Egypt, j
as they could, and by thus feeling reconciled to

which he had thus far created, no particular at the waters of Marah, promised them, " If thou
|
their physician, look for the fruit of their suflTer-

notlce is taken of the physical habits of the hu- \
wilt diligently hearken to the voice of the Lord ; ings in the ultimate effect to be produced. Yet

man race in the Scriptures. ?
thy God, and wilt do that which is right in his ! out of the 600,000, there were only two who

It was not until the time of Abraham, the I
sight, and wilt give ear unto his commandments,

|

finally obtained this desirable condition in this

father of the Jewish nation, that to Moses, one and keep all his statutes, I will put none of these
;

life, so that they could be trusted to enter

of his posterity, the Divine will was manifested diseases upon thee, which I have brought upon
|

the promised land. If any had been permitted

in an extraordinary manner by an angel. From the Egyptians : for I am the Lord that healeth
|

to enter who had not gained this point, they

this exhibition we begin to learn the judgment

and opinion of superior agencies, respecting the

physiological state and condition to which man-
kind as a body had arrived.

Already by repeated and permanent viola-

tions of the natural laws of matter, had they

generated many of the most loathsome and de-

structive diseases, a long and frightful catalogue

of which was recorded as a way-mark for coming
generations.

These are called the " diseases of the Egyp-
tians,"' because the Israelites contracted, and
were possessed with them while sojourning in

Egypt, and subject to the laws and customs
thereof.

With a powerful hand, and by the mighty

etretched-out arm of Omnipotence, that portion

of the Egyptian nation which descended from
Abraham was separated from the remainder and
placed under Divine or supernatural tuition.

And the probability is, that a more sunken, igno-

rant, and degraded set of slaves than these,were
never before attempted to be reformed. Rebel-

lious and disorderly, swayed to and fro by impe-

rious and uncontrolled appetites and passions,

ungrateful and revengeful, stiff-necked and im-

pudent, possessed with powerful mental and
physical organizations, in a perfect state of con-

fusion, they may be likened to the wild buffalo,

driven mad with hunger, lust and pain. None
but a man supported by Divine Revelation would
have thought to reform such a band, and change
their mental and physical habits.

So that Israel was a bond slave in Egypt, not

only to the Egyptians, but what was far worse, to

their own depraved appetites and ungodly pas-

sions. And to deliver him from these latter mas-

ters was a task far more arduous to effect than to

thee.'

This is the first allusion made to their physi-

cal infirmities. Here He, the God of the He-

brews, presents himself as the physician
;

would have turned to their former ways of liv-

ing, and have corrupted the generation born in

the wilderness.

But it must not be supposed because they

now for the medicines used, and the means taken
; went not into Canaan, that they had gained

to restore them to a state of health. ; nothing in the wilderness. If this had been so,

They were now at the waters of Marah, of ! their children would not have been fit condi-

which they could not drink because they were
|
tioned either. They were rather like reformed

bitter and after they had become intolerably ' drunkards, who, having brought up their chil-

thirsty, the waters were rendered sweet, and it

needs no great gift of divination to perceive

that the people, even all of them, would drink in

no stinted measure.

Water, then, was the first and only medicine

used by this All-Wise Doctor, and this, too, for

the complicated maladies which had been gene-

rated by the vices of 600,000 slaves, and a mixed

company who went up with them.

The next measure was a preventive one. A
substance called manna was provided. This was

sufficiently nutritious for their support, and was

probably a vegetable substance something like

rice or millet. And the children of Israel did

dren in sobriety, were not yet themselves to be

trusted among casks of intoxicating liquors. But

the greater probability is, that the better part of

that generation made as much progress as was

consistent for one generation to make.

YOUNQ ITALY.

BT W. A. ALCOTT, M. D.

Some of the readers of this journal may have

been already introduced to a new work published

in Boston, by John A. Jewett & Co., entitled

" the Roman Exile," by Guglielmo Gajani. For
eat manna forty years, until they came to aland

J ^^^^f^^ „f ^^^^^ ^^^^ ygt seen it, let

inhabited. This was sufficient time to cure them
|

^^^^ attention to the following paragraph,
of the diseases of the Egyptians, and to thorough-

\ f^mj^ ^t page 114 :

ly purge their systems by the innate vital forces

from every taint which they had imported from

Egypt.

Never before or since did a physician have so

large a number of patients, and those too placed

We want to free ourselves," said he, " before

attempting to deliver from slavery our native

country. The man who has no control over his

passions, is not free ; and he who indulges his

sensual appetites, will never be able to do any-

thing generous and great. Worse, even, is heunder such favorable circumstances. They were

in the midst of a large wilderness, surrounded
|
who betr.vys another's confidence, and destroys

by deserts, where no article of food, drink, or
; the peace of a hospitable roof. On this point we

clothing could be procured, but such as he allowed
1 are very severe. If you wish to join us, you

them. The Red Sea between them and Egypt,
|
must bo sober and temperate ; and, above all,

where their hearts naturally turned when their strictly honorable in your intercourse with the

appetites raged and imperiously demanded a other sex. God has given to Italy the loveliest

<j
rescue him from the power of the Egyptians ; for \ little indulgence to assuage the pains and tor- of women : to make them objects of degradation

^ no sooner were the Israelites out of the reach, ments of a death by starvation. Enemies on i or to elevate them to the dignity of powerful in

g)is^^— =
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struments of regeneration, depends upon our i

conduct."

This was the declaration of the acting presi-
|

dent of a secret association which Gajani, at the
;

age of about fifteen, or about twenty years ago, i

desired to join ; whose object was the regenera-
'

tion of Italy. This society as I suppose still ex-
;

ists, notwithstanding its numergus fiery trials,
;

and has been generally known by the name of ;

the " Young Italy." It is a secret association, i

not because it has any mysteries to inculcate or !

preserve, but simply on account of the danger to
J

which it exposes its members, of being taken up
;

and punished.

But I have made these remarks as introductory
;

to a few thoughts on temperance. We see what
;

importance the presiding officer of the " Young -

Italy" attached to this virtue. " He that in-

dulges his sensual appetite," says he, "will never
;

be able to do anything generous and great."
|

What a noble truth ! Well for the freedom of
]

the world, that it has reached and pervaded a
;

few hearts in Italy ! It will yet save that country,

and all Europe besides.

There is a great and fundamental mistake made
by those whose great aim in life is to indulge

their appetites. It is that the greater our efl'orts to

gratify them, the less, other things being equal,

is our enjoyment. The more we seek to bring

our food to accord with our present likes and

dislikes, the more rapidly our power of enjoy-

ment recedes, till in the end almost all enjoy-
'

ment ceases. There are those who, though not

yet sick, never find anything which relishes.

Such persons live a life of misery, because they :

have exhausted their power of enjoying anything
;

for as their idea of happiness is confined to things

sensual, when they can no longer enjoy these,

they can enjoy nothing at all ; and many an indi-

vidual, made in the image of God, rushes at once

into the presence of his ilaker because he has

worn out his appetite. What I say here is ap-

plicable to the other appetites, as well as that

for food—and particularly so to the third. He
who would ever gain the greatest amount of

sensual enjoyment in this life— were that to be

life's only object—should seek to have his indul-

gence in strict accordance with law. He should

have his food right, for example, and then let

his appetite come to it, rather tlian bring the

food to his appetite. There should be no asking

ourselves or others what will rs/isA, or what we .

like, but rather vjhat is right. Inclination may
pout, and stand at a distance, a little while ; but

she will at last yield, and it is then only that we
enter the true path of enjoyment.

And here it is, moreover, according to the no-

ble principles of the " Young Italy," that we be- ,

gin to have ability or energy to do something.

Most true is it, that they can never do anything

generous or great, who seek to indulge their ap-

petites as a direct object. This is not to turn
'

appetite out of doors, nor to despise enjoyment
; |

but to make provision for both. •

Mankind, in general, have no ability or energy
to do anything, because they have no true, vigor-

ous, healthful appetite. The appetites in fash-
,

ionable life, are spoiled— fallen ones. Appe-
;

tite, true appetite, is the fulcrum on which our '

' lever must be placed, if we would raise the world. '

But observe that I say, true appetite ; not in-
\

diligent.
\

Whatever may be an objection to the water-
\

cure as a curative system, we must all admit ;

that it has at least this advantage over all other

systems, that in its efforts to restore, it does not \

directly or indirectly impair the appetite. It
|

does not minister to our fallen and pervert ten- f

dencies. But it is otherwise with the old system-

He whose faith rests on internal stimuli, as a

means of cure, will almost inevitably regard
|

them as a means of prevention ; and hence, no

doubt, the common prejudice in favor of stimu-

lating—that is, medicated, or poisoned food and \

drink. They who are enslaved to coffee, plead !

that it helps digestion ; and so of the use of other
|

stimuli— solid or liquid. He who has eaten too
\

many cherries, must take brandy to quicken per-
'

istaltic action and prevent a fit of sickness. :

If we were to examine this subject to the bot-
|

torn, we should, doubtless, find the same general ;

foundation for the use of rum, tobacco, opium,
|

coffee, tea, mustard, pepper, and the whole tribe \

of condiments, and perhaps of animal food. Peo-
J

pie will plead, for their use, an effect which is \

truly a medicated effect ; which they doubtless ;

have to some extent. The more real object, how- ';

ever, is gustatory enjoyment. It is to make the
;

food relish better, or bring it to their appetites. !

I do not mean to say that the friends of water- \

cure, already trained as most of them are under
;

another system, will be metamorphosed at once.

Such a result is not to be expected. But I do say

that the tendency of the water-cure system, in

the progress of successive generations, would be

to fewer and fewer provocations to appetite.

There would, doubtless, be action and reaction.

The disuse of active, irritating food and drink,

would incline to the disuse of highly active medi-

cine ; and then, the disuse of such medicine on

extra occasions, would tend to the disuse of medi-

cine chests— alias castors and salt-cellars- at the

daily repast. There would thus be a gradual

emancipation and gradual reformation in the
)

public health. And this general argument, so

far as it goes, is in favor of hydropathy.
;

This concession, thus cheerfully made, is not
J

to be construed as an adhesion on the part of the

writer to the water-cure system ; but only as an
)

item of the general argument. Many things may
be said pro and con, on this great subject. Suf- .

fice it to say, that so long as hydropathy in the

hands of science and common sense proves as

successful as allopathy, it is not for us of the old
,

school to complain. But we do insist on com- ;

mitting the " ship" to none but the scientific and ;

beneuolent, if possible to have it so. We are ;

opposed to ignorance, especially to " ignorance
,

on stilts."

Flowers.—Flowers, though l)orn of earth, ]

we may well believe,—if anything of earthly soil grows in
'

the higher realm—if any of its methods are continued—if ;

any of its forms are identical there, will live on the banks of 1

the Kiver of Life. Flowers! that in all our gladness, in all
J

our sorrow, are never incongruous, always appropriate.
\

Appropriate in the church, as expressive of its purest and {

most social themes, and blending their sweetness with the
j

incense of prayer. Appropriate in the joy of the marriage
;

hour, in the loneliness of the sick room, and crowning with
j

prophecy the forehead of the dead. They give complete-
|

ness to the associations of childhood; and are appropriat« j

even by the side of old age, strongly as their flrcshness con-

trasts with the wrinkles and the gray hairs; forstill they i

suggestive - theyare symbolic.il of the soul's perpetual youth,

the inward blossoming of immortality, the amaranthine

crown. In their presence we feel that when the body shall

as a withered calyx, the soul shall go forth like a winged

seed. Chapin.

Water-Cure in New Havex, Conn.—E. S. R.

writes—The Journals are doing a good work here, although

this place is the very Sebastnpol of Allopathy. We want a

Water-Cure physician of talent and ability among us, one

who will be able to "hoe his own row," and thereby be a

great benefit to the community, and at the same lime

"floor the Allopathists."

[Tou shall have him one of these days. He is now be-

ing trained for duty The fortitications of pills and plasters

shall be swept away by a flood of truth, light, and pure

water. Just scatter a few hundred copies of the Wateb-
CcTRE Journal among the people, and we will answer for

the results.]

A Model Family.—A. S. Princeton, Miss.,

recently sent us a communication replete with valuable

information. He says:—"For the past four years we have

been constant readers of the Water-Cure Journal, and

could not think of doing without it, at any cost within onr

reach. We have not paid one dollar for doctors or medi-

cines since we commenced perusing its valuable pages, nor

have we had need to do so ;
while, previous to that time,

we paid hundreds of dollars to physicians, and buried »ix

of our family. The Jodenal is emphatically "the man
of our counsel." Heeding its admonitions for the past two

years we have abstained from the use of meat, tea, coffee,

spices, and butter ; have treated different kinds of fever

and other diseases successfully; have adopted the two

meals a-day system, and regularly taken a morning bath,

and the result is that our family enjoys perfect health." Our
worthy friend concludes by giving a vivid description of

the murder (we cannot employ a more charitable term)

of a healthy, rosy-cheeked boy. of two and a half years old,

by an allopathic physician. The day previous to his death

he engaged in play, but being indisposed the following

morning, the doctor was sent for, who, when he perceived

the child was dying, exclaimed, "Can it be possible that I

have given hira some medicine that is too powerful for

him ? ' The parents firmly believe that the contents of the

vial was the murderous weapon. So do we.

Water r.?. Tobacco, Coffee and Pork.—G.

H. Rochester, Minn., sends us alistof new subscribers, and

gives the following personal testimony

:

" I was for more tlian forty years a resident of Pennsyl-

vania; up to 1848 had been ignorant of, and very disobedi-

ent to the laws of nature ; had converted myself into a

miserable dyspeptic by the use of tobacco, coffee, tea,

spices and pork.

" Accidentally I came in contact witli your valuable Jour-

nals, first the Phrenological and then the Water-Cure. I

was admonished by each that I was acting wrongly, and saw

that some reformation must be made immediately, if I

would ever be useful to myself or my fellow-mortals. I

resolved at once to abandon the use of these things; and

have studiously done so ever since, and have tried much to

persuade others to pursue the same course, that they might

share like benefits. I was at that time a complete skeleton,

having become reduced from the weight of one hundred

and eighty to less than one hundred and thirty pounds, and

unable to perform more than one-fifth the labor of an ordi-

nary man. This change in living again restored me to

health. Within the first twelve months my aches and patM

departed, my digestive powers became perfect as in youth,

and notwithstanding my age of fifty-flve years, I was able

to perform an unusual amount of labor, and could trav«l on

foot forty-flvc miles per day."

A Missionary, Beaver Dam, Wis., J. G., writes
^

in the following strain : .

"Enclosed you will find s list of subscribers to your

' glorious' Journals. I want to have them Introduced into

sultry family in the neighborhood. My object in canvassing

for name* is not to make mon«y, but solely to do good."
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TOPICS OF THK MONTH.
BY R. T. TRALL, M. D.

Calorihcation.—After an unusually long and
extraordinarily severe winter, we are just enter-

i ig on what threatens to be a very short and par-

ticularly warm summer. All the same, however,

to such as live physiologically ; and as for those

who will not or cannot, they must live or die

just as it happens that's all.

But we have a word of advice for all, (gratui-

tous provided you take and are trying to extend

this JOUiiNAL,) and especially for those who are

particularly exposed to summer diseases.

Don't have them .' There is no more need of

one class of people being sick because it is sum-
mer, than there is of another class being sick be-

cause it is winter.

It is true there are winter influenzas and sum-
mer diarrhoeas, as well as spring pneumonias
and autumnal fevers. But they are all needless,

all useless, all good for nothing, all better let

alone.

Do you ask how ? How let them alone ? No-
thing easier. Exercise your common sense and
avoid the causes. Live temperately and regu-
larly, eat moderately, breathe freely, bathe ha-

bitually, drink no liquor, chew no tobacco, swal-

low no drugs, indulge in no violent passions.

It is because of errors on our part in some one
or in all of these respects that pestilences scourge
the world ; and probably not a little of the " war
and famine " so prevalent last year and likely to

be this, had their origin in the same source.

Indeed, there is scarcely an evil or a vice in

the world that may not originate from bad
health : for ill-condition of body begets ill-tem-

per of mind, and this leads to violent and rash

conduct, followed by strife and contention, and
eventuating often in bloodshed and death. Is

not health, then, the true basis of all reforms?

If we could bring about a general state of health

in society, wo would need no temperance socie-

ties to restrain morbid appetite."*, no peace socie-

ties to prevent human beings from slaughtering

each other, nor charitable associations to keep

people from starving in the midst of luxury, but

all would be a law unto themselves, and all

would be able to provide for themselves.

Refrigeration.—We are glad to learn that

this safe and almost painless anesthetic agent is

rapidly gaining favor among surgeons. By
freezing the part, more or less, according to the

case, many of the minor surgical operations, such

as the removal of tumors, the extraction of teeth,

the destruction of morbid growths and abnormal

surfaces, can be performed with almost entire

immunity from suffering, and with none of the

danger attending the use of chloroform.

One of our city dentists is now extracting

teeth in this way, to the great delight of those

who have not the fortitude to endure pain, and

who fear chloroform and other narcotic anes-

thetics.

Nothing is easier than the application of the

freezing mixture. Two parts of snow or pound-

ed ice to one part of common table salt, makes

a convenient frigorific. The ingredients may be
;

mixed and placed in a linen rag, a piece of fine

gauze, or a bladder, or in a hollow brass ball

constructed so as to fit the part or surface, and

held in contact a few minutes, or until the re-
:

quisite degree of congelation has taken place.

The gums are so thin that they are frozen by ,

a few moments' application, when the rotten

tooth, decayed stump, offending prong, or other

remnant of odontology, may be taken out before ;

the gums recover their sensibility.

As many deaths have occurred in persons ap-

parently in good health, while under the influ- :

ence of chloroform, for the purpose of having

a tooth extracted, we commend this plan to all

who have teeth to be pulled, or who delight in

dental surgery.

Mutton vs. Pork.—The American Agricultur-

ist discourses under the above head :

We mean to repeat it a thousand times, or at least till
;

what we s-iy has had some effect on our countrymen, that
'

a pound of lean, tender, juicy mutton can be produced for
lialf the cost of the same quantity of fat pork ; that it is in-

;

finitely healthier food, especially in the summer sc-ison; and
;

those 'who eat it become more muscular, and can do work
;

with greater ease to themselves, than those who eat fat
;

pork.
;

And we mean to repeat ten thousand times, i

if we live long enough, that a pound of lean, ten-
|

der, juicy wheat or corn bread (with or without
|

a little apple in it), can be procured at less than
i

the cost of the same quantity of mutton ; that it
;

is much healthier food, in all seasons, and those ;

who eat it have better muscles and can do more '

work than those who eat fat mutton. Good
;

bread is as much superior to mutton, as mut-
j

ton is to pork.
j

Pertinent to this subject is the following ex-
|

tract from the letter of a correspondent writing
j

from Pairbault, Minnesota Territory :

" I cannot but make one observation in refer-
j

ence to diet. Many who have been addicted to \

endurance have not at all been diminished, but,

on the contrary, increased. Of course they feel

the loss of the stimulus afforded by it, and may,

for a time, crave the filthy stuff ; but like Dan-

iel of old, they are fairer than previously, when

they partook of the king's meat."

Lobelia and Water Emetics.—We have a

score or more of communications on hand rela-

ting to points which have been raised by our dis-

cussion with Dr. Curtis, to all of which we would

reply specifically if we had room. We shall,

however, meet all the objections from all quar-

ters before we have done with the subject. But

we make room for the following :

Dr. Trall: Dear Sir:—Your premises are that no sub-
stances .ict on the living tissue, but that all action is on the
part of the living organism, and that all substances that can-
not be assimilated into the system are inimical to it—that

the action occasioned by the introduction of a pmnon (un-
lussimilable) substance into the system is the effort of
the system to expel said poison. This is admitted ; but is it

a necessary consequence that ahv so called poisnn cannot
be given to liave a remediiil effect, not by the aition ojihe
medicines but hy the action of the system f I do not lose

sight of the fact that it is absurd to'load the system with
these poisons, but I wish to call to your mind this one
thing: Water is given as an emetic by hydropathists, end
others. The water is expelled ly the system, which found
it inimical to it—yet the water is an asfimilable sub-
stance. Then why not give lobelia to " invite " an action of

the stomach? The <;;7«t< is one and the same. And if such
is the case with the stomach in vomiting, why not similar

results in digestion, and in the action of the bowels, or any
organ ?

Suppose we answer one question by asking

another. If lobelia is as good an emetic as water

because the stomach will expel both, why not

give tartar emetic or corrosive sublimate instead

of lobelia, for these also are rejected by vomit-

ing?

There is vast difference between inducing vom-

iting by the unusual quantity or temperature

of an agent itself normal, or by an agent essen-

tially poisonous. In the one the action ceases

whenever the water is expelled, and no injurious

consequences remain. In the other the lobelia,

or tartar emetic, or corrosive sublimate, is expel-

led with great violence because of their physio-

logical incompatibility, and this expulsive or de-

fensive effort is attended with proportionate

waste of vital power, and often followed by in-

flammation of the stomach, and sometimes, in the

case of tartar emetic, by death itself.

We admit that poisons do induce remedial ac-

tions so far as " inviting " diseased action from

one direction to another is concerned. The in-

vitation, however, is like that of a rat who should

get into your cellar and then invite the cat to

cast or chase it out again. Rats don't do such

suicidal things, nor do remedies.

We prefer water to lobelia for emetic purposes,

not because the action is different, in kind, bnt

because the effect is different.

Correction.—Still another Richmond in the

field. The following communication from Dr.

Curtis' associate editor explains itself; the arti-

cle referred to was so Curtis-ish we took it for

granted that he was its cook :

Ci>-cinxati, April 23, 1S56.

Prof. R. T. Teall, M. D.:

Dear Sir:—The April number of the Water-Cure Joub-
NAL has just reached me. In it I notice, under the head of
"The Discussion," that you have copied and criticised an
article which appeared in the February number of the Phy-
sio-Medical Recorder, in review of your little work upon

,

the Alcoholic Controversy. You answer that article as if

it had been written bv Dr. Curtis. Permit mc to call vour (

Witattention to the fact that it was written by myself, as Editorthe use of a flesh diet, have, of necessity, re-

frained in part or wholly from its use ; and thev \
Recorder, and that Dr. Curtis is "not"In an;

11 i i-r i 1 it i ^1 'e 'l
sponsible for the opinions there expressed or the argi

all testify to the one fact that, their powert of < used. All his contributions to my Journal will appear over
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cither hi^ initials or his full name. The description of the

remedial asont, Indian turnip, to which you make allusion,

was also from mv pen. Br placing this correction before

j-our readersi, j-oii will much oblige

Tours respectfully,

WM. H. COOK.

THE DISCUSSION.

DR. CURTIS TO DR. TRALL.

[The following was published In the Physio-Medical
Rtcorder, for December, 1S54, and is one of the " omitted"
articles of which the reader has heard. It was there pub-
lished under the title of ' A Short Work with Dr. Trail."]

In the third number of " Life Illustrated," Dr. Trail says

:

"Dr. Curtis says, medicines act on the body: I say they do
not. No question can be more simple and dir»ct than
this."

Again, Dr. Trail gays :
" The important question, as yon

well say. is, hoic do they act ; and this is the precise qu»s-
tion I wish you to meet."
Here are two distinct propositions : Do medicines act ;

and, if so, how do they act on the human body. Dr. Trail

will not deny—
1st. That every material substance has a chemical affini-

ty for some other substance.
Thus, oxygen has an affinity for metals, and combines

with them to form oxydes and acids ; and acids have an
affinity for oxydes. and combine with them to form salts.

Chlorine has an affinity for hydrogen ; the compound thus

formed has an affinity for oxygen, and this compound for

carbonic acid. So oxygen has an affinity for hydrogen, and
this compound (water) Is attracted and absorbed by
alcohol.

The how they act on each other. Is the drawing of each
other together, atom to atom and element to element, and
in definite proportions. Thus, oxygen and potassium at-

tract each other together, atom to atom
;
sulphuric acid and

eoda attract each other, compound element to compound
element. This is the Aow they act; as may be demon-
•trated by chemical experiment And, that they never
cease to act in this how or manner, in any combination,
is proved by the fact, that the superior acids will seize hold
of and decompose the salts formed by the inferior acids,

whenever they have an opportunity ; and the double elec-

tive affinities show that the inferior affinities are broken,
not because they are annihilated, but because they are met
by their superiors. They unite again as soon as they have
opportunity. Now, it is known that tannin ^^acts^^ upon
the animal tissue to reduce it to leather. The hme it acts, is

the chemical attraction and neutralization of the nitrogen,

60 that it can no longer decompose the tissue, and also to

extract the water of the composition and render it more
dense and adhesive. I have proved that this tannin loses

nothing of its power by being applied to the living body.
Of course, when taken into the stomach or bowels, or any
other animal tissue, its tendency is the same, to act chemi-
cally upon the tissue; but, because the vital force acts

more powerfully upon the same tissue, the ejfect will be
maniffstet) only in a mere excitement of the vital force to

an astringent action. When the tissue is in full health, the
tannin has power to contract It but little ; but, when much
debiliUted, the tannin produces a greater effect. Thus, in

health, a person may take a cup of strong astringent tea,

and it will but slightly astringe the mucous membrane of
his stomach or bowels

; but, let him take it in a debilitated

state of the tissue, as in case of salivation or diarrhea, and
the effect is clearly manifest—but it is never sufficient to

I'roduce a destruction of vital action. Does the medicine
chanee its chemical affinity or action because the tissue does
its vital ? Does it not always act on the tissue? and is not
the kmc of its action to contract that tissue, to neutralize its

elementi or decompo.sition, and to preserve it from putre-
faction (mortification)?
Again : alcohol absorbs the water from dead animal fibre,

shrinks and hardens it and increases its cohesive attraction.

If it harden the brain out of the head (in ajar), does it not
act to that end when the brain is in the skull of the living

head ? Does the presence of the living force in the brain
destroy the tendency of the alcohol to condense the albu-
men of its tissue, any more than the presence of sulphuric
acid, in sulphate of soda, annihilates the tendency of ni-

tric acid to unite with the soda to form a nitrate ? Is not
the brain of the drunkard actually found to be hardened by
alcohol ?

On the other hand, the system of experiments which
taught us that tannin will act on mucous tissues, to render
them more dense and check their secretions, has tanght us
that "lobelia and nervine" will produce, on them, the oppo-
site effect, viz. : will rclax their capillaries and promote their
secretions : in health .slightly—in disease more manifestly

;

but that they never destroy the tissue nor injur* its

functions.
Lastly: sulphuric acid applied to the hnman tissue, arf«

on it to break its continuity. The how it acts is, chemically,
by uniting with some parts and setting others free, thus de-
stroying the vital compound. Lastly, whether an astrin-
g«nt or relaxant Is applied to living tissue, it partially, if not
fully, accomplishes the object of Its affinities. If those af-

finities are opposed to and strong enough to overcome the
vital, they injure the tissue and are called prnnonn. If
they have not the power to overcome the vital affinity, in

I

any case, they are called inmwjumii: but. If their powers
• tend to aid the physiological functions - as astringents to
, stop diarrhea—lobellv nervine, and warm water, to relax
a eonitrlcted tlssne, open the secemants and promote the se-
; eretlons—Btlmnlants, to excite the normal action of all the
L tlMuea, and mucllag«s to lubricate all the dry and rough »nr-

faces, and render motion easy (and all this without injury
to the tissue) —we call them medicrinex. If they furnish
the matter or substance of which the body is composed, in
th« rbrm in which, the hodij makes use of it, we call them
food.

Sometimes we take into the body substances which have
such an affinity for some parts of the human body as to de-
prive it of the power to respond to the normal efforts of the
living force, without destroying Its tissue. These we call

narcotic poisons. There are some substances which, by
being chemically decomposed, emit a gas that acts as a me-
chanical obstruction to vital action. These are called me-
chanical poisons, or obstacles to life.

Hence, we prove that all substances, when taken into
the vital domain, act upon the tissue either chemically or
mechanically ; and the hoic is, irritatively, destructively, or
medicinally—for what is a medicinal action but one that
restores a tissue from an abnormal to a normal state, and
prepares it for the proper action of the vital force ? I have
now shown that "drugs" •'act," and "how they act."

Q. E. D. It now remains to separate food, medicines, and
poisons—to cast away the third, and to use the first

and second in their proper places and in their proper
time.
Some ofthese " drugs," as bichloride of mercury, sulphate

of zinc, tartrate of antimony, oil of croton, cantharides, &c.,
are able, when at rest upon the tissue, to decompose it;

others, as ascetate of lead, opium, &c., to arrest circulation
and nervous action and to produce lesion of function in-

stead of lesion of tissue
; these, also, are "absolutely poisons."

Other drugs, as the infusion of oak bark, hemlock, sumach,
ginger, catnip, cayenne, &c., though they, like the first,

have power to excite the vital tissue to an action corre-
sponding with their chemical nature or constitution.yet that
constitution and affinity, as in bread, being favorable to vi-
tality, they can never decompose tissue nor arrest its func-
tions ; but the less power the tissue has to perform its func-
tions, the more manifest is the aid they give it. Thus,
when one is perfectly well, he may drink a cup of sage tea
and he will feel no effect from it ; but, when feverish, the
caloric will warm him internally, the water will supply the
want of fluids, and the sage will act as a "nervine" to
loosen the tissue and allow tlie heat and moisture to escape
and the blood to diffuse itself and equalize its distribution

;

and all these are " absolutely" medicines. And I think Dr.
Trail will find it difficult to convince any sensible and re
fleeting man that the caloric and the sage are poisonous,
and the water alone is "hygienic."

I myself, as well as my friend Burson, am curious to know
how the Doctor will get round this purely scientific argu-
ment. When he shall have attended to what I have already
written, I will take the lawyer's privilege to give the clos-

ing argument.
;

DR. TRALL TO DR. CURTIS.

As the above article does not involve any principle I have

not already replied to repeatedly, I shall have but little to

say at this time, as it must, necessarily, be mere repetition

There are yet three of your omitted articles, which I will

introduce to the readers of the Water-Cure Journal as

fast as room can be had, and then, I trust, we shall both

come to the point, and finish up the " wordy con-

troversy ."

You seem disposed to carry your point by continual as-

severations. I cannot see that a given proposition is any

stronger because it is repe.-tted ten or ten thousand times in

varying phrases. It is either true or false in the first

presentation, and one illustration is as good as a million.

I have nothing to say exception.illy or adversely to Dr-

Curtis' remarks on chemical affinities, nor as to his expla-

nation of the how they act on each other. All this is irrel-

evant.

Nor do I deny that tannin acts on animal tissue to reduce

it to leather ; but I do say, as I have said before, that

tannin never reduces a living skin to leather.

But when Dr. Curtis gets his tannin into the stomach of

a living person, he finds something there besides chemical

affinity, which he calls "vital force."

It is almo-st amusing to see what an idea Dr. Curtis, in

common with the great bulk of the medical profession, has

of this vital force. Dr. Curtis says of his tannin—"of course

when taken into the stomach or bowels, or any other ani-

mal tissue, its tendency is the same, to act chemically on

the tissue ; but, because the vital force acts more powerfully

upon the same tissue, the effect will be manifested only in a

mere excitement of the vital force to as astringent

action."

Hero Dr. Curtis has placed a chemical agent on one side

of the tissue, and the vital force on the other side, both

having a di.^position or tendency to act on the tissue, which

Is Itself perfectly passive. But where and what is the ac-

tion or the hmi! of it 7 The tannin " tends" to act chemi-

cally, (is there a real action, or is alltaken out in tendency T)

but because the vital force does act (no tendency hero but

real, actual action) on the ti.ssue—then what? Why, the

" effect" (where is the action now) is only manifested in an

excitement of what? the tissue or the tannin ? no, the vital

force I Why, why, my good Dr. Curtis, ain't your logic in a
terrible snarl ? Havn't yon got your tannin acting on the
vital force, instead of the tissue ? Tou have got up a logi-

cal farce something like Captain Maryatt's triangular duel
in which A aimed at B; B shot at C; and C fired into
A, so each had an equal chance to kill or be killed.

Tou have your tannin " tendency"—aiming to act on the
tissue, and the vital force acting on the tissue, and also

on the effect of the tannin, that is acting on the astringent
action.

Now, seriously. Doctor, this is perfect nonsense, not only
physiologically and pathogically, but logically and meta-
physically.

The simple truth (and truth is always simple) can be very
plainly told.

Vital force never acts on its own living tissue ; it is a
property or pan of the tissue, and always acts with it, but
never on it. Hence there can be no triangular contest In

the matter; nor any "two to one" quarrel as you intimate.

The action is simple, by and between the tannin and the
tissue. Tou might as well tell about the oxygen or carbon
in the tannin and a property or component part of it, acting

on the tannin or the tannin acting on its own oxygen or

carbon, as to talk of tissue acting on vital force, or vital

force acting on tissue, or what is still more absurd, if possi-

ble, vital force acting on an astringent action.

And now, if the action is narrowed down to tannin and
tissue, the primary question is again before us. Which is it

that acts ? I say the tissue, you say both.

Tou propound again, " Is not the how of its action to con-

tract that tissue." How I how 1 ! the how doctor

!

If I, standing at a respectable distance from a skitting

horse, should point my finger at the animal, and he should

resent the insult by kicking at me, would not the how of

my finger cause the horse's leg to contract. Verily it would.

But, don't you see the point—not of my finger, but of the

argument? The kicking, the action was performed by the

horse (tissue and vital force, acting together one and insep.

arable), and not by my finger. My finger did not act on the

horse's leg.

Now, when your tannin gets into the stomach or bowels,

the tissues resent it, kick at it, as it were, and contract to

push it out, and they pour out their fluid copiously to

wash it away, by means of which they become con.

densed, constringed, contracted, corrugated, puckered up.

The same reasoning precisely applies to your alcohol, sul-

phuric acid, &c.

Tou say narcotics have such an affinity for some parts of
the human body, as to deprive it of the power to respond
to the normal effort of the vital force, without destroying
its tissue.

This phraseology is, to my mind, all Dutch. I can't

understand anything about it—of course my fault,

not yours.

What is this vital force you talk so much about, as dis-

tinct from the tissue ? Doctor, enlighten us. But I suspect

you cannot, or at least will not tell us what part of the
body it is that narcotics have this strange affinity for.

For myself, I do not believe such a thing has an ex-

istence.

R. T. TRALL.

Resolution.—There is nothing in man so po-
tential for weal or woe as firmness of purpose. Resolution

is almost omnipotent. Sheridan was at first timid and
obliged to sit down in the midst of a speech. Convinced
of, and mortified at the cause of his failure, he said one day

to a friend, " It is in me, and it shall come out." From
that moment he rose and shone and triumphed in a con-

summate eloquence. Here was true moral courage. And
it was well observed by a heathen moralist, that it Is not

because things are difficult that we dare not undertake

them,but they appear difficult because we dare not undertake

them. Be then bold in spirit. Indulge no doubts, for

doubts are traitors. In the practical pursuit of our high

aim, let us never lose eight of it in the slightest instance,

for it is more by a disregard of small things than by open

and flagrant offences that men come short of excellence.

There is always a right and a wrong; and if you ever

doubt, be sure you take not the wrong. Observe this rule,

and every experience will be to you a means of advance,

ment

Whof.vee desires or hopes to be healthy and happy
should be careful not to violate the physical and mental

,

laws of his being.
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B« brief^ clew, and delinit«, and speak alwmyn direoUy to the point.

Waste no words.

A CoMPLiCATRD Malady.— R. G. C, Spring-
water: "Please Inform me, through your Journal, reme-
dies for the foliowiDg complaints: I am troubled vpith

nervous rheumatism, or neuralgia. Symptoms are as

follows: palpitation of the heart, raising wind from my
stomach, shortness of breath, a good deal of pain through
my system, prolapsus of the womb, leucorrb<Ea, and piles.

Much of my pain is in the left breast and sides. I have
doctored much with allopathic physicians, and find no
relief. Can you tell what my complaint is, and give the
treatment?''

Your case is by no means nncommon, but its cure re-

quires all the appliances of our system. The displacement

also requires peculiar treatment; and hence you would do

better at a good 'Water-Cure, for we fear you would not

succeed satisfactorily by home-treatment.

Salt.—TV. H., Columbus, Wis., inquires—" If

the sentiments of the editor are expressed in the article on

'Salt' In the Life Illustrated of the Sth ult.?" To which

we reply, we suppose the article referred to expressed the

opinion of the writer, but as the writer was not a medical

man, and "Life" is not a medical paper, said opinion can-

not bo regarded as in any sense official, oracular, or author-

itative. Our opinions of salt have been frequently ex-

pressed in the 'Water-Cure Journal, where our correspond-

ents are requested to look for answers to medical questions.

L.\DTE3 HAni.—N. E. J.. Hoover's Point, 111. :

"How should ladies wear tbeir hair? Should they curl it?

[

If so, how should those that are not naturally curly-haired
wear it ? I am dyspeptic ; what should I do for it ?

'

The hair should be worn loose and flowing. The present

!
fashion of plaiting and matting the hair, and fixing it in a

I

heap on the top of the head, is a prolific cause of nervous-

ness and headache.—Tell us how the dyspepsia handles you,

I

and we will tell you how to handle it.

St. Vitus' Dance.—T. A. A., Boston :
" My

daughter will be thirteen years old in a few days. She has
been from home, attending school, for one year past; has
enjoyed good health generally. One week ago she was
taken suddenly with St. Titus' Dance. She is continually
In motion. 'What course of treatment would you advise?"

Tou will find some bad habit, or morbid condition, which

you must correct. It may be constipation or some other

obstruction.

Injured Back and Kxf.i;.—E. B. M., Battle

Creek. Our opinion i^ that all the drugs in the world will

never care yon, and that yon can get well much sooner

without than with them ; also, that it would be good econ-

omy for you to repair at onco to a 'Water-Curo.

Babbenness.—R. G. We cannot advise in such
cases a-i you describe, without a personal interrlew with

one of the parties.

Earthy Matter, Vibusfs, &c.—S. S. G. '•

" If you think it would be a public advantage to publish
answers to the following questions in the 'Water-Cure Jour-
nal, you are requested to do so, provided you find it conve-
nient.

"1st In grinding corn, wheat, &c.. with millstones, such
as are In common use in this country, there must of neces-
sity be more or less of the grit of the stones get into the
meal or flour. Are there any proofs known that the health
of people has been injured in consequence of eatins such
grit ? 2d. If a person has millstone grit in his system, can
it be extricated with the Electro-Chemical Baths ? 8d. I

have for several years been Inclined to think that persons
inoculated with kine-pox are, in some degree, partakers of
the nature of the animal from which the inoculating matter
was orieinally taken. Do you know of any fact which goes
to uphold this sentiment ? 4th. If I remember right, there
have been cases in which persons having the hydrophobia
have barked much like the dogs which bit them : is this an
evidence that a small amount of ' beastly' matter introduced
into the human system is capable of leavening the whole
body? 5th. Do you think that a person who has quick-
silver in the system would be more likely to 'catch cold' on
being exposed to wet, ic, than one would be under similar
circumstances, with the exception of being free from mer-
cury ?"

Wo can have no doubt that some of the millstones are

eaten with our food, and that is certainly injurious, although

we can trace no particular disease to that specific cause.

The Electro-Chemical Baths would facilitate the expulsion

of all earthy or mineral matterJ. The kloe-pox Infection
,

no doubt partakes of the nature of the animal's blood and

secretions, whether healthy or morbid. The " barking" of

! hydrophobic patients is doubtless a good deal exaggerated

;

but should they bark like the very mad dogs themselves.

It does not prove that the patients have got the "beastly"

nature of the animals, but the same disease that the beast

had. Persons who have taken mercury are peculiarly liable

to take cold.

DrsPEPSiA.—p. M.Montezuma, 111. : "I have
suffered a great deal froin pain in the head, and latterly, a
burning sensation throughout the stomach and bowels.
This burning has continued for several weeks, and is so
great that I feel considerable unea-iiness in reference to it.

I have also occasionally some pain in the small of the back
and region of the kidneys

;
great derangement of stomach.

Please inform me what itsdisease, and your remedy "

Your disease is most clearly a very aggravated case of

dyspepsia, and requires for its cure all the applications of

our system. Study the whole chapter on Indigestion in the

Encyclopa!dl,i. Bathe moderately and diet very carefully.

'What to cat, drink, and avoid, you will find in the book

aforesaid. If you want the details of cooking, get the Hy-
pathic Cook Book.

Acidui.ated Water fob Baths.—E. L., Sparta,
'Wis. :

'• I wish to Inquire something about the Electro-
Chemical Baths vapor. Should the foot bath be acidulated
—and if so, how much nitric acic to a gallon of water. I

have tried the warm sitz and foot bath, applying the gal-

vanic battery at the same time 1 find it seems to work
well, but I do not know how much acid to use, or whether
to acidulate both sitz and foot bath, or whether vapor
would be better. If you could answer through the Journal,
you might perhaps enlighten many of your readers."

All these things depend something on the kind of disease

you have, of which you say never a word.

Neuralgia in the Toes.—G. D.,Waupun, Wis.

:

" I have been troubled the last two years with pains in my
toes, apparently in the bone; it leaves me a few days occa-
sionally, and then returns again ; it feels as if all the bones
in my toes were broken. I have spoken to several doctors
here about it, but they cannot tell me what it is; and I

have looked all through the ' 'Water-Cure Journal' for a
remedy, but cannot find one. I have packed my feet in

wet cloths (cold water) for several evenings, after work, but
to no purpose. I am a painter by trade," and moderate in
all things. If yon can inform me of a remedy through
your 'Journal,' I shall feel extremely obliged."

Very likely. Your system is more or less impregnated

with minerals ; so that the Electro-Chemical Baths would

relieve you the soonest.

Food.—L. M., Amity. N. Y., asks a variety of

questions in relation to various articles of food, for various

persons in various states of health and disease, all of which

are as variously answered in the Cook Book, to which the

inquirer is respectfully referred. There are also various

things worth knowing in that book,which you do ask about.

Worms and Vebmin-.—E. C. S., Cherryfleld,

asks us if it is natural for the heads of children and the

bodies and limbs of animals to be " infested" with vermin ?

Bah I no. Nature never iii/estn anything nor anybody.

Nature is naturally all right

Salt and Inflammation.—C. E. D., Minnesota:
"In conversation with a learned (?) M.D., he asserted that
many of the secretions were saline, and, consequently, that
salt, as an article of diet, was necessary. Your opinion as

to the soundness of both the premises is respectfully so-

licited.
" In inflammation— of a limb, for instance—is cold water

or warm the proper application ?"

'With regard to the salt, the conclusion docs not follow

from the premises. He might as well argue that we should

eat iron with our bread and butter, because it is found in

the blood ; or put lime and phosphorous on cnr potatoes

because they are found in our hones. Such gabble is sim-

ply ridiculous when uttered by men who pretend to be

learned.

In inflammation, apply either hot, warm, tepid, or cold

water, according to the degree of heat attending it The
general rule is to apply that which is most agreeable to the

their sensations.

Skquel^b or Measles.—J. C. B., Bluff Springs,
Miss. :

'• Please prescribe for a little boy that h-id the ' niea-
sels' about three years since. Had a ' rising" in his head,
which broke, and has been running more or less ever since.

Is now hard of hearing : possessed good hearing before he
had the measles. Three of our ' regulars' have exhausted
their skill in this ease."

'Wash him all over eath morning on rising. In moderately

cold water, and give him one or two hip-batbs daily, at

about 80°, ten minutes each. Also keep him on a diet

mainly of coarse bread and good fruit

Sleeping without a Pillow.—G. W. J., Yale
College :

" Please say in the Journal, is sleeping with the
bead unraised, i. <'.,witbout pillow, a good and healthy prac-
tice ? I have done so for three years with great • pleasure.'

"

Sleep on in peace and quiet for the " way you have got"

is perfectly healthful. Many persons arc injured by too

high bolsters and pillows.

Paralysis raoM Mebcuby.—B. W. H. The
Electro-Chemical Baths will probably do more toward!

recovery in the case you describe than anything else, and

possibly effect a complete restoration. With regard to th*
" stiff hand'' from a felon, we can only say, that In such

oases the surgeon can often effect a cure by breaking up the

adhesions which have formed as the result of inflammation.

But he must have the patient in hand.

Tea and Coffee.—H. T., Dakota, Wis. : "Will
you please to inform me, through the Water-Cure Journal,
what amount of nutriment there is in a given amount of

green tea, and also of coffee, when taken into the system
without mixture with another article? I am of the opin-

ion there is no nutriment at all in tea or coffee of itself, but
merely a stimulant ; and those that use it say that it con-
tains nutricious qualities."

There is not a particle, nor a shadow of a particle of nu-

triment in either tea, coffee, rum, or tobacco.

MuLTiCADABBA.—" Your Subscriber says

:

" Please inform me, through the Water-Cure Journal

—

1. What is the cause of cuts and burns leaving purple
streaks? 2. And how are they cured? 3. What makes
lips turn purple when in the cold but a short time, particu-

larly in the fall and spring? 4. What is the remedy?
5. '\Vhat is the cause of enlargement of the bone on the left

fide of the nose, and of eight or nine years' standing?

6. What is the remedy for it? 7. What is the cause of a
h.ird white spot growing out of the left front lower gum f

It is separated from the gum.with the exception of the root

or under side of it and has been coming rising fifteen

years, and is the size of a very small pea, but no particular

pain with it but have had ulcerated teeth. S. What is the
remedy? 9. What will cure acid and inflamed gums?
10. Is Mrs. S. A. Allen's World's Hair Restorative and
Zylobalsam poisonous? 11. Is this plant [enclosed] what is

called Life Everlasting? 12. Is it poisonous? 13. What
will cure w^orms in the face, or something similar to them ?"

'n'e publish the above as a "frightful example" of th«

way we are frequently bored with senseless and -ridiculous

questions.

To answer these understandingly to a person who has not

studied the subjects at all, would be to write a book ; and

as the information is already in published books, we respect-

fully invite our subscriber, who evidently has a thirst for

knowledge, to invest a few shillings in their purchase, and

a few days or weeks in their study. It will pay a hundred

fold.

Prophylactic Dbugs.—N. W., Fairview, Ky.

:

"Will assafcetida, or sulphur, or any of those strong-scented
articles, prevent diseases such as are contagious ? I have
been taught that the above-named articles prevent Itch,

hooping-cough, Ac. by wearing it about the neck ^s to

my part I have no faith in it although the majority recom-
mend it I have been reading the Water-Cure books, and
have been thinking for myself. I have never seen yo5ir

opinion expressed on the subject of the above articles.

" 2d. There are two of our allopathic doctors sick in thi»

place—in fact there is but one well one here. One of thtm
was taken with a violent cold—a very bad couch, and he
won't take any of his drugs; he says he will die first. It

seems he has lost confidence In them. The other says he
has the neuralgia, and he takes drugs. What is the best

remedy ?"

The preventive eflScacy of rank-scented drugs, and stink-

ing things generally, exist only In the imagination of super-

stitious or ignorant persons. Neuralgia must be treated In

reference to the causes and condition of the patient, on

which you give us no Information.

Effects of Calomel.—J. D., Downsville. N.Y.

:

"A year ago my wife was sick with inflammation, when I

called In a regular doctor, who gave her a great quantity
of calomel ; ever since then she has been very much trou-

bled with a pain in her left side, opposite the small of the
back, whenever she makes any unusual effort to reach ont
her hand for anything, or give herself any twist about

:

it that is the part affected, just feels as if something would
break or give way, with an acute pain. She has applied
fly and mustard blisters, and leeches, but has got no relief

firom either ; but since I took the Water-Cure Journal she
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has taken » bath frequently, and does apply the wet girdle

ftequentlT also, and has felt much better since ; but they

don't remove it. She is likewise very much troubled with

an unasnal quantity of saliva in her'mouth whenever she

catches a slisht cold, or whenever the weather has a ten-

dency to be damp. Please to let me know what she had

better do to get rid of these complaints, through your most
escellent Journal."

Give her the trariTt wet sheet pack one or twice a week;

the tepid hip-bath daily, and a very plain, opening diet

Chroxo-Thermalism.—L. R., " Out "West :"

"Will you please answer a few questions through yonr
Journal ?

'• 1st What Is ' chrono-thermalism ?'

" 2d. Is such a medicine very injurious, or as much so as

mllopathic ?

'• We have a medicine in this State, which I think came
trora your city, stamped with the above name. It almost
invariably cures or breaks up the 'a|ne and fever,' and bil-

ious fever. If people will take calomel, quinine, chologogue,
and every other gog, is it not preferable to the last-named
drugs ?"

Chrono-thermalism {chronos—time, and thermos—tem-

perature) means time and temperature. We don't know
what remedies the quacks may sell under that name, but

the thing itself is good—admirable, and better for ague and

fever than all the gogs and magogs in creation.

A firm in this city is doing an extensive business in the

sale of '• Graefenburg Medicines," which, if not fraudulently

named, ought to be composed entirely of Water-Cure /

Dyspepsia.—W. H. S., Hawleyville, Conn.:
" My complaint was called ' dyspepsia, attended with chro-
nic diarrhoea,' by Drs. Shew and May, at whose Cures I was
treated one month last fall, since when I have carried on the
treatment at home as follows: Towel-bath in morning; silz-

bath, at fifteen minutes, at four o'clock; wear the wet
girdle through the day. I live exclusively on fruit and
vegetables, with a little milk; use no spices whatever;
drink nothing but water; eat at precisely the same hours

;

and exercise great regularity in all my habits
"Am I doing right? I have already improved very

much. I wish to know how much I may exercise—work

—

and not injure me? I work at gardening for exercise.
Does it matter how tired I become at night, providing I do
not feel it the next morning?

" When I exercise rapidly awhile, I become all gone, as
It were : my nerves seem unstrung, and hands tremble. Is

this a sign I have done too much ?

'• Can unleavened bread (unlike leavened) be healthy, un-
less light and porous? I have taken much pains to work
Graham flour and water together a long while, to get all

the air into it possible, but yet it will be solid."

"i'on are doing right Exercise all you can without fa-

tigue, but never so violently as to occasion agitation or

trembling. Unleavened bread is not intended to be light

and porous, like that which is raised or fermented. Its

greater solidity is one of Its best qualities, because it ensures

due mastication.

Diseased Lungs aot Liver.—D. B. A. :
" Will

Dr. Trail please inform me, through the Water-Cure Jour-
nal, if it is probable a person • lungs are diseased when they
do not lose flesh? lam troubled with shortness of breath
on using any extra exertion, such as walking up hill fast or
running, also a great deal of soreness across my lungs. Be-
long to a consumptive family, on my father's side, and have
twice had lung complaints; one time thought to be In a
decline. Do not have colds more than once a year, and not
always as often ; but {Uwayg have a cough. Sometimes
will not cough but a few times in the day, and, perhaps, the
nex^ day cough a great deal. Seldom raise anything ; have,
a few ti Dies, after a very severe fit of coushing, raised some-
thing that looked like bone eaten full of holes. Whenever
raised that, have been almost killed when it came up, and
not got over the.feeling for a great while. Am not sick ; do
lots of work, and take no extra care of self, except to wash
every morning from head to foot in cold water, and have
plenty of fresh air; but would like to know why it is that I
am so troubled for breath, when air is so plenty; and
why a walk, when the wind blows cold, makes my lungs so
eore ?"

Tour Inngs may be diseased, and it is certain that your

liver Is. No doubt its enlargement is the cause of yonr dif-

ficulty in breathing, and if not remedied may eventuate in

consumption.

Freckles and Hair.—A. N. C, Dexter, Me.

:

" Will you be so kind as to inform ns, through your Journal,
If there is any way for removing freckles from the skin, and
how It may be done?"

The best way to manage freckles is to rise early, take a
bath, then a walk, provided you have no work as a substi-

tute
; then rest a few minutes, and then eat a light break-

i fast of unleavened bread and good apples. Castor oil is not
j good for the hair; nor is any oleaginous application.

^ ^PPVy^J'^" Liver Complaint.—M. T.,
Borthfleld, Ohio

:
" I have been troubled for soma three

D. E., Boston.—" Will the Ed-
{ )

months with what I supposed to be rheumatism at first I 5

have now concluded the trouble is a very bad state of the )

liver. Symptoms: severe pain in the left hip for a few days, i

then abated; severe pain in the right shoulder, hardly able
to use it

;
applied warm, followed by cold water douches ; (

shoulder relieved. Pain returned to the hip, which is very >

sore and lame at present; very weak through the small of \

my back, hardly able to stoop over and raise up again;
J

tightness across the chest with some soreness; difficult
\

breathing ; throat sore at one time, not troubled me of late ; i

cough some in the morning; have been troubled with )

hoarseness and roughness of the throat all winter; have S a ii

taken a sitz bath twice a day, followed with a towel wash \

S™<>ll-P<>x

morning and evening ; have wort? the cliest wrapper or com-
press at night Diet: unbolted grain, fruit and vegetables;
strong appetite ; have tried, but cannot adopt the starvation i rr -d w n nr xt t?i,_-j„
diet 'Please inform me, if consistent through the Water ThE Best WaTER-CubE.--G M. N. F orida --

Cure Journal, whether I am right as to the disease, and "Which is the best Watcr-Cure Estabhshment in the United

whether I am doing the best I cin, and oblige your friend." < States ; would you recommend to nie, ignorant as I am of

_ IIP „f • Tj ,«. o tT, the merits of all, and resolved to begin treatment in the
Tour general plan of management 13 good. But as there Summer?"

is an evident tendency to disease of the lungs, you should ... , ,, .

expand them as much a, possible. Frequent, yet moderate ^« "^o^X^"
' ''°'^<'' ^"''^ l"*^''*"'^ ^« ''°"'<'' """^

calisthen-c exercises, are very important. >

^"'^''^ ^« ""^^^ questions in re.

•) lation to any one of them ; but to sit in judgment on their

comparative merits is not our province. If the inquirer

Vaccination,
itors of the ' Water Cure Journal ' be kind enough to gl
their opinion of Vaccination, through their paper, and
oblige many readers in this vicinity ?"

We regard it as a choice of evils. It is of itself an evil,

yet may prevent a greater. To most of persons who live

the ordinary way. Vaccination would be a less evil than

Small-pox the natural way. But those whose habits of life

are unusually liealthful, we would recommend to let the

if it can and do the worst it can. V e do

not vaccinate our children.

L IN THE Middle, South Wrentham :
" What ia

the cause of nervousness, and the cure ?"

This depends upon " who you are," and "how long you've

been so." But when the use of tobacco is acknowledged,

the guilt is evident The other symptoms are evidences of

Dyspepsia. The total abjuration of tobacco is necessary

before a cure can be effected of either of them. Then a

healthful diet and habits would complete what was so

auspiciously begun.

Constipation, &c.—W. F. H., Minnesota

:

"What course of treatment would you recommend to a
person who has had a constipated habit for five or six years

;

has been troubled with the salt rheum, more or less, from
infancy: is subject to chilliness and cold extremities; pulse
from 40' to 50°

; age twenty-seven ?

"Are Water-Cure establishments equally beneficial in win-
ter iis in summer?
" What ones could you recommend. Where the terms are

such that they would be available by those whose means
are limited?"

Moderate bathing, coarse, plain food, and that mainly of

unfermented bread and fruits, with proper gymnastic exer-

cises to act on abdominal muscles and respiratory systems.

Water-Cures are equally useful, as a general thing, at all

seasons. There is but little difference in the expenses of the

different Water-Cures, if we except a few very small places

and a few of the largest hotel Water-Cures, which are more
properly " Watering-Places."

Ague.—J. H. B., Cranberry, O. :
" Dr. Trail

:

Is ague caused by malaria in the air ? Can it be cured hy-
dropathically ? Is there any certain way of preventing it,

without running away from it?"

1. Tes. 2. Tcs. 3. No.

Dtsmenorrh(ea.—C. L. P., Harden, Conn.

The Electro-Chemical Baths would probably be very use-

ful in the case you describe. Their expense would be about

$15. Consultations by letter are $5.

Seking and Hearing.—W. M., Antioch, O. :
" I

am troubled very much with a roaring in my ears con-
stantly. They have been affected above ten years. My
eyes are also affected with numerous dots passing to and fro

before them when I look at the sky or clouds, sometimes
resembling small sparks of fire &c."

Such symptoms Indicate obstruction from bad blood and

weakened nerves, and may end in amaurosis or total blind-

ness. Tou should go under full treatment at once.

Bad Digestion.—A. A. D. Otsego, Wis.— '•' I was
disappointed in your reply to my Inquiries : yon did not
give me 'particular directions,' but merely said, 'Attend
strictly to the general health.' I wish to know what kind
offood to use;"how prepared, &c. Evcryllung turns upon
my stomach. Is soda injurious ? I take this in large quan-

tities. I have the catarrh continually, with pain in the side,

chest, shoulders, <fcc."

Tou have a diseased liver, and are badly dyspeptic, and if

you ever get well it will bo by paying strict attention to

diet : that is, eat physiologically, as we explain in our books.

We cannot write out all tlie particulars here, and as you

seem entirely ignorant of our whole system, and appear to

think we can communicate it to you in a few lines, we can

only counsel to your study and practice the standard books

on Water-Cure. Soda ix injurious, and so of five-hundred

things which you need to understand, and which you may
find in our books. Indeed you should study dietetics thor-

'. oughly, as yonr health depends on your knowledge of it.

will tell us what alls you, we will tell you where is a good

place, or where are good places to get well : but further, this

deponent saith not.

Dr. B.wning's Body Brace.—S. H. J., Port
Deposite, Md.—"Please send me Dr. Walls' opinion of Dr.
Banning's Body Brace in chronic diseases, when a person
has been long aCHicted with liver complaint and perhaps
the lungs are affected too ; he has a weak back : also, what
is the price, and if you could and would, send me one, &o."

We are continually asked to express our "sentiments "

in relation to somebody's nostrums, Cordial, Invigorator,

Depilatory, Hair Eestorer, Worm Killer, "Abominable

Supporter," &c., &c., to which, we reply, as always, that we
repudiate all such stuff, but have no opinion to give about

any individual's goods, wares, or merchandise. That matter

is between the proprietor and the customer,

will best cure such an ailment as you describi

•ry to tell you. Therein is our vocation.

Ask us what

and we will

Catarrh and Dyspepsia.—Mrs. M. J., Hartford
Conn.—"I would like to be informed through the Journal

the cause and cure of a few ailments to which I am subject,

I have had catarrh for ten or twelve years, (it may be he-

reditary, my father being similarly affected,) my eyes are

weak, and the eyeballs blood-shot. I am also troubled with

flatulency, seldom attended with pain, but with frequent

rising of wind. I sometimes when fatigued, feel a dull

pain in my left side. My complexion is sallow, with dark

spots on my forehead; my diet is chiefly bread, milk,

butter, rice, eggs, fruit, and vegetables ; I b.ithe daily in

warm weather, and two or three times a week in cold.

Please state what means are necessary to remove the above-

mentioned evils and I will be ever grateful."

Treat your case as recommended under the head of

Catarrh and Liver Complaint, Encyclopiedia. Tou will

need the Cook Book, which can be had at Fowler & Wells,

808 Broadway.

J. A. M.—The Water Cure Library is composed

of the following works, substantially bound in seven large

12mo volumes

:

Introduction to the Water-Cure ;
System of Hydropathy

;

Experience in the Water-Cure; the Cholera and Bowel

Diseases ; Water and Vegetable Diet ; The Parents' Guide
;

Tobacco—its Nature and Eff -cts; Curiosities of Common

Water; Water-Cure Manual; Water-Cure in every Dis-

ease, and in Pregnancy; Hydropathy for the People;

Errors in the Water-Cure ; Water-Cure in Consumption^

etc., etc.

Three works, complete, in uniform binding, suitable for

the library, may be had for $6. Every family should have a

copy. Address Fowlbb & Wells, 808 Broadway, N. T.

Is SHE OCT OF HER SPHERE?—Miss Catharine

Beecher recently delivered a lecture in Cincinnati to the

teachers of common schools in that city. Miss Beecher is

of a pure orthodox stock—was reared and trained in New

England-is known to be the most consercaUte of the

family. Is she, as a lady, out of her f\aca1—Fountain

City Herald.

[We think not Miss Beecher has been a public school-

teacher for many years. She has written numerous books,

has been engaged in great educational enterprises
;
and wo

can see no impropriety in her lecturing to teachers or
,

puplN. Her great experience in teaching cnablei her to ^

teach most teachers. We vote f " '

'
• the lectures.]
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The Shew Moktmext.—The proposition to

erect a suitable monament In Greenwood Cemetery, to the

memory of the late Dr. Joel Suew, meet* with marked fa-

vor. His numerous friends throughout the country, will

each be glad to contribute something. Responses warm and

earnest begin to reach us. We quote the following from a

correspondent connected with one of the most popular

Water-Cure establishments in the country—an indication of

a general feeling on the subject :
—' I am going to get every

Water-Cure totil in G H to give iomething for

TnE Shew Moxcjiext, if it is not more than a si.vpence.

I shall send you $20—a/.'/iett part of $1000—and when we

fill up, by-and-by, we will send more, if possible.
'

[Full particulars in regard to this were given on page 79

April Xo. of the Water-Cure Journal. Wc now give—in

advertisement—the plan and .objects of the SnEW MoNc-

MENT AssociATios.— Eds.]

KiNESEPATHT, OB THE SWEDISH MOVEMENT COSE.

—We are authorized to state that Dr. Ta> ior has secured

for his Hydropathic establishment the services of Dr. Dono-
van-, M.A., Ph. D., late of London, an experienced practi-

tioner of Kinesepathy, a science which has received the ad-

vocacy of many leading European Physicians, and for the

application of which, as an independent therapeutic agent

for the cure of a large class of dise.ises, establishments

have been founded under Government sanction and as-

sistance in Stockholm, Vienna, land St. Petersburgh, and

which cannot fail to operate as a very valuable, and wo
may add indispensable adjunct to the water-cure system.

We can promise our readers a series of articles on ^Kinese-

patby in the succeeding numbers of this Journal, from the

pen of Dr. Donovan.

A New Market.—Mr. A. L. Stimson, Express

Agent, has opened a new and commodious Family Market,

with fourteen stalls, in Franklin street, at the head of Var-

ick. A general assortment of eatables will be kept on

hand, fresh from the country, and sold at fair prices. Mr.

Stimson will receive consignments and sell on commis-

sion all sorts of produce which may be sent him. See his

advertisement

A Great Pump.—Mr. West read a letter from
Harvey W. Tail, Islip, L. I., stating that he Is using one of

Warner's Pumps by wind power, by which he fills a reser-

voir that supplies his farmstead with water. The advan-
tage of the Pump is its cheapness ($18 to $2') and dura-

bility, and adaptability to wells of any depth. The plunger

is so constructed that it serves as an air-chamber. It is also

free from the difficulty of freezing. Mr. West also sub-

mitted a plan of a pump of his own invention. Mr. West
recommends these pumps and wind-mills to irrigate lands.

He also recommended a double acting water ram of his

Invention that is much more effectu.il in throwing water,

and more simple in its operations He thinks it will throw
fifty per cent, more water than the other water rams now
in use. Several other gentlemen recommended this pump
highly. A gentleman from Long Island said he had oi.e In

a well forty-two feet deep, with which he could throw a
barrel of water a minute over a two-story house, operating

It by hand.—-V. Y. Tribune.

[Orders for this Pump may be sent to Fowleb and
Wklls, 3C8 Broadway, New York.]

The Family Isteixigencer, Sarannab, Mo.,
gives the following appreciative recommendation of our
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:

" Physical purity, or health, must precede intellectual

and moral purity. But both may and should progress to-

gether. To aid in acquiring these most desirable ends,

there are many appropriate publications which wo take

great pleasure in furnishing those with who desire to avail

themselves of such useful helps. As physical health Is the

basis of all human improvement, wc first notice those pub-

lications devoted to the ;<iirs qfl fe, and their application in

every-day life. Among these the Phrenological and Water-

Their value is Incsti-

natnrally and consequently

healthily and happily."

^ ^ ^ ' miles f

ith the lr(<r.t loHE('y thftooldtcmes, nntill had

the four following months, in a district school some
from the office of my /'receptor (what his precepts

i
were, I may tell you hereafter), and had so Indulged myself

Mitchell's New National Map. Exhibiting the
'i

" ''""^"y °* <»'>"»o"- «» "co^er

United States, the British North American Provinces, the ;

'J^^

exhaustion of my pedigogic.1

Sandwich Islands, Mexico, Central Americi, Cuba, and

other West India Islands. Sold exclusively by Agents, i
1° 'he early days of the lovely month of May, behold me

During the past thirty years Mr. Mitchell has engaged \
seated in the leather-cushioned arm-chair, with my feet

cxtcnsiveiy in map publishing, and by producing this work
\
"P°° 'he table in the centre of the office, intently looking

has rendered an invaluable service to the community. The ;
over the pages of a new edition of the Dublin Dissector,

lettering Is very clear and distinct, clearer than on any (
which the doctor had considerately purchased for me, and

other United States map. It is executed on metallic plates
j

which he put into my hand, and with a slight twinkle of

in the best style of engraving. The railroads are all marked
;

his eye, but with great gravity, as he remarked, "When
out distinctly, and a good illustration is given of the shoals i

you have learned that, I will give you another work to

in the vicinity of the West Indies. It also gives informa- \

tion of the explorations through the Western territories,
;

the route of Dr. Kane, and a map of the Sandwich Islands. !

The routes on the isthmuses of Panama and Tehuantepec,
|

and the projected railroad from Vera Cruz to Acapulco,
j

across Mexico and the boundaries of the Musquito territory, <

Nicaragua, and Costa Eica, are all laid down with much !

care. The steamer routes from New Orleans and New
j

York to Mexico, the lines projected for railways to the >

Pacific, the Gadsden boundary line, all the new territories,
'

Utah, Oregon, Nebraska, Kansas, Washington, etc., are all
;

laid out with the utmost care and precision. The popula- ;

tion of each county in the United States, with the name of

the county town, are given also—the length of rivers, heights

of mountains, etc.

We take pleasure in commending so valuable a work, and
feel sure that it will be found exceedingly useful to all busi-

ness men.—Life Illustrated.

study." That day was passed wiih great satisfaction to

myself, for the Preceptor twice called me Doctor, and
each time when people were present; and ere night I

could repeat the words ginghjmoid, ginglymus, and a lot

of other gingles which I forgot before morning, and which
I could never make stay remembered, up to the present

day, or of the value of their recollection have I ever been

made aware.

Thus I went on with unabated industry and perseverance

for four long weeks, repeating each day the lessons I had

\
learned the day before, and forgetting each day the one I

> had learned two days previously. When tBe warm days of

i
June arrived, I discovered that the powers of my nervous

system were suffering from my close application, and that

the contents of my purse would not suffice to pay my board

and washing bill ; so for the good of my health I went to

the hayfield, and soon enjoyed the happy consciousness

't that I was not only earning, but receiving a dollar per day,

\
and my board ; and I could, as soon as the pain in my back

S
and hands would allow, enjoy a slumber unbroken by the

5 ginglings of dry bones or strangely-fashioned joints, until I

J
was roused in the morning to resume the labors of the day.

I
Until after the autumnal harvests had passed, I chose to

< continue in the fields, for, although my pride was titilated

i by being called ' Doctor," I sadly dreaded to again address

\ myself to the dry and disgusting subjects contained in the

I

Dissector, and in the private closets of the olfice. But au-

! tumn came, and with it came the dry bones and the tech-

^
nology of the doctors, and ere I left the office of the doctor

* for the office of the village school-teacher, I had surely

i learned the meaning of a dozen long words, could tell the

i difference between a thigh bone and a rib, was called

( Doctor by one-half the people of the village, and of course

considered that 1 had made commendable progress in my

I

studies.

\
At the close of my school, I packed up my clothing, and

; with a dozen books from the library of my Precep'.or,

\ [which, by the way, left his " library" walls very bare,] and

a " promise to pay," I went to the Medical College, obtained

; •' the tickets of all the Faculty," and commenced "taking

! lectures.' I know I heard every word the learned Profess-

< ors uttered, and I know I sat eight mortal hours, listening

first to a disquisition on " Pathology, " or on " Theory and

I
Practice,' or " Surgery," or "Medical Jurisprudence," or

I

" Obstetrics," or •' Materia Medica," or some other subject I

( had never previously heard of, or at least had never com-

I

prehended "Chemistry" and "Botany" were not such

i unknown mysteries, for I had made gas by burning butter-

nut meats in the bowl of a tob.icco-pipe, and I knew by

Letter from a peripatetic in search of ;
s'Sh' 'he difference between a pig-weed and a mullen

;
but I

Sight and Hearing, how preserved, and how
lost. By Henry J. Clark, M.D. Pp. 351, Price $1. New
York : Published by C. Scribner.

As its title Imports, this is a book more especially con-

templating the Hygiene, than the Pathology or Therapeu-
tics of the organs and functions of sight and hearing.

The causes and circumstances which impair the organs,

induce functional and strictural diseases, and prematurely
waste their powers, are described with general accuracy

and great minuteness.

There is, however, much valuable information scattered

through the work, respecting the management of their

v.irious diseases and infirmities; whilst many injurious

modes of tampering with eye and ear instruments, applica-

tions and medicines are justly exposed and condemned.
We have for a long time considered that a host of harsh'

pungent, caustic and irritating drugs, usually applied to some
weak and inflamed eyes, was the cause of more mischiefthan

good, and we are happy to find that Dr. Clark recommends
but few of them, and those with significant precautions.

The plan of the book is popular and the stvle quite read-

able.

ITistHIaiij

{From the Scalpel.)

g \ Cure Journals stand pre-eminent

p A mable to those who wish to live nat

i am sure that those eight lectures a dliy, for five days In the

S week, did not add much to my stock of positive or definite

^ knowledge ; still that was the way to become a regular

\
doctor, and a regular doctor 1 determined to be.

I
On my return home, if I had no new ideas in my head, I

> had a new appearance externally, for my hair fell down my
\ back half way to my waist, and my chin was adorned with

; a goatee, the growth of four months' careful culture ; there-

; fore, it was admitted by all, I was fully prepared to bleed,

;
e.ttract teeth, spread blister plasters, and have the charge

\ of slight cases of sickness among the poorer classes ; and

; even the overseer of the town's poor, so far recognized me
) as a member of the honorable profession, as to offer me the

I
sum of ten dollars a year to take charge of the pauper sick

tratcVand hence the importance of the query, "AmT a \
in a population of about two thousand five hundred; but

J as I asked twelve dollars, ho chose to employ the oldest and

i wealthiest physician in the place, at the same price ; as he

! laid it would seem more respectable.

! Thus passed the first year of my professional career. The

"A RIDE" AM I A REGULAR PHYSICIAN?

Here I am in the goodly State of New Jersey, with the

intention of trying my luck in my chosen profession, to the

extent of preserving the lives of myself and my family,

and of warding off that most terrible form of gastritis,

which is the result of the absence of the requisite amount

of food to ensure the preservation of its physiological con-

dition.

I am told that none but those of the "Regular Profession,'"

can by law enforce the payment of their professional fees,

and I shall certainly wish to ensure that honorarium, even

if to secure its honorable payment I am obliged to bring

the honest objector thereto before his honor the magis-

Regular Physician?"

In support of the affirmative of this proposition, I will

state my case. I am able to prove that I entered my name
at the ofiice of a "Regular Practitioner, " as a student in

i the autnmn of 188-, although I did not present my person spring of the second year was mostly devoted to resting
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i ^ from my preTlous labors, and to the enjoyment of the han-

V die to my name, which it seems had then become unaltera-

biy fixed. During the summer, I labored outside of the

office ocoasionally.but seldom within it,for I had voted 3tudy

a bore, and spoke loudly of the value of oral lectures, and the

advantages of hospital practice, which I expected soon to

enjoy. In the autumn, through the representation of a

friend that I was the son of a clergyman, I obtained the

tickets of one of the New York Medical Colleges, gratui-

tously, and the winter was passed as it usually is by medi-

cal students ; and once a week I made one of the integers

of the tale of hundreds which the Professor carried with

him, like the tail of a comet, when he passed through the

wards of the hospital. During the first three weeks I did

not get a glimpse of the patient who was the subject of the

clinical remarks, but as I heard none of those remarks, I

probably lost nothing
;
but, after a time, 1 was more fortu-

nate, and in several Instances I stood nearly by the bedside,

and heard all that the . teacher said ; but as I gathered no

clear idea of the past, the present, or the probable future of

the case, I cannot say that I was greatly instructed by the

opportunity. During the winter, I saw lots of "city prac-

tice," but thit practice was not of the medical profession,

I also saw any amount of surgical cases, and surgical ope-

rations, many of which the students were exceedingly

grateful for, as they had no doubt they were performed

solely for their gjatification. On my return to the old of-

fice, I felt that I had regularly progressed so far that I

ought to be entrusted with the gravest cases ; and the more

critical the better ; but when I was called upon to prescribe,

although I could write a prescription, I could not distin-

guish between salts or soda. However, I made but few

mistakes that were discovered, and when the dose was found

many times too large, the error was ascribed to my zeal and

desire to benefit the patient immediately.

Another season passed as the former one, and on again

visiting the eity, all decided I was too good a fellow to pore

over the dusty books ; and by dint of attending the hospital

practice and the college clinics, I managed to graduate

" with distinguished honor," and with such a guarantee, I

had no donbt I was a regular member of the honorable

profession. How I have been led to suspect myself and my
teachers of error in that regard, I will narrate in my next.

Most truly yours,
M. D.

HAIRS VS. WORMS.
To the Editor of the Watee-Ccee Joubnal.—Seeing an

article in your ilay number upon the production of worms,

which iterates an ancient theory, I thought to look a little

on the subject, and find in Browne's Trichologia, the fol-

lowing:
.

" Hair that has been separated from the body of the ani-

mal never acquires a distinct life. It has been supposed

that a hair, laid for some time in a pool or stream of water.

Is transformed into a worm ; but this is a popular error. It

will appear to be animated ; but that is owing to animal-

cules with which it becomes invested. There is an anneli-

da called the Hair-worm which is found in stagnant

pools, and this name has probably aided in propagating

this error. Such a transmigration as a hair of a mammalia
Into a worm, which belongs to another class of animals, is

unnatural, and should not obtain credence except upon

positive testimony."

In the Life and Correspondence of Eobert Southey, p.

296, is a letter from him to Dr. Southey, dated " Keswick,

June Cth, 1S13," in which he says

:

" My Deae Haeet :—Do you want to make your for-

tune in the philosophical world ? If so, you may thank
'

Owen Lloyd for the happiest opportunity that was ever put

into an aspirant's hands. Tou must have heard the vulgar

notion, that a horse-hair, plucked out by the root and put

Into water, becomes alive In a few days. The boys at Brat-

hay repeatedly told their mother it was true—that they had

tried it themselves, and seen it tried. Her reply was, show
it me, and I will, believe it! 'While we were there, last

week, in came Owen with two of these creatures in a bot-

tle. Wordsworth was there ; and to our utter and unutter-

able astonishment did the boys, to convince us that these

long, thin black worms, were of their own manufactory by
the old receipt, lay hold of them by the middle, while they
writhed like eels, and stripping them with their nails, down
each side, actually lay bare the horec-hair in the middle,

1 which seemed to serve as the back-bone of the creature or

I the bubstratom of the living matter which had collected

I around It

" 'Wordsworth and I should both have supposed that it

was a collection of animalcula; round the hair, which, how-

ever, would only be changing the nature of the wonder, if

we could, in any way, have accounted for the motion upon

this theory ; but the motion was that of a snake. 'We could

percei%-e no head, but something very like the root of the

hair ; and for want of glasses could distinguish no parts.

The creature, or whatever else you may please to call it, is

black or dark brown, and about the girth of a fiddle-string.

•' As soon as you have read this, draw upon your horse's

mane and tail for half a dozen hairs ; be sure that they have

roots to them ; bottle them separately in water, and when
they are .ilive and kicking, call in Gooch, and make the

fact known to the philosophical world. Never in my life

was I so astonished at seeing, what even in the act of see-

ing I could scarcely believe, and now almost doubt. Uyou
verify the experiment, as Owen and all his brethren will

swear must be the case, you will be able to throw some

light upon the origin of your friend the tape-worm, and his

diabolical family.

" No doubt you will laugh and disbelieve this, and half

suspect that I am jesting. But, indeed, I have only told

you the fact as it occurred ; and you will at once see its

whole importance in philosophy, and the use which you

and Gooch may derive from it, coming forth with a series

of experiments, and with such deductions as your gray-

hound sight and beagle scent will soon start and pursue.

" And if the horse's hair succeeds, Sir Domine, by paral-

lel reasoning, you know, try one of your own. E. S.''

As we hear no more of the matter it is but fair to pre-

sume the experiment did not succeed.

'We occasionally hear of animals that are liable to the

introduction of hairs into their stomachs from licking them-

selves, expelling them in the shape of compact balls, but it

yet remains to be proved that hairs are changed in any of

the digestive organs, into worms. C.

Letters from the Codntrt.—[We have re-

ceived the following letter from an old correspondent in

Pennsylvania, and hope to hear from him again.]

Deae Journal : 'When we were both some years young-

er, we made and continued for a short time, a pleasant ac-

quaintance. Semi-occasionally we spoke through your col-

umns ; but a silence has come over us, and other pursuits

have ousted you. Nevertheless, we think of you often and

fondly, and some of these days shall renew the connection,

either with yourself or some of the family. 'We confess to

a liking for your youngest sister. Life I Uustrated. She is

a neat and tidy maiden, lively and gossiping
;
yet having

withal a most sober presence. Should we, perchance, prefer

her, we pray that no offence may bo taken.

But at the present time our business is not with her.

The occasion suits more particularly our old friend the

'WATEE-CtJEK JOUKNAL.

'We rejoice to say to you, that your principles are rapidly

extending themselves. Everybody who has given the

subject even casual study, has come to a favorable conclu-

sion. In our own case we have had several cuts, scalds and

bruises, more or less severe, which we treated with cold

water alone. Colds, fevers, and incipient agues, as we be-

lieve, have yielded to the potent will of water ; administered,

mayhap, after a somewhat unscientific fashion, but yet with

complete success.

We are often gratified to observe the very great difference

In allopathic practice, as we have it now, and as it was even

ten years ago. Then the doors were closed, the windows

down, the curtains drawn, and not a breath of fresh, pure

air, admitted to the sick room of the languishing patient

Not a drop of water was ever permitted to cool liis parched

tongue, or lave his burning limbs, or bathe his brain, deli-

rious witli fever. Ho suffered the very torments of the

damned ; and the old fogy physician slood by, immovable

iu his wisdom, and day after day ordered the inhuman

punishment to be continued. Continued it was, till death

released the sufferer.

Everything around the sick man was as sober and solemn

as a funeral. Nothing to raise the spirits but everything

to depress them. How ever anybody got well under the

system is a miracle. In very many cases they did not even

amuse the patient, while nature cured the disease; they ac-

tually threw obstacles in the way.

We are glad to observe, however, that although this is not

reformed altogether, it is, nevertheless, somewhat reformed,

and sick men have several chances of recovering added to

those of former years.

, 'What a glorious thing is loaitr-oare. Now, while I

{
write, all nature, about this country, la taking a magnifl-

i cent shower bath. It has been raining all day—one of your

I
good old-fashioned rains

;
washing oft' the impurities which

\
the last four or five months left on the slowly melting snow,

; and which it left on the earth, to send up in the warming
i sun unhealthy vapors. But thank God! a water-cure pro-

j
cess is purifying the surface of the earth, rendering it fruit-

j
ful, healthful, and beautiful.

I
Is it not a blessed thing, also, that the same process regu-

larly applied to men and women, will have the same effect

on them ?

J

God never intended his rational or irrational creatures, his

,
animate or inanimate creation, to use as a beverage any-

,|

thing else than pure water. See how the thirsty earth
' drinks up the refreshing rain—think you that God did not

;
prepare for all things that which was best for them ? 'Who

I
shall call Him unwise, or say that his plans have failed in

j
aught? 'While, therefore. He waters the earth with most

j
refreshing showers, do you continue to spread among the

i people that knowledge which will enable them to make the

I

best use of the common gifts of a beneficent Creator.

I

&c. <Sec. &c.

\ Case in Sdrgert.—A young man, nineteen years

! of age, employed in drawing clay for a pottery, while in the

\ clay pit, in the act of taking up a shovel full of clay, was

5
crushed beneath a mass of the overhanging bank which fel]

i upon him from a distance of some ten feet. The bank was a
' hard baked clay, and the mass that fell weighed, as near as

could he calculated, about two tons, breaking in two pieces

; as it struck the young man, thereby leaving an aperture

for the admission of air, otherwise he must have suffocated

ere he could have been extricated. His sufferings it would

be impossible to describe. Every breath was accompanied

not with a groan, hut a shriek of agony most heart-rending,

j
In this condition he was carried nearly three miles to his

\ father's house. I was called immediately. On examining

J
the body I found a condition of things, the like of which, I

i never saw before, nor wish to see again. Although the skin

i was not much broken, and the bones not fractured or dislo-

'. cated, ligaments were torn asunder, muscles strained and

;

separated from the fibrous threads that bound them, and

j

lay loose and flabby, their contractibility lost All the

;
viscera of the abdomen and thorax were more or less injured.

J

The kidneys and the spine probably sustained the greatest

j
injury, passing blood at every urinary discharge. Flexion

; of the legs was impassible. Such was the condition in which

) I found him. I hardly knew where or how to go to work

; But after getting the back and limbs adjusted properly, and

> placing the patient in a position to work with the greatest

J
convenience, he was enveloped in a wet sheet, kept mode-

> rately warm, and so arranged as to change, when necessary,

I

without moving the patient any more than possible. This

j I found to work exceedingly well. 'Whenever the sheet

j
would bo removed only for an instant the pain would in-

; crease. But water thus administered, together with a free

' use internally, proved the best anodyne I have ever found,

beside possessing far greater curative properties than salves

or ointments. On my second visit I found liim much better

.
than I expected. Still suffering greatly, but at every change

;
of the sheet would fall asleep I was astonished and proud

of the result His recovery was rapid. In three weeks ho

i
was riding out, and in four weeks was able to attend to

business. The usual frown and contempt was felt and

]
manifested among the old fogies, who declared that we had

have stolen their weapons to have effected so wonderful a

I
cure in so short a time. But I denied the charge and asked

j
them to produce a parallel. Yours truly,

\
H. E. Bowles, M.D.

;
Picton, C. 'W., April 4, 1856.

; Strange Conduct.—Dr. R. Hills, Editor of the
' Medical Counsellor, published at Columbus, Ohio, has been

j
appointed Superintendent of the Ohio Lunatic Asylum,

;
located in that City. 'We congratulate not only the Doctor

on the appointment, but the State at large, in having se-

cured the services of a man we believe so well fitted for the

situation. "We learn from the Delaware Gazette, that it is

the Doctor s intention to make a two months' tour among

the asylums of the Eastern and Middle States before enter-

ing upon the duties of his office. It has been the custom of

his predecessors to make such a tour after having been in-

ducted into office, at the expense of the State, but he will

make the trip at bis oum expense. That may be well
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enough, when considered by the nilc of rectitude ; but really

Doctor wo fear our office holders, if thoy liear of it, will think

you better fitted for a patient than a Superintendent Have

you an idea you will bo supported in such a course? Isn t

It an innovation of old customs, and an implication that

those officers who, like S , take the public funds for

private uses, are not acting honestly? We hope you have

considered the matter well, for it is not easy to combat such

a host even with right on your side. Having commenced in

the reform track, may we not hope you will take reason for

your guide in the prosecution of your duties, rather than be

governed by precedents, because they are such ? Throw

aside the doctrines of the Schools, and treat the unfortunates

who may bo placed under your care with Nature's own re-

storer. Puke Water.

Messrs. Fowler and Wells :—In an article ia

the May number of the Water-Cure Journal, it is plainly

Intimated, that ladies in qualifying themselves to teach the

laws of health, and to cure diseases, necessarily sacrifice a

large portion of the "refined feelings of our nature." Now,
gentlenlen, I am unwilling that this idea, utterly false as it

is, should go abroad uncontradicted. I would ask, what is

8 woman worth as a teacher, or as a physician. If she has in

the course of previous preparation, sacrificed her natural

delicacy—" the refined feelings ' of her sex? There is no

necessity no occasion for such sacrifice. No refinement is

lost, no delicacy is outraged, necessarily; unquestionably,

one can see indelicacy wherever he looks for it, if it pre-

exist in his own mind : but, not otherwise will he find it in

the school from which Miss Cogswell graduated. As a Stu-

dent in that school, it is .due, as much to myself and the

other Students now there, as it is to the Professors, and the

character of the Students that have gone out from it, to

have the erroneous, and to me, extremely objectionable in-

timation corrected. 1 speak deliberately in saying, that

instead of losing delicacy in that School, the Student's better

feelings are exalted. Instead of necessitating a sacrifice of

refinement, the manner in which everything there taught

is communieated,at the same that it developes and strength-

ens the minds of the Students, and shows them the depths

of their being, discovers to them a degree of refinement, of

which they had, previously, no conception. As studies arc

there pursued, ho occasion ea-iiU for any sacrifice of
rejinemetit. For the correctness of this assertion, I appeal

to every lady, ay, and to every gentleman, too, whose priv-

ilege It has been to study in that school. In the love of

Truth. A Sttoest at 15 Laight st.

15 Laight St., New Tork, May 16, 1S56.

A Golden Gaklaxd for Gray Hairs.—Old
age, if it be ripe and wholesome, neither accelerated by de-

bauch nor embittered by the pangs of outraged conscience,
;

has something holy and most loveat>le about it. It is the !

mellow autumn of a year whose work was gallantly fulfilled,
\

whose harvest has been gathered in and garnered, and whose !

remaining months are rightly set aside for social ease and i

contemplation. Of a truth, the old man's days are days of !

pleasantness, and to him " the honor of a whitened head"
is not an empty phrase

How many millions of such men there are, scattered
}

everywhere about the globe, who owe their health and hap-
piness to the employment of those Universal Kemedies,

j

such as food, water, air, light, sleep, exercise ; all these, when
|

used temperatel;/, will ensure health, strength, and long ;

life which the Creator has made everywhere accessible!

|

The Dansville AVater-Cuue is now open,
;

and under the direction of Dr. James Catldj, of Pennsyl- >

vania. Dr. C. has been successfully engaged in the practice
|

of Water-Cure for several years past, and we have good >

reason to believe he will prove himself an able co-worker
\

in the great cause of human health. >

The Will of the Late Dr. John C. Warren
provided for the disposition of his body with an especial

reference to the science which he had so long pursued and
adorned. The will required that the body should remain
twenty four hours, at the close of which time arsenic should

be infused into the veins; at the end of the next twenty-one
hours the funeral ceremonies should take place and the

body be deposited beneath St. Paul s Church, and twenty-
four hours thereafter was to be given for examination to the

officers of the Medical College and the physicians of the
Massachusetts General Hospital, to ascertain regarding cer-

tain peculiarities which were supposed to exist After this

the fiesh was to be taken from the bones, the bones macer- '

ated, wired and deposited in the college museum. The will,

wo understand, is peremptory upon the exact fulfilment of

this requirement, and it has been complied with so far as i

time has admitted. We likewise learn that his youngest i

son, from strong filial regard, requested the gift of his father's
]

heart, which he would preserve.—[A'lcn/np Gazette.
\

We further learn that no organic disease was found to 1

exist in the body of the deceased. All the vital organs were :

In their natural condition and size.

—

[BustoJi Transcript,
j

May 12. An example worthly of imitation. Dr. Waeeen
j

will be remembered as one of the most liberal and illustrious
j

of his profession. He leaves a reputation for more good j

qualities than fall to the lot of most men. He made the best 1

possible use of all his faculties while he lived, and provided
j

for rendering his body after death the most useful to his
;

survivors. Dr. Wabeen was a scholar, a gentleman and a
j

Christian.

A Big Puff.—Our generous-hearted and whole-
j

souled cotemporary. The Lake Zurich Banker, gives tis the

following " first rate notice :"

"Fowler AND Wells, New Tobk.—^Thls mail brings
to our aid in the great mission of reform " Life Illustrated,'

one of the ablest Journals in the Country, and should be in

the family of every man in the world, i'owler and Wells
arc the publishers of the Water-Cure Journal, and Phreno-
logical Journal, besides a whole library of their own writing,
and the best of books by other able authors.

" We say trom our own experience and observation, that
Fowler and Wells have done more for human redemption
than any men now living. God be praised for the blessed
infiuence of Fowler and Wells. To them I owe my health
and my life.

j"Many families pay the doctor more money every year,
j

than it would take to supply them with knowledge for a >

lifetime, at the lountain ol Fowler and Wells, which would
j

prevent them from sickness forever.
'

Geneva Water Cure.—A clerical correspond-
|

ent of the Buffalo Christian Advocate, says—"In my Con- ;

ference tours i have found it convenient to pause lor a day
or two at this delightful spot. The location combines rare !

advantages. It is in sight of Seneca Lake, famed for its (

beauty and the agreeable effect of its cooling waters upon i

the temperature of summer. It stands upon a pleasant ?

eminence in the midst of cuarmikg geneva, with a nice i

little park in front of it, compelling all who look out of its

windows to say, ' This is beautiful.' The house has been
{

enlarged, additional rooms completed, and the whole is in a
j

state of thorough repair and perfect comfort The parlors i

and dining room are large, neat and airy. The private !

rooms are of good size, and without extravagance, are suit-

ably furnished and well ventilated. The Bathing Kooms
are supplied with abundance of pure water of all tempera-
tures required for the scientific use of this valuable prevent-
ive and remedy. The Gyunasiu.m is unusually large, !

pleasant and well provided with the fixtures and apparatus !

indicated by tlie laws of physical health. One table is well (

adjusted to the condition of invalids under treatment, and i

another to boarders, for many who arc iu need of no reme- {

dies come here to rest, to avoid the heat and to enjoy a \

beautiful and quiet retreat, with the advantages of bathing,
(

sailing, fishing, elegant drives and scientific gymnastic
exercises."

Dk. A. B. Sunn Is the worthy Physician who presides

over the Geneva Wateb-Cure. We have good reports

from others who have received treatment at this cstablish-

Haib Dyes.—One of the European journals
relates the case of a gentleman who became a maniac in >

consequence, as said, of the free use of a hair dye. Wo
J

know of no efficient hair dye which does not owe its prompt
j

virtues to a solution of " nitrate of silver,'" which in its

solid state is known by the name of " /.««<!/• Caustic i

it stains the skin black, by burning it, aud will burn into the \

flesh, if steadily applied. A hot iron will sear the skin, and
\

render it hard, callous, unfeeling, and unfit for natural pur-
j

poses, preventing that free evaporation which is essential )

to the health of the body. If this is done by investing a !

man in an India Itubber garment he will die in a few hours. I

Hair dyes for whiskers have become very common of !

late years, they have to be repeated once a month, their i

more immediate etfect is to impart a dead, black color, !

which at once reveals the hypocrisy, and that it should so

disturb the natural functions of the skin, by such frequent
\

application, as to lay the foundation for callosities, canceTS,
Jaud other affections, is st least to be apprehended. The
j

employment of such cheateries is altogether incompatible ;

with that feeling of independence and self-respect which
j

characterizes an educated gentleman.

—

J/oii's Journal of )

Health. ;

[The bestsubstltute for Hair Dyes, is a cultivated mind, \

a high, holy, and happy disposition, a countenance full of
j

kindness, affection and sunshine, a character betokening a
j

good purpose in life, a motive far higher than that which
5

grows out of weak, foppish yanity. It is a low selfishness

which induces the dandy and the flirt to try to shine in

" borrowed plumes." Be good, and you will " pass " with-
out colored whiskers, in this world, and when you come to

enter the other, you will have no occasion for Hair Dyes, or

curling tongs.]

Customs of the Early Germans.—Among the
thousands of the simple German race, there was but one
determined and equal form of body. Their chest was wide
and strong; their hair yellow, and with young children it

was of a dazzling white. Their skin was also white, their
eyes blue, and their glance bold and piercing. Their power-
ful, gigantic bodies, which the Romans and Gauls could not
behold without fear, displayed the strength that nature had
given to this people, for, according to the testimony of some
of the ancient writers, their usual height was seven feet.

From their earliest youth upward they hardened their
bodies by all advisable means. New-born infants were dip-
ped in cold water, and the cold bath was continued during
their whole lives as the strengthening renovator by both
boys and girls, men and women. Their dress was a broad,
short mantle fastened by a girdle,or the skins of wild animals,
the trophies of the successful chase ; in both sexes a great
portion of the body was left uncovered, and the winter did
not induce them to clothe themselves warmer. The chil»
dren ran about almost naked, and effeminate nations, who
with difficulty reared their children during the earliest in-

fancy, wondered how those of the Germans, without cra-

dles or swaddling bands, should grow up to the very fullest

bloom of health.—ZTwtory of German)/, tty F. Kohlrausch.
The contrast between the above and the efteminating

habits of the present time, is pitiable. When will the na-

tions learn wisdom, and find that it is only by a strict obe-

dience to nature's laws that the greatest of earthly boons
b to be enjoyed, namely, a " sound mind in a sound body "

?

Intermarriage of Relatives.—Extract from
a letter. " The following, which is strictly true, may be
mentioned as another illustration of the severe penalties

attached to the intermarriage of blood relations :—Two per-

sons, in Windsor Co., Vt, own cousins, married. As fruits

of their marriage, they have now four children, all of whom
are deafand dumb ."'

A Slight Mistake.—The Oswego Palladium
mentions that a lady called at a drug store in that city a few

days since, and called for a quantity of Tartar Emetic. The
druggist thought the quantity was extraordinary, and in-

quired what she wanted with so much. She replied that she

wanted it for use. He did it up and labelled it After she

had gone, he feared she had made some mistake, and fol-

lowed her to her house, and inquired what she intended to

do with so large a quantity, and she replied " to raise

bretid." He then told her that she had miide a luistake, and

would have poisoned her whole family ; and that she wanted

Cream of Tartar. " O yes," said she, " that is it." The
article was changed, and the poor woman saved a sad

affliction.

[When will sensible people learn to avoid poison drugs T

when will they learn to dispense with svch condiments, in

their food ?]

A Good Dentist.—To the repeated question,

" Who may I depend upon, as a skilful and competent Den-

tist ? " we repeat Dr. J. W. Clowes, No. 7, Eighth Avenue,

New York City, is the man you are inquiring for. When
we say this, we mean it all, and more too. We have had

the misfortune, iu common with others, alas ! too many

others, to require the services of professional Dentists, and

may therefore speak from personal experience. Dr. Clowes

writes occasionally for this journal, and those who read may

judge whether or not he understands his business. But

should they try him professionally, they will find him a

much better worker than tcriter. We publish this, not for

his entertainment and amusement but for the benefit of

those who may need to have their teeth put In order, and

who would not otherwise know where to go.

How TO Know a Fool.—A fool, says the

Arab proverb, may be known by six things: anger without

cause, speech without profit change without motive, in-

quiry without object, putting trust iu a stranger, and not

knowing his friends from his foci.

1
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A LIMITED space of this Journal

irill be piren to A<i«rtisements, on the following terms :

For a fall page, one month, . . . $75 00

PfljTnent in advance, for tran;

for a single insertion, at the rates above name<^

Copies of this Journal are kept on file at all the

principal Hotels in Nxw Yobk City, Boston, Phiu-

DKLFHiA, and on the Stkaubrs.

All AnvB&TisauKirrs for this Jou&na-L thoold be

tent to the PnbUahers by the first of the month pre-

Oddins that in which they are expected to appear.

e©ater-€utc Establistjments.

Hydropathic and Htgienic Insti-

TCTE. 15 Laight Street. New York. R. T.

TRALL, M.D., Proprietor,

Dat ing the past seasuu this lustllutton has been

a^in eitUiged, and various iniprovementi made
for Che beueSt aud comfort of Us inmates.

T!ie ELKCTko-CoEaiiCAL Baths have been intro-

duced, a Gtmnasium has been arranged, and the

plan, bave been added. Cilistheiilc exei cises, with

*
D.t Trail ^as'secure'd^cumpetent assistant male

Chemical Bathiu^,and erery klodof apparaiua pro-
vlded. Mch

Meridex Mountain House.—Th!3
place, delightfully situated midway between
Hartford and New Haven, five hours by rail-

roa-i from N«w York City, will be let or leased to any
suitable party who will keep it aa a Water-Cure or

Jlygienlc Institute. The grounds comprise fifty acres

of meadow land, groves, walks, gardens, orchards,

Ac. Addrws E. T. TRALL, New York.

"Worcester Hydropathic Institu-

tion on Arch and Fountain sis.. Worcester,

Mass. The proprietors of this Institution aim
to make it a comfortable home for invalids at
all aea^ ns. The location li elevat«d, beallby, ttnd easy

cf acceis from all parla of the city.

Tne medical department is coodacted by Dr. S.

Rogers, naa been limil*-d to the exclusive use of water

Evcirr facility is sopplied for

Electrc-Cbemical Baths.
1 hdro has recently been erected a firai-claas Gymna-

sium apon the grounds belonging to ihia loatitution, which
i« uoder Ibe cba-ge of an experienced teacher. For
terms, &c., address

E. F. ROGERS, Superintendent.
' ' practice attended to. Office hours 2 to 4

P.M.

Mt. Prospect Water-Cure, Bing-
hamton, Broome County, New York.—We treat
all curable diiieases succeKsfully, and have made

Lm given us confidence ; and we now cordlotly'ln-
vite all ladleii who aie now suffering from the same
(^ven though yoa have nut succeeded In your for-
mer attempts for ibe restoration of your health), to
make cue more trial and give us a call.
" DiBBABiesoFTHB LONO8."—We are using In ad-

jl'tl^^i to Hydropathic Treatment, Inhalation ofMed-

c-Jeded

^>|J"^ J'"''

'no^t^sanguine'expectailons.

Invalid, that our method of treatment has succeed-
ed In cUtcklng that direful scourge of humanity,

" Skmival bifliASES, "Spermatorrhea*' and "Noc-
tornai Emlaslooi," treated effectually by a mild
aud palnleKB operation, (something new, and It sel-

THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL. [June,

itotsr

rpric
I patient rem.lna a lont? i

T. can be conmlted by letter free of charge.

H. M. BAN.NET. Proprietor.
O.V.TH^YBR. MD.,1 Rc.Ment
Mii.H. H. THAYBB, / Pliysiclaii.. Oct. tf.

Meridex Motobpathic Watek-Cure
""hi"'"''""

"' """-T"-' Inalituiinn ! open

h i« amply fumi.bed with all th- modem Improlrfmeot;
f r w»l«r tr.atment.—For particulari addreu
l>.a. ARCHER i, TAIT. M.rid.D.Ot. Apr

Dr. Tail's Gr.^ite Water-Cure
Franklin N. H.—This institution defies all com-

petition in the 'Water-Cure line, for the exceed-

ingly moderate terms upon which it can afiford

the best ofaccommoiUtloua aud attentions to the

Flck. It was opened expi essly for the accommoda-
tion of the W'htile people, that tho incomparable
bleePinps of Hydiopalhy might be more widely ex-
tended and many a miseiablo and forlorn sufferer
made t.i rej ilcein the joys of returning health, and
to glor> In the great truths which this new system
brings to light, who might otheiwise drag out a

health and happ

lar with any special j

shadow of Despair

i"be lnc;)n iglble *c

Cleveland Water-Cure Estab-

lishment.

The above Establishment is now commenc-
ing its NINTH season. It has been in success-

ful operation for the past eight years ; has

fl icked hither from nearly every State in tne Union. It

IS now the

OLDEST ESTABLISHMENT IN AMERICA,
baviog been under the charge of one Physician longer
than any other iostitution of the kind. Ibe subscriber
intends, as bis Estabhsbmeut was the great pionieb

tlnuTw beTrhrt it'hls'tr-in, PRE-EMINENTLY THE
WATER CURE OF THE WEST.
During the past year, large expenditures have been

made, without and within, in enlarging, beautifying
and improving. Special reference was had to improve-
men-s in the Bathing Department. Advantage was
taken of the wants suggested bv the experience of many
years, and for VARIETY, COMFORT, and CONVEN-
lENCE, the proprietor is confident his bathing facilities

aie uneqiihlled by any Establisbmen
The Proprietor

-

himself of the new discovery m science, by which the
various poisonous mineral and metallic substances which
have been taken into the system from time to time (and
some of which have remained there for year^), can be
extracted and made evident to the sensej. He is daily,

ELECTRO-CHEMICAL BATH,

of thii

Many cases of Paralysis, RheumatiBm, Enlarged JoinU,
Neuralgia, Ulcers, Ac, are caused entirely by these
foreign poisons, while in many other diseases the pres-
ence of these poisons aggravates very seriously, always
retards, and in some cases, totally prevents a cure until

they can be eradicated frum the system.
The Proprietor has associated with him Dr. John I.

Sturgus, a graduate of the Homeopathic College of

Physicians and Surgeons, Philadelphia, and a Practi-
tioner of W.itcr Cure for the past five years ; and Dr'ss
Cordelia A. Gbebn, a graduate of the Cleveland Med-
ical College, and a Practitioner of Water Cure for the

^ The large experience we have bad in the treatment

Elmira Water Cube.—This Insti-

tution continues to receive a large patronage.

Dr. S. 0. and Mrs. R. B. Gleason have the en-

tire control and management of the Cure.

make the above statement, as some of her friends have
greatly feared that her large and growing practice had
permanently broken her health. Onr Cure is open at

asformeily. Address, S. O. GLEASO>f,
Febl Elmira, N. Y.

Pittsburgh Water-Cure.— This

institution is situated on the Ohio River, and
0. & Pa. R. R., at IlaysvUle Station, ten

miles west of the city. We only add that

is uosurpnasaed by those of any other establishment in

the country. An experience of five years in conducting
Water-Cures, snd the successful treatment nf hundreds
of caaes of disease, of almost every variety, enables us
to appeal with confidence to the afflicted.

We will visit the sick at their homes, in any part of

the country, on reasonable terms. For particulars, ad-
dress either of the Fhysiciana, Box 1304, Pittsburgh,

8. FREASE, M. D.

Athol Water-Cure.—Full printed

particulars sent free to all who address
GEO. FIELD, M.D.,

Ucta tr Athol, Mass.

GLEN HAVKN,
This Water Care is conducted expressly with a view to restore to health

those of either ses who are Hck. It is not a fashionable Watering place, and has nothine inor about It calculated to draw people of fashion who are not sick. It is not conducted so
that such persons would be at home, or contented in it. But, to those who want health
and sigh and pine daily because they have it not, Glen Haven is the place. No snot fn^
beauty, salubrity and purity of water, in the whole land, equals it. And those wAo wnrf^ct
%t, know it. And the thousands who have been restored to health and to positions of use-
mlness, can corroborate the statement. If any man, or woman, or child is sick or feeble
or lacks vigor, and would like to have good health, we submit Glen Haven to their closest
and most rigid scrutiny. We do not c^re how sick our patients are, nor what diseases theymay bave, of what sex they may be, nor Imw long they have been sick ; if curable by any
means, they can be cured at the Glen. We give no medicine We live plainly We sub-
ject our sick ones to no foolish and uncalled for expenditures of money or stren^nh We do
not trouble ourselves about public opinion, neither defying nor consulting if "and though
numbering from 75 to 150, and, aside from the helpers and Physicians, all sick and con-
gregated from all parts of the land, we are a happy, joyous, courageous, patient,' enduring
people, constantly sending some of our number liome, cured, and taking sick ones in their
stead. We are united, earnest, all work one way : each helping all, and all helping each
and making the most of our blessings and the least of our tribulations, knowino' that our
tribulation worketh patience, and patience experience, and experience hope, and hope
giveth new life and health. One thing more you ought to know, that the persons
who are cured at Glen Haven, do not (jet H -k aft'r (loinq aivan. Dr. Jackson does not
believe in persons in health becoming sick. Now, if you would like to make trial for your
health, with such a company of invalids, write for a cirowlab, which will be sent vou
free, postage excepted, see if you like the terms, and if you do, com- on. You will find
warm welcome, skilful treatment, and, with God's blessing—health, long years and ereen
old age. '

,

Tracts.—We have them prepared by our Physicians on specific DineaMS, and shall, on
application, be happy to transmit them to all such as enclose a postage-stamp for each
Tract. Those written are on Spermatorrhea, Dyspepsia, Scrofula, Female Diseases, and
Dress for Women.
EocTE.—From East or West, come on N. Y. Central Railroad to Syracuse, thence by

Syracuse and Binghampton Railroad to Homer, then to the Glen by livery. Or, from East
or West, on New York and Erie Railroad to Binghampton, thence on Syracuse' and Bing-
hampton Railroad to Homer, and so on to the Glen by livery.
Post-Office Address is, " Glen Haven, Cayuga Co., N.Y."
Letters of Application should be addressed'either to .1. C. Jackson, M. D , or to Hae-

EiET N. AtrsTiN, M. D. W. L. CHAPLIN, Proprietor.

Mountain Glen AVater-Cure.—The
most lovely scenery, the Purest Water, and
easiest of accesi to the City of any Cure,

PLAINFIELD, N, J.

One hour and three quarters ride by Central Ball

References, L. W, Taylor, M. D., coi uer 3S
and 6th avenue, N. Y. ; Dr. Trail.—Fowler;
Wells.

A. utter, M.D.,

Dr. C. C. Scheferdecker, M.D.,

the oldest Hydropathist in the United States

of America, opponent to all drug-medication

tabllshment at the corner of Pratt and Eutaw
streets, In Baltimore, Md. Mch

Water-Cure Home.—Dr. C. K.

BLACKALL, Hydropathic Physician, No. 48£

Hudson street. New York City.

For particulars, address as above. May-

HiGHLAND Home Water-Cure, at

Fiskhill Landing, N. Y., is again open for the
reception of patients, under the chaige ol <J. W. MAY.
M. D.,ReBidenl Physician. A. T. TRALL, Consoliing
Physician. Apr if

Dr. Bedortha's Water-Cure Es-
tablishment is at Saratoga Springs. Aogt

South Orange Water-Cure Es-

TiBLiSHMNET.—Dr. Wedeb, formerly Resident
Physician of the Orange Mountain Water-Cure, will
open his new Water-Cure Establishment at South
Obanoe, N.J., on May 20th. June 3t

Lake View Water, near Chicago,

Dl., is open for the reception of patients. Sum-

Oboss. June lyr.

Philadelphia Water Cure, with
Vergnes' Electro Chemical and E C. Vapor

Canton Water-Cure and Phtsio-

Medical Institute, at Canton, 111., is now in

sncce&sful operation. Terms, 95 to $10 per week.
Address, JAMCS BURSON, M D.,

Feb. tf Proprietor.

Jamestown Water-Cure, at James-
wn. Chntauque Co., N. Y For paitlculars see
e April Number of the W.ifer-Ciire Journal Ad-
ess DRS. PARKER II MIXF.R.

New Graefenbero Water-Cure.-

Dr. Adams, Water-Cure Physician,
receives patients and boarders at his resi
deuce 141 Amity Street, Brooklyn, between Henry
and Clinton Sts. Mch

The Galesburg Watek-Ccre will

open the 10th of March.

Mch

Water Cure for Females Exclc
SIVELT at Columbus, Ohio. Terms, 7 to 10 dol-
lars per week. For particulars, add. ess
May— tf W. SHEPAKD, M.D.

Patients are apt to Imagine
that they get better treatment at a place of

fashionable resort, where terms are high- But
may they not be mistaken ? The Athol Wa-
TKR-CuRK is beautifully located, the water of the best

taithtui, scenery romantic and various.—shady walks,
hsbbling brooks, hills, mountains, glens ponds, and a ro-

mantic river,— and the terms from $fl to %1 per week,—
a saving of nearly one half of what I

are accustomed to charge.

Dr. Shew's Water-Cure Estab-
lishment for Sale.—The well-known and com-

modious house of the late Dr. Joel Shew, situ-

ated in Oyster Bay.L. I., is now offered for sale.

pantries and conveniences for a family of

est garden land, part of which Is covered with

:e fruit trees. Also a flue barn, with stablea

number of horses. There Is an Inexhaustlbl*

ly of the very purest water, of such quality

It had great Influence In delcrmlnlue Dr. Shew
lect the place for his permanent residence,

e town of Oyster Bay la unsurpassed In th«

y of the air and beauty of the scenery, with

advantages of t nd all

lable er-Cur

entlialy furnished i

Immediately. The greater

Kenosha Water-Cure, at Kenosha,

Wisconsin. A. T. SEELKY, M.D„ Proprietor.

of the purchase money :

gage.

The house Is also well adapted for a hotel <

lly boardlng-houso. For I

JOEL SHEW, Oysler Bay, Long 1

formation may also be had of Fowlee and Wells,

308 Broadway, and Dr. O. U. Wellington, No. "ii

Twelfth «lrect, near Broailwty, N. T. KoT tf

d for a hotel or fara- ( >

I apply to MRS. DB- A
g Island, N. T. I«. I /
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Lake Sfde WATER-CrRE,NKAn Mad
I30K. THK Capital of Wisconsin, a Home fob
INV.U.I1>S AKO THEIR FHIBNOa.—Tbis KiitubUsb-
iuea( has peculiar advaDtages. It is uew, and

ruled thixiugh-

• buut leD square milM, and being
tAui, opposite, aaJ lu lull vUw of

<iee required. The rooms »re
>-a, aHd nicely furnlahud*
lUhtful, Leins situated oa tb«

the city ol Uad-

The atmosphere of Inlerlor WiscoDsin is dry,
lear, and sttmulatlDf, less IhaD half the rain fall-

ne h<re thai falls lu the State uf New Turk ; hence
t I* admirably adapted, in connection with the
eatnieot pursned here, to b*-neflt the Invalid.
K. *. Kitcrcd<e. M D., of Bo*ton, whose lepu-

leadluc Water-
utry

Phyilclans he having be*
one 01 tne nrst amoav the Allopathies to look Into
th« Hydrnpathlc system, for which purpose he
viHiUed Europe, and for ten years has been con-
stantly and successfully carrying It on, h^s cou-
seuted to take charge of the edtabliahment. anJ
hat promised his best endeavors to make it not
only a CORK but a homk for Invalids.
The friends of patients and persons travelling for

Consultations on all Diseases
of the Eye and Ear, as heretofore, from 9 to 4

o'clock daily, at No. 502 Broadway. Private
instruction, the result of twenty years' expe-

1

mod practicAl treatment of lhei« dvUcate organa, inclu<<

log the op«rfttioQ«furrcmoTing cataract with Jacob'
neodles, without pain or dao^r, and oo tbe use of m:iD
oihsr iiivalqabU initruments procarvd donog m
sojoum iit Europe; the ophthalmoscope and n«wspecu]
for oscertainiog the

the eye and ear, &e. My Treaties c

tbe Ey* can be procured at the < ffiee. Also, saperior A
" ' ' " and look exactly like the ni

• can be proct
tiSciat Eyes, which

.1 eye.
JAMES W.POWEL. M.D., Oenlist, Aorist, Ac.

liety

all and particular din
criptious.
Terms for board and

May.

Water-Ccre for Sale.—The very
heH Spring and Location for a Water-Cure in

southern Ohio, is offered for sale cheap. The
spring is of pure, soft water.^unexampled in

a tiae view of the Ohio River, adjoius ihd Delhi Slatioo,
< n the St. LoQis Railroad, nine miles west of Cincin-
nati ; aal is of e^isy arc<;»s bv turnpike. Can be mjde
a apecolal-on. as a pWce of pr^at resirt from Cijcinnati.
For particaUis addr.-as PETER ZUI\, Delhi P. O,
Hamilton co., Ohio. Apr 2t*

Pexnstlvaxia Water-Ccke fob
Sale.—This well-knowa Establishment, build-

vale' leiras. Inciuire SI the Cure, Plfillpsbifre,
Beavei Co., Pa., or of J. B. Cambell, U.D.,S(eu-
benville, Ohio. Mch

Lebanon Springs, N. Y., Water-
Core Establishmest, is for sale or to let.

Mch Address DATID CAMPBELL.

Habrop's Hotel, Homer, N. Y.—
This Hotel is situated in the centre of the vil-

lage, opposite the Public Square. Persons
visiting that popular Water Cure establish-

lally fo.

Apr«

op at, a« Ihe ataKes leave the above house

,o cODvey paM«Dg«r« to aod from the depot,

THOMAS HARROP, Proprietor.

Aid to Teachers and Students in

Natural Philosophy. Just Published. "The
Key to Dr. Johnson's Great Work for Schools."

Accompanied by fac similies of his series of ten
large PhilOMipaical Ch»rU on « reduced •'^»l«j^ forming

ever published. Theae charta h.«ve received the highest
cumineodatton from the principal pereons eo^ag-din

laving a famiiy
opy of the "Teaehei
Copiea sent by mail

hildren, ahould fail 1

Prico 50 centa.
poo receipt of prie
AN.NEY, Publisher.

FOWLEE AND WeLLS'

PATENT AGENCY DEPAEnCEXT.
We have established, in conaectioa

with our already extensive business, a depart-
ment for transacting all kinds of business oer-
Uining to Pate.\T3, or Patkstkd Inventions.
either in the Lnitgd States or Foreiqm Com-
TRIES.
Advice In ca«cs of Ra-lssucB, Extensions of pat-

cuts, confilcltng ctalnii, and rejected applications-
will bo freely given, In answer to lellera slallug

be forwarded by Ex-
el, carefullv directed
roadway New York,

Models for this Office
pre«s lor other safe con

to whom all communications stionld he^
Letters and freight must be prepaid.

Batteries for Electro-Chemical
TRKATUEST.-Dr.G. H. TAYLOR, G50 tith av.
N. y

., mAkes the apparatus for the above use of a verv'much slmpMQ^d constmction, whereby its eff. ctiv»n,>..
is proportionally increased. 1„, li

KEDZIE S KAIN WATER FILTEES.

j. e. cheney a co., kochkster. n. t.

These Celeiik.^ted Fil"

TERS, have been fully tested

for many years in almost eve-

ry State in the Union, and the

demand Is constantly increasing.

iron-bound tubs, with reservoii
inside, from which can be draw

or Lake watei

ditioil only i

m.-ans of pro
preventative

«

by tbe use of Impure water.
They are portable, durable and cheap, and i

not excelled

June.

Foe Spring and Summer. A
Book of Genial Humour. Now ready, and for

sale at the Bookstore : The SpabrowgrascS

Papers ; or. Living in the Country. By Fred.

S Coz;li>8. With lUostrations by Darley. One Beau-

tiful i:mo. Price »1.

CONTENTS.
Living in the Coutitrv—Rural Anticipations—Eirlv
Rising—Out Vew Chickens—Advantagesof a Watch-
Dog—The First Gard.^n—Uupieasani Prospects.

Another Yea-'s Trial—Spring Birds—Sparrowgrass b**-

comes owner ol a Boat-First Eipcrienoe with a Fish

hers—Bate's Cow—A Hint to Horliculturiais.

The Clouds in the Countrv—A Thunder Shower—Mr-
Ijjgle—Ineffectual M

-Fiist Fraita—EntireSerenade and an Inten
Loss of oar Cherry Crop,

M-a Sparrowgrass discourses of Social Life—A Rnral
Partv—The Adsanlages of Dressing in a Plain Wa\—Oor New Dog—^Autamoal Scenery—A Family
Aqitedoct

ChiMrsn in Town and Countrv—A Mistake about a
Ladv—Amusement for Children— Winter Scenery—

Wolfert's R'>ost—The Vepperhan and its Legends—Mr
Soarrowgrass descends to the Infernal R^'gions on \

Dumb Waiter- Carrier Pigeons and Roosters- i

Chapter of Birds.

A CouDtry Fire-Plaee-Spring Vegetables—A Gar.!- :

Bparrowgrass concludes to buy a Horse—Reminiscences
of Bloomingdale—A Horse as can Go—An Artist Storv
—Godi%-a—Homeward and Outward Bound-A new
" Lady of Coventry."

A Horse of another Color—Mr. Sparrowgrass bovs the

Horse that belooes to Ihe Man's Brother—.A Valu-
able Hint as to SlAble-building- A Morning Ride-
O'd Dockweed—An Evening Ride, aod a Catastro-

Children—Mrs. Sparrowgrass makes a Brilliant Re-
mark—Philadelphia Phrases—A few Quakerislics—

A

Quaker Baby— Broadbrims in a Cathedral.
Our new Horse Improves—He is loaned to a Neighbor,
and Disgraces Himself-Autumnal Vegetation—The
Palisades—An Agreeable Surprise—Mrs Sparrow-
grass takes a Short Trip—Meets with a Disappoint-
ment—"Adversitv's" Sweet ililk.

Our New Barber—Reminiscences of onr Old Barber—

A

Dog of another Color—October Woodi—A Party c

r Goose- Little Prosperity by the Way;

i Carols and Masks

side—A Casualty.

buys a Patent Bedstead-Tbe N
and found not available."

Casualties will Occur—Our Horse gets into Bcainsas,

DCS in the Library—Mr Spirrowgrais writes
V—Life in Town and Life in the Rural Dis-
(Irs, Sparrowgrass cr nticoea the
I from Nature—The Last Word.

. > California Ballad-(
*«* Copiea sent by Mail, post-i

DERBY h JACKSON. Pobliahsr, N.w-York.

J. M. Fairchild a Co. hare just

pubh'sbed,

TUE AMERICAN PULPIT:
Sketches, Biographical and Descriptive, of

Living American Preachers, and of the
Religious Movements and Distinctive Ideas
wl.lch tbcy lopK-seut. By Ubskv FowLta, Profcs-

chester. Oue Volume octavo', of 615 page", wiTU
" " --

. . bound lu
Price Two Oollaks.

Wm. H. MuBuax, Wii......
D.D,Obvillc DawEV, D.D., Lsonakd Bao'N. D D..
SsMOli. H. Cox. D.D.. LL D.. GtoK x W. BmiUM.
D D., Srxi-ns.v H. Tvns, D.D,. Giobux B C'HSsvia,
CHBsrlK Dawiy. D D . LL D., John P. Dvbbin.D.D ,

D D.,FnXDBEieKD Huntim;i»on,D.D., Rxv.THeoDoKa
D. C1.MKX. ! Ki>cis L. Hi»Ka.D.D.,LU.D.,Kicii4KD
S. StOKKS. JB , D.D., JaUU W. Al.lXi.NDXE, D D.,
Rbv AI-BSBT BaR.NKS.

it U eiubelllsbed with Pine Steel Portraits of
tbe Rev. Dbs. Kibk, Baiud, Soumers. Orvillk
Dewet, Cox, and Tyn-g ; and of the Kev. Messrs.
MlLBURS, BXECUEll, ClITLER, RUd BARNES.

It has been the design of tbe Author, in this book,
o iiresent, through living oxaiuplcs, the Cbaiac-

Pulpit, and

tioncd tile F.ec Cliurch Presl.y to: Ian Sitleni in
New Yoik. of K-31-1V"!; with app: opi iat.^ iiielitlon

f.f JOtL I'AKKtK. CU.\KLK» O. FlSVKT. lllld OlUelS
J

the leiiiarkaWe Ki vivals f, cm 1S30 to IMO; the
pITertlvs Melliodlst Pioneer W.uk at the West, from

A. LoNOETT, 34 Cliff Street, corner

of Fulton. Agent for the sale of Peruvian •

Ichaboe Guano, Improved Supeipbospbate of Lli

and Bone Dust.

FaTBEK UaXLET. (iEOROE PeCR,
iiteresting anecdotes illustrative of
l!e ; the strange mauirestations Id

ipore Preaching, Freedom nf
nd Thaolob-les. Christian Ke-
Chrlstlan Union, etc., etc..

iejiresenlntlve Preachers.
Clercvm'ii and Students will find It valuable in

ts siig!;e3live character; fnriiisliine useful hints
•n the preparation of Sermons and on public speak-

' Bouk, In which the Bfogr

J. M. PAIRCHTLD k CO., PtrsLiSHERS,

109 Nassau Street, New York
For -alo by Booksellers generally. Orders fr(

the Trade respectfully solicited.
Good Aoxxts Wanted. Terms given ur

appllcallon. Jn

Beaumont's Physiology ; or, the
Pbtsioloct of Diqbstion, with Experiments
on the Gastric Juice. By William Beaumont,
M.n.. Surgeon in the U. S. Army.
This work is a record of experiments on

digestion, made through an artibovl opening in

the stomach rf A. St, Martin, where everything that
took place during tbe process of healthy digesti

could be closely observed S
"

closely observeti Such an opj
never presented before cr since, and it is

periments that we owe nearly all w« know of the
tion of Ihe digestive organs Tbe record is made
and explicit, free from technical terms, and cannot
to be useful to all who read it.

Price, prepaid by mail, %\

ity was

Illustrated Annual Register of
RtTRAL AfPAlRS for 1856 is now ready. It is

embellished with One Hundred and Fifty En-

gravings, and contains, among other valuable

mattsr, six designs for Farm Houses, five plans f.-r

Bams, three designs for Carriage and Poultry Houses,

foor for School Houses ; descriptive lists of all the best
varieties of ditT-rent kinds of Fraita, with general
riles for Planting aod Managing Fruit Trees ; an arti.

cle on Graphs, with Desigiis for Grape Houses ; a chap.

ion of interesting facU for farmer* and housswivss.
hs price of the Kegist«r is only Twsnly.fivs Csnts.
t "Trrde srrplied. Address

FOWLER 4 WELLS, SOS Broadway, N. Y.

Burnet's Patent Improved

SELF-8EAL1NG FRUIT CAX.

This is the O.nlt Fruit Can in market mada

entirely of Tin. All others are sealed by means

of Lead Screus, which discolor the Fruit.

By means of a Rubber Rlnj, the sealing Is made

sopei-fectly Alr-Tlgbl that tbe most careless pcrsoB

cannot make a failure Id seallDg this Can.

Ring

No funnels i

The opening Is bo large that a full-sli

can be admitted ; or tbe baod Inserted to

the Can.

Cans.

Every Can la perfectly t

Orders flUed promptly by J. k C. BERRIAN,

AGENTS FOB THE PATENTEE,

601 Broadway, New York.

PRICE LIST.

Qnart Cans, perdoz., . $2 50

Half-Gallon Cans . " . . 3 50

Gallon Caus, . . " . . 4 50

Wrenches . . '* . . 75

Tops, complete, for sale by the Dosen or Gross.

A Liberal Discount to the Trade.

Dr. M.\ttso.\"s Patc.nt Elastic

Injecting Instrument. Tliis Syringe is just

entering the market, and is receiving the un
qualified approbation of tbe public. It is in

the form of a pump, but Is wlthous a piston. It le.

quires but one band to work It j may be used

without au asslstaut ; and is admirably adapted to

all the purposes of a male and female Syringe. It

18 also extremely light and poi table, and may easily

be carried In a lady's or geutlemau's pocket. The

accompanying Bgure explaliis how (he iDstrnment

IS held when Id use. The elastic receiver, repre-

seDtedasbelDgbcldln the hand, Is flist compressed

aDd tbcD permitted to expand ; a vacuum Is thus

formsd,andthe receiver Immediately fills wlh fluid.

In this manner the Individual may pump or Inject

any qnautlly of fluid.

Dr. J. T. C. Smith iMayor of Boston\ and senior

editor of tbe Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,
speaking of tbe Elastic SyilDge, says : " One of Its

pecullailtles la, ' " — "

S,000 miles, I3.I

any distance

A. S. Stdison, 39 and 41 Franklin

St., New York. Plod

and prompt returns at 5 per cent.

lericsD Expreia Co.," and Fowlsr
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$500, $1,000, $1,500, $2,000.

THE ABOVE SUMS HATE BEEN AXD ABE

Xow ITIade Per Aunuui
BY OJTK GOOD AND ACTIVE AGENTS.

Twelve Good Keasons Why

:

1- Our Books are very Popular.

4. They arc nearly all Illustrated.

5. They are all deeply Interesting.

U. They all have a Good Moral Tendency.

7. Tiiey are not Sectarian or Sectional.

8. They are suited to the Tastes of all Readers.

9. They are adapted to Public aud Private
Libraries.

10. They are Sold at a Reasonable Price,

11. They find a welcome in every Family.

12. They meet with Ready Sales.

SOME OF OUE BEST SELLING BOOKS.

THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL.

M.^soN & Hamlin's Price List. JOHN S. HICKS
Organ Harmosidms, and Model Mklodeons.

. table style, Uosewou.l Case, C to P, »6(,
WILLIAM C. GARDINER,

1,10 style, Kusewc>(,ac»30, F to F, 75 Fasliloiiablo Cabinet Furniture, Mat
Style, Rosewood ciise, F lo F, 100 ,„„'

, Unisb, F to K, 110"
house^ No. 60 Beekiuau, corner of Gold

street. New York.

A large assortment of

Parlor, Dining-Eoom, and
Chamber Furniture.

IN ROSEWOOD, BLACK WALNUT,

OAK, AND MAHOGANY,
Win be found at his new Establlsta-

menl. Established 1S40. Apr lt>a

1!. Dulciana.
uy. 6. Bour-

Marioti Harlm
Beecher's 8tai

'I he Oieen .Mouiu
Hy Cou.t3hii> i Coineqi.
Cainp'Plres of the
X.ayard*a Dlecove; it-s at Ninoveli, i2mo, -

the American Giri Bo..!:, liiMO, - -

Tlie Lost Hunter : a i alu u; Kariy limes, 12mo,
Indian Battles, Captivities., an 1 Adventurer,
The American Revolu Ion and History, 12nio,
Belt Smith's Travels Atooad, 121110,
Arthur's Young Lady at Hnmt-, 12mo,
rani and VIrelnIa, and Exil. » of Sibaila, limn.
Hnmboldt'alsland nfCuba, 12mo,
General Jackson and New Oi leans, 12nio,
Discoverers and Pioneers of America, 12nio,
.'^Imnis' Life of Gen. Marlon, IJmo, -

5lnims' Life of Qen. Greene, 1-jmo, -

Lives of the Si?nei B of Independenca, 12mo,
LlTea of Eminent Heciianics, 12mo,
The Life of Gen. Saai Houston, 13mo, -

The Children of the Abbey, 12mo -

The Alventnrcs of Don Quixote, 12mo,
Alice Carey's Married not Mated, 12mo, -

KewEnKlandBoys; or. l hree Appren ices,12nio.
Adventures of Gerard, the Lion Killer, 12mo,
Bollln'a Ancient HIstoj y, 2 vols. 8V0, -

Plntarch's Lives, 8vo, ....
orks, 3 vols. 8vo, 6 Oo

- - 2
.-. ^vo, . . . 2 Oo

safely transported to any ji;iit of tlte civilized

Circulars, cotitaitiin" descriptions of the
various instruments ni.inufart ni ed iiy ii?, will be
s»nt free to anyaddreas on application to tiie under-

go Agent In New York, S. T. Gorbon, 207 Broad-
MASON A HAMLIN,
St., cor, of Charles St.,Cambrids

The Shew Monument Associa-
tion.—The object of this Association is to

erect a suitable monument to the memory o'

Dr. Joel Shew: to be located in Gieeuwood
Cemetery, near New York.

Webstei's 1

Ewbank's I

Bannah Mo
2 6„

And 1,,'.:-. 11.^., ioo,,tl,er kinds.

7,000 additional Agents wanted

For further particulars apply to

DEP-BY & JACKSON, Publishers,

119 Nassau St., New York.

N :w Horse Power for Farmisrs
AND Mechanics !—THE VERMONT WIND
MILL.—Wind is at once powerful, inexpres-
sive, and blows everywhere. Just the thing
lor Farmers and Mich80l.:»; jost the thing for a thou
aand ds*b: lo ifriod grain, paints, apples; to turn
aibes.yindstonn, scour, polish an^ saw, in llie high
lofuof bmld!n|rs. overellv ami country, on mountains,
in vilUees, and on prairiei. To work on marble, cm
slate, straw, thresh grain, and pump water for railroad
stations, for sto.'k. for bonsetold use, fountains, ponds,
etc-to dram land, and lo do the work of m<W«ct of

ti'TT"'""- The VERMOVT WIND-MILL
will doall lliis. aad mere. It will adjost its own saiU
lo th, wind, IS simple, sirong, cheap, and durable, bean-
ttfal In theory . c Ttain In act.on. Th» Inventor's mano-
fsetorint company are manofKrtorine K'even dilT-renl
..s-s. with prices ranging from $50 to 1350. The amount

f-rlr.T/'" """!"/" «"» •^"'l 1 man power, and
for the largeal abont 4 or S horse power.
Arenu waoUd for the sale of this n.w motive-power.Town, County, «,d Bute Righu for sale. Address

fOWLER * WELLS,

209 Broadway, Now York.

New Gridiron.—Among the many
curiosities and improvements at the Fair of

the American Institute, may be seen in opera-
tion Robinson '9 Douiii.1 AOriNii, Dow.nwabd
DHAt;GHT Geioikon or Broiling Apparatus—an ut ques-

tionable improvement—being so constructed as to Iring

the heat of a wood or roal stove into direct contact with
the meat, wWhoiit a particle of smoke or tldzs. Hy thra
Apparatus, tlie natural flavor of the meat is preserved

;

being rooked in its own juices, instead of grease or buU
ter, which saturates the meat and destroys its tl iv.ir.

All the gravy that may exud4 from the meat is saved
and cooked, without being burned or overheated. All
that bespattering of burnt fat. and those erensy fumes

fried ; and if p^o;.]

EC ^ R r> 8.

J. F. BROWNE,
MAMJFACTUIIER AND IMPORTKR,

WAREROOMS 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MUSIC: STEINGS, &c.

PRICES AND DESCRIPTIONS SENT PER MAIL. June

FIRST PREMIUM MELODEOiNS.

thp: very best now manufactured.
W. H. SMITH

Respectfully call the attention of the public to their Improved Melodeons
constantly on exhibition at their Warerooms,

No. 417 WASHINGTON STREET.
they have succeeded in removing

arsh and buzzing sour
clear, and organ-like.
, rapid nniaic wUliout I

I loini*:i ly cliaractei ized

tlie Metio|Hilitau Mechanic's Fa

ring

nged (o give creat expref»Io.
itois, at the Foil of the JlafR. Charl-

[i at Washington, D. C.
ii-«hed at prices var.viuc from $4.1 lo 160.

Oboak Haiimonium, has been e8sentiali> improved by Hessra.

i-lew of purcbBttlus At t 1 of llie ye

DANIEL D. WINANT,
BILLIARD TABLE MAKER,

{The oldest and most ecctevMve Manufactory of the kind in America^)

71 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK, BETWEEN BEEKMAN AND SPRUCE.

Every thing In the line furnished at ten

Maces, Cues
;
Clolhs, by the piere or 3

French and American Patent Cue PoiniH

thing in the Trade alwajs to be had. Qui

if given in person.

other EetflbliBhrneot in the city. Tables, Balls,
:^ue Wax; Pi[k and Worsted Pockets, Fringes

h Hire. Ac. In short, every
,
attended to as pn mpMy as

UNBER-GARMENTS,
AND

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS.

AN EXTENSIVE nnd Superior Variety of the above Goods nt the Lowest Prices for which thcj can bi

porchneed in this Country, will be found at the well-ltccwn Importing and Marmfacturing Estahlighnientof

UNION ADAMS,
.

No. 591 Broadway, (opposite the Metropolitan Hotel,' New York.

S L L E R S '

PATENT VENTILATING HATS AND CAPS.
This beautiful improvement is becoming every day more and more

popular. These Hats can be opened or closed at the pleasure of the wearer in one moment.

<UFACT0BY, 21 Elm Steeet.

r, 148 Fulton Street; Mr. Lnnsdown, ha

SELLERS AND COMPANY.

who etill cling to their sh p"tH lu.- reco
eiamino this invention —Fbom Fowlbe -

Phrknological Journal.
Price fo) the round 10 inches diameter -

— — B^iiare 9 by 14 inchea -

— — — 8 by 19 — -

We will deliver as directed, by express 1

(or not far west of it), on receipt of the price.
Money may be sent by mail, "registered," at our

risk. Ail breakage of iron on the road will be made
good.
Agpnts wanted in every Country Tor.n and City in

the Union. Circuiare with full description heut on ap-
plication. Address.

"AMSaiCAN k FoBsioH Patent Aobncy Co."

DOWNING'S RURAL ESSAYS.
Edited with a Memoir of the Author, by Geougu William Curtis, and a

Letter to his Friends, hy Fredcrica Bremer. In one volume octavo. Price i3-

Of Mr. Downinn's rcputati"n as a writer, it is almost s'lperflu 'us to speak- He ie, by uni-

versal consent, the best and most interesting among those who have chosen the same line-

Tlila voliiiNC ci.iJtains ull Inn Hill to. ial |mlie.» in tlic " liort Irult urnllst. " The Meiii.ilr wllj bo i ««(!

llteraiy

und excellent chamcler ol Mr. Dovmiif i

Miss Bremer's tesllnionlHl to his nierli Is an enlosluni equally

of heraolf. The volume

Who kecpro
together wl
Stationery,

hand a complete assortment of Books
11 a full stock of Books In the various deji

vbulasalu and retail.

Farming, Hoi
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THE FIRST CARGO

FROM JAPAN.

TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION

Ofl Monday Moroing. June

AND FOLLOWIVO DAYS

BY

LEAVITT,

DELISSER & Co.,

THE LARGE AND EXTENSIVE

CARGO OF THE

Schooner " General P

(Captain Badgke,)

eniPFID AT THE POST OF

SIMODA, JAPAN,

On the First ofFebruary-

Twenty-five Thousand
Dollars

WOBTH OP

ANCYDItlSSIXG CASES,

TOILET BOXES,

CARD TABLES,

Rich and hdmi Cibinels,

TRAYS,

MUSIC-STANDS,

DBAWlUG-TABLIS,

CUPS,

GLOVE-BOXES,

CURIOSITIES,
ELEGANTLY CARVED,

ASD OTIIEB

Fancy and Eeautiful

Articles,

MAOTFACmiED BY THE

JAPANESE.
ta- The roods will be on exhl-

bllli.n next wceli, at tlieir «p«-
ile Roomn. 377 A »%

Broadway, cor. of Whlla Suaat.

Leavitt, Delisser & Co.

The Kakzas Region FOREST,

PRimiE, DESERT. MOtTSTAIN, TALE, AND RIVER.

By Max. Greene. This volume contains a re-

liable Map of the Territory, and an original

tables, showlDC ttie temperature, winter and sum-

mer, in different sections ; statement of the rel.i-

tlve qaantities of rain ; correct me.-isurement ol

distances ; directions as to Route and Ontfit for the

Pioneer; history of the Santa Fe trade, with statls-

tistics; s.vn'>pals of recent land treaties, and full

information respecting Indlsn titles; some account

ofaettlementa recently made; minute de'icrlpti<.ns

of more than a hundred particular localities; and a

general view of the Scenery, Climate, Wild Prodi;c-

tlons. Capabilities of Soil, and Commercial and Mi-

neral Resource! of Kanzas, from the Boundary to

the Rocky Mountains
;

interspersed with INCI-

DENTS OF TRAVEL, and anecdotes illustrative of

the Charster of the Traders and Red Men. To which

are added copies of the Organic Law, the Homestead
Law, Squatter Laws, and Market P. ices, with o her
desiderata whicli make it a COMPLETE MANUAL
FOR THE EMIGRANT, and work of reference for
thestndent, as well as an instructive Book of AVest-
etn Life. Price prepaid by mall, ST cents.

Address FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

NinisEHY ANT) Hospital Sheeting.
4-4, 5-4, and 6-4 White India Rubber Sheeting,

manufactured expressly for nursery and hos-
pital use, for sale by

D. HODGMAN,
New Ynrk India Rubber Warehouse,7 Maiden Lane and 59 Nassau St.

Apr 3t

JKSON,

MoDKRN F001.S.—A Scathing Sat-

ire on Mobs, Quacks, Fashions, &c. 1500 sold
in as many days. Price 15 cents, 1

May—It Cant^ Water Cure

A. G. Badge*, 181 Broadway, N. Y.,

the most thoroughly practical Flute Maker in

this country, has lately published a second

edition of hisMlLUSTRATED HISTORY OF
THE PLnTE." Any one by rcadluj thi» llltle

work, can make li^S'lf familiar with the peculiar.
Illea in the constntctioii otthu hitherto imperfect,
but now moat perfect and beautiful of musical In-
itrumeuts. Price 12}< cents.
Sent fi ee of posta|;e to any part of the U. ^.

Address as above. *
. Jan tit

Evert Reader Will Please to

Read this Work for All and Work which Pays.

Ifyou want Employment, send at once for Mr.

Ple.asant and Profitable Emplot-
ment for Yonng Men and Women too. in
every Country to sell our seat, cheap and
QUICK-SELLING Books. FoT particulars ad-
dress Fowler and Wells, No. 308 Broad-
way, New York.

ANATOMICAL CHARTS
Designed for Schools, Lectures, or

Private Study. We have on hand a few sets

of these admirable Charts, which are acknowl-

edged by all to be the most complete, and the

best adapted to the purpose for which they are

designed, of ary ever furnished, for the same

price, in this or any country. The set em-

braces six separate charts or maps, beautifully

colored, 22 by 36 inches each, mounted on roll-

ers, with substantial cloth backs. All the dif-

ferent parts of the system are distinctKv shown;

and a complete knowledge of the human frame

can, by the aid of these charts, be procured in

a short time. Price, for the si.x, o.nly six dol-

lars.

They are not mailable, but can be aentby

express to any part of the world. Address

FOWLER and WELLS,
808 Broadway, New York.

Important Announcement.—New
Series of the United States Magazine. More
Agents Wanted.—The tiist number of the

third volume of this popular monthly, in its

liat will bring hlra a regular Income of froi

to ;i,500 per year. Eneigy and reliability ai

Dly capital rcqulied.
J. M. EMERSON, * Co.,
No. I Spruce stieet, New York.

1
Hudson Rivkr Uailhoad.— From

' April 21, 1856, the trains will leave Chambers
street statiou aa follows ;—ExpreeF, 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.;

mail, 9 A. M. ; thr< ugh way train 12 M.; cinigrnnt, 7

P. M.; for PoPBhkeepsle, 7 A. M. and 1 P M.: for

Sini; Sine, 10::{0 A M. and 4 P. M.; f,>r Hudson,
3 30 P. M.; for Peekekill, 6 30 P. M. The Pough-
kn!psie, S.rg Slog and Peekskill trains st^.p at the
w\y stations. Passeogt^ra taken at Chambers, Canal,
C'triaiopher and Thirty-first slrreta. Trains for New

; York leave TroT at .3:3.1, 7 and I0:-15 A. M snd 4:45

\ P. M ,«Dd Eaai Alb.ny at 5, l-.M and 11:15 A. .M. and
S:15P. M. M. L. SYKES,Jr. Sup t.

REQUISITES
FOB PnVSIOLOGICAL, PHRENOLOGICAL, AND
HTDEOPATHIC LECTITREES AND PKACTITIONEKS

may be ordered of

FOWLER & WELLS,
by mail or express.

PHYSIOLOGY.
Oil Paintings on Rollers :

Greek Slave - »12

Fashionable Woman 10

Deformed Woman - . . . . id

Hercules 12

Obstetric Plates, each - . - - 2

Children in Health and Disease - - 12

and any other which may be wanted, at a
reasonable price.

A beautiful set of anatomical and physiolo.

gical plates, six in number, mounted on can
vas, and rollers, either plain or colored : price

plain, $9 ; colored, $12.

Also : Lambert's Anatomical Charts on rol

ers, colored, six in the set, price JG.

Also : Cutter's ditto, ten in the set, price $12.

Also: Weber's ditto, size of life, eleven in the

set, price $25.

Manikins, from $.325 to $1,000 each.

Skeletons— French wired— ready for use

from $35 to $45 each.

HYDROPATHY.
Pr. Trail's Encyclopedia ---$.•) OO

It. Sii.-w's Family Physician - - - 2 50

Vi ii l i I Cure in Chronic Diseases - - 150
IKimestic Practice of Hydropathy - - ,150
Water Cure Library, seven volumes 7 00

and other standard works.

The New Pocket Syringe - - 3 50

Breast Pumps 1 50

Nipple Shield 0 3

PHRENOLOGY.
Specimens for Societies and Private Cabinets

Forty of our best Specimens, size of Life. Cast

from the Heads of John Quiacy Adams, .\aron

Burr, George Combe. Elihu Burritt, T. H. Ben-

ton, Henry Clay, Rev. Dr. Dodd, Thomas A
Emmett, Dr. Gall, Sylvester Graham, J. C.

Neal, Silas Wright, Black Hawk, Osceola. 4c.,

&c. Tliey can be packed and sent as freighter

express with safety. Price ouly $25 for forty

casts.

Also : Fowler's Phrenology, Combe's Phreno-
logy, Phrenological Charts, and marked Busts
Crayon Heads - - - - $1 60 to »;!

Water Color Heads - - -3 to 6

OU Color Heads - - - 4 to 8,

glatrimoiijj.

Advehtisemexts In this department will be In-

serted at our usual : a es, t went y-fl ve cents a line.

Persons sendinc letters, deslrln; a reply, will

please enclose a stamped envelope, properly di-

rected to their address.

No. 220.—I am an enemy to slavery,

propensities

re'efXi}

No. 221.—^B. W., A widower, forty-

look'in u :>ntsa compa-
nion, : ilthv, an un-
blenii Intelligent,
refl.„ I , " domestic^ du-

No. 222.—Iam twenty-five years old,
6 feet nine inches hlsh, welsh ISOIbs, dark hair,

educatlm and morals, have'wealth suflii ient for all

wants a wife, not over twenty-two years of ase,
well educated, virtuous and leflned. without mock-

No. 223.—Want a wife with black

about 120 to HO lh<', .-iLnnl f- t 4 ii'- s ' i;h
;

No. 224. -A kind-hearted bachelor*
Ihlrt.v.four years of ace, would Ilk- to correspond
with a lady not older than himsel', iu the hope of
flndlnit » life-par nor. He Is a thorough temper-

and tntellec ital woilh
an wealth or beauty. I* quite a lover of

Inclpally engaged In agricultural

ne In a compani

nd pi I

Please addre

No. 225.—I am thirty years old,
e feel high, moderately good-tooklu j, well edn-
faled, healthy and alTectlonste. I would Ilka ta
correspond with a christian lady, aged not mora
than twenly-ii<,wlth a fair education a chfeiful
and affectionate disposition, tidy habits, and a
good constitution ; property no object, as I am iu
easy clrcunislances. .



) A Hew Volume!

The present number closes the Twenty-First

Volume of-tbe Water-Cgre Journal. It has

now attained that age which legalizes its right to

vote. In reviewing its childhood, its youth, and

its present position, we congratulate ourselves

that through all its changes its antecedents have

been alike honest to the cause, useful to the

people, and honorable to all. The Journal has

been a messenger op life to thousands. Its

pages have brought " glad tidings of great

jot" to many a perishing sufferer, and pointed

him to a haven of Health. It has done good in

the world, and we rejoice to add only good.

It has peddled no noisome drugs, or other

poisons, and it has received a more extensive

support than any other Journal of Health ever

published. This encourages us. It determines us

to go on, to try and extend its influence still more

widely. There are all around us numbers who

have not yet even heard of The Water-Cure

Journal. These we are desirous to reach. Those

who believe in the truth and utility of our mis-

sion, will help us. If the reader of this has been

benefited through the agency of the Journal,

he may aclcnowledge his gratitude by inducing

others to participate with him in the same bene-

fits. Show it to your neighbors. Ask Ten,

Twenty, or a Hundred to join you in a club,

which shall embrace every reading member.

A little of the Good Samaritan spirit will

enable you to do this much, and to receive

the heart-felt blessings of all whom you thus

benefit. For terms, and so forth, see prospectus

on last column. But, good reader, get up a

club, to begin with the new volume, the next

number.

THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL

PEOSPECTUS

Tlie Water-Curc Journal,
VOLUME TWENTY-TWO!

A Ntw Volume op the Water-Cure Journal
commences with tlie next number. We give an outline
of the objects in the following brief Peospecttis :'

Health.—The great want of the age is health
—the normal and harmonions action of all tlie elements of
our being, physical, intellectual, and social. This want
finds its satisfoction and this demand its supply, in a
knowledge of the Laws of Lifk, or a true Physiology

;

the Nature and Cacses of Disease, or a true Pathology
;

the modes of Purification and Invigoration, or a true
System of Medical Practice. These, and kindred sub-
jects, constituting

The Philosophy op Hkalth, and comprising
the Laws of Physical, Moral, and Intellectual De-
veloi'ment, are the especial sphere of the Water-Cure
Journal: but all that can promote the great design of

Cases of PitACTrcE.—A farmer who had been
blessed with a good constitution, but had been overworked
throDgh boyhood and youth ; in fact, one who had been

educated to think that all men lived for, was to work twenty
hoars out of twenty-four, and get money. He had been
tanght to worship mammon instead of the true God. The
consequence was, he had saved a little money, but was an
old man at tliirty years of age. Old and stiffened with rheu-

matism, snfffring sometimes most excruciatingly, little

good did his ranney do him. For two years he had not been
able to work. Could not use his arms or feet to labor, but
could crawl about. For nine years he hfid not been able to

raise his left hand to his head. He ha 1 wasted nnich of his

substance with many physician.s, but was nothing; bettered.

In this condition he was persuaded to come to me. The treat-

ment I gave him, iu one week enabled him to use his arms
and limbs quite nimbly. All his worst symptoms were re-

moved. He remained with me two weeks, and went home
quite another man. When he left he said he would return,
that it was neccstary for him to go home and spend a few
days In quest of help to harvest his grain. But he did not
retam. He went home, took his cradle, entered the harvest-
field to cat his own grain

; a thing he said would have been
Impossible for lilm two years previous. Of course, he was not
cured. Bat the sequel was, he bolted because I did not give

.
him medicine, notwithstanding he made rapid improve-

I

ment He could not afford to pay for water. He still ro-
. tains his improved condition.

Patent Conical Iron Burr Mill.— The grind-

ing cones of this family hand-mill are constructed in a

new and peculiar manner. To prevent the cutters or teeth

from being injured by use, it is run by means of cog-wheels,

doing its work with great ease and rapidity. This mill is

simple and graceful in form, indestructible in wear, and can

be set to any degree of fineness, by means of the thumb-
screw seen just under the small cog-wheel in the cut. We
can recommend this new mill as being far superior to any-

thing else of the kind ever brought before the public. It

grinds faster, more evenly, and much easier than any
hand-mill ever before invented, and must meet with uni-

versal approval.

The price, including box and packing, is $T, and it can be
sent with perfect safety, by express, or as freight, to any
place desired.

WINE AT THE

LORD'S SUPPER.
They have banished wine from the fireside hearth.

From the festal hall, and the scene of mirth;

They have warred against it, in camp and field.

And its dark and terrible power revealed

;

They have cast it away from the social board.

But 'tis left on the table of the Lord.

They have sung in wild and mournful songs.

Of the drunkard's woes, and the drunkard'

They have sought to lead him from error's way
And often for him do they weep and pray

;

Yet they stand at the altar, and taste the cup,

That carries destruction in every drop.

They have told of its strange and mighty force.

Of its sin-begetting and fiendish course;

Of sorrow's tear, and misery's groan,

—

Yet the half of its mischief remains unknown.
But Oh ! can the soul-polluter be

An emblem of Christian purity?

Oh ! well may the Archfiend smile with pride,

V\ hen he marks the flow of the ruby tide

;

Oh ! well may he count the victory sure,

When the Ohriatian will bow at the shrine impure

;

For monsters, and fiends satanic swim
In the liquid, that floats round the goblet's brim.

Why should not the gushing spring be sought,

And Nature's own beverage thence be brought ?

Though it bears not the purple hue of blood.

Yet the Lord Jlimndf hath pronounced it "good."

It would strengthen thee more than the sparkling wine,

For it comes from the Fountain of Life Divine.

human happiness may be included under its sub-title of
Herald of Eefoems.

Human Life.— Our platform is a broad one
and our plan of operations comprehensive. All subjects
connected with Diet, Exercise, Bathing, Cleanliness, Ven-
tilation, Dwellings, Clothing, Education, Occupations,
Amusements, and Social Relations—all the elements which
combine to make up that complex thing called Human
Life, will be clearly presented.

Practical Instruction.— Hydropathy will be
fully unfolded, and so explained that all may apply it in

j

various diseases, even those not curable by any other means.
! The Water-Cure is not equalled by any other mode of

I

treatment in those peculiar complaints common only to

j

women. The Water-Cure Journal will contain such

j

advice and practical instruction as may be considered most

j

important in all these critical yet unavoidable cases.

I

Preservation of Hkalth.—Without health
even life is not desirable, unless a remedy can be found.
It will be a part of our duty to teach the world how to

preserve health, as well as cure disease.

Prolonged Life.—Reforms in our individual

j

habits, in all our modes of life, and in our social institutions,

will be pointed out and made so plain that "he who runs
may read." We believe fully that man may prolong his

life much beyond the number of years usually attained.

We propose to show how.

W.\TER-CuRE AT HoMn.—Particular directions
will be given for the treatment of ordinary cases at Home,
which will enable all who have occasion, to apply it without
the aid of a Physician. L,4 it he. home in mind, that the

j
Water-Cure Journal is a thoroughly Popular Work,
designed for " the people," and not the organ of a Profession
or Sect.

To Our Friends.

Believing the Health Reform to bo the needed basis of
all Reforms, and that no sigency can be more efficient in

1
promoting it than the 'VVatee-Cure Journal, wc rely upon

;
the Friends of the Cause of Human Elevation to oon-

i tinue their good efforts and exertions, until a copy is within
the reach of eveiiv Famii v in the United Sta'^s.

I The Journal will bo Ilhisunlcd and published in a beau-
tiful quarto form, on fun-, white paper for binding, on the
first of each month, on the following very low

T«>rins iu Ailvanco.
Single Copy, one year, $1 00 i Ten Copies, one year, $7 00

Five Copies, one year, 4 00 | Twenty Copies for 10 00

Please address all letters, post paid, to

FOWLER AND wSlLS,
308 BROADWAY, New Yorlj.

WILL YOU HAVE A PREMIlJM?

^

For every Fifty Dollars sent us we will send One

\
Hundred Journals one year, or Two Hundred half a year,

j
and the worth of ten dollars in an3' Books published at

this office.

For TwENTY-FrvE Dollars, Fifty copies a year, or

( One Hundred copieshalfaycar, and five DOLLARS in Books.

For Ten Dollars, Twenty copies one year, or Forty

j
copies half a year, and one dollar in Books.

j
Sample Numbers, with which to form clubs,

j

' always sent gratis. Now is the time to subscribe.
j




